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Jan. 11,1983 

• r Dr. Hilton, 

I thought to give you a list of the most frequently 
used names in Vicki Baumfe|letters, plus a curr. vitae of me, 
irstead of a long and conceited (and probably stupid-sounding) 
self-description. Whatever you should liFel^lm, of course, 
only too happy to answer. While I think ofHt, I dc have a few 
letters of Lotte Lehmann' s and should j ou "be interested, let 
me know. 

It was so very nice having met you, I enjoyed it very 
much, although you h&dn't much of a chance to get a word in. 

Cordially, 



JOHN  COAST 
I   PARKCLOSE.   KNIGHTSBRIDGE,   LONDON.  SWIX  7PQ 

Phone   01-584 -4982,0774        Cables  Johncoast. London. S W I        Telex   261507 Ref 3940 

JC/nw 

11th May 1981 

Mr. Carl H. Ostertag, 
2960 Hyde Street, 
San Francisco.    9*tlO 

Dear Carl, 

And  what  happened  to  you?     I have   just   been 
going  through  my   last   batch   of   Christmas   cards 
and   throwing  out   the   ones   I kept   behind   because 
they were   interesting,   and   amongst   these   I   found 
your  announcement   that   you would   try   to   come   to 
Europe   in  1980.     My  God,   this   means   it   was   last 
year's   Christmas   card   I kept! 

Anyhow,   what   about   this_ summer? 

I  am  putting your   address   into   my book  because 
in  1982   I shall   probably   come   to   San   Francisco 
myself   for   the   opening  of   the   Opera  in Terry 
McEwen*s   regime. 

We  send  you  all   our  very   best   wishes,   and  hope 
very  much   that  we   shall   at   some   point   see  you 
in  London. 

As ever, 

COASTS 

OPERA   AND   CONCERT   ARTISTS   MANAGEMENT LICENSE   No    SE(A)   1891    EMPLOYMENT   AGENCIES   ACT   1973 
Partners: J.  COAST        S.  COAST        C. WOODFIELD 

Bankers: Royal  Bank of Scotland, Account  No.:  137278.    44  Brompton  Road,  London,  S.W.3 
VAT No.: 238 6820 41 

The John Coast Office act as agents and accept no responsibility as principals 
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U, i 

I think I wrote vou that I saw " G-igi" in an abyssmal per- 

formance, I warn you, in case they come to 3. P.Otherwise I haven't heard, 

seen or read anything worthwhile and life is vorv much on the du\l side. 

I missed you verv much toda^ for walking out on the Parsifal/By the "way, 
I 

something quite touching. Bill Olvis was supposed to sing Parsifal but 

went first to New York, as vou know, came back rather broke, and went some 

where to sinn; opera in the meantime. 3o tians took 3chulz, who is-?»' littfe 

man that isn't there, «hen Bill came back and saw that .{fans had no good 

tenors in his chorus, he simply up and sang in the chorus, unasked. 3o, 

right away, another half dozen of good tenors followed suit, and they 

really sounded quite good, «.side from that, the human side of it was so 

very nice, euch simple gestures are quite rare among singers. 

Well, Bud, let me know how vou are and what's going on in 

your department, etcetera.Tiger sends a snarl '   I" 



December 21+th 1952 

Dear Mr Ostertag; 

A person who claimed to be a 
friend of yours gave me orders  to take resi- 

dence with you, watch over you and bring you 
good luck. 

I shall endevor to fulfill these 
orders to my best ability. Excuse me, please, 

dear sir, I looked it up in thi* dictionary, the 
wood I mean is to my great surprise spelled: 
endeavour.But, you know, I'm rather small and 

somewhat timid. 

Your obediant servant, dear sir, 
faithfully yours 

■VisU1 
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RCTH   LKRT 

4447'--   FINLEY WE...  LOS  ANGELES  27.  CALIFORNIA 

September 2, i960 

As ±BBK  for Papa, he also 
doubtlessly yet take some 
will do so eventually, 

My dearest Carilto. 
Thank you for your telegram, 

received your kind words but will 
time to sit down and write. That he 
I know. 

We, that is Wolfie, Peter, Tina and I, heard the news 
on a totally unexpected radio news broadcast while driving 

of the Utah desert, on our way " 
. That 

you can 
the en r 

in  the  middle 
rado,   at  6:30  a.m.   on August  30th 
on at   all was   totally accidental.   As 
a  brutal  way  to  learn it,   we   stopned 

home  from Colo- 
we had the  radio 
imagine   it was 
and   woke   up   the 
all of us   cried 

over the  tflood 
many words)   but gave  her 
containing   radium   .   .   .     She 
(working  on   autobiography) 

children in the back seat,   then  just sat  and 
bitterly.   But  then we  set off  immediately,   drove   72£ miles 
that  day  after  stopping  in  a   little   town   to  send  Papa  a wire 
that we  were   on the  wav.   Got   to  Papa   at 9  that   evening,   Peter 
was   there,   had zxaua flown  down from Los   Gatos  and had arrived 
the  morning  she   died,   still was with Papa  at  the  hospital   at 
the  end but  she   did  not  know   them  any more. 

On Thursday,   August  2£th she felt   ill  and thought   it was 
a   'flu;   went  to   Bauer with  Papa,   Bauer  alarmed 
count   (without   telling  her in   so 
very strong  dosage  of medication 
still worked  on  correcting  pages 
on Saturday;   Sunday morning  suddenly  very much worse;   taken 
to  hospital  in  ambulance   with  Papa.   Was,   according  to the   M.D., 
not   in acute   discomfort  except   for  perhaps   5  or 6 hours.   Toward 
the   last hours  did not  know  any more  what was  going on,   had 
transfusion etc but  began  to  bleed everywhere,     i  the   spleen 
was  very enlarged and all tissue   just  gave way. 

Carlito,   the way she went was  exactly  the  very way she 
had hoped  and  perhaps  even prayed  for   in her  own  Vicki-way. 

The   approach  she  has  had   to  dying,   per  se,   you've   always 
known as   lonp  as  yon ' ve-'KHöwn nerT—wnat. more* e oimr we  astc r  

In spite  of  the   fact   that  both  Wolfie   and   I  had often 
tried  to   visualize   the   v/hen and  how,   for  some   reason of 

course   it  always   is  different  anyway.   But   the   fact   that she 
did not  have   one   of those  horrible,   lingering,   bed-ridden 

is  something we  are  truly grateful  for.   The   last  fww 
had a distinct  feeling  that she  had serious  premo- 

'Ruthie,   I  think time   is   running 

periods 
weeks   I 
nitions 
out', 
her to 
what  it 
with  a 
fingers  / 

Ve   are   all  hit  very hard.   But  !  am  rather proud of my 
family;   Pana is holding up  remarkably.   Needs   to   be  alone   some- 
times  of  course,   but also  needs  our £hac and  the   kids'   company. 
No decision  at   this   time  re will he  xix stay in  the  house  or 
not,   too  premature   to even talk about.   Mary  is  there  of course 

She   said to me   once 
also  complained that xiwa it was   so   terribly hard for 

'stay with  it',   as  her  span of attention was  no  longer 
used  to  be.Plus   the  added pain and  effort  connected 

good  deal  of  progress   in the  arthritis  of neck and 



and   I  have   to  keep her  on her  toes   of  course   so   she  doesn't 
get  too  sloppy  looking  after   Papa's  needs.   She's   a good girl 

mind  and   a  really   touching attachment  to  the 

to  Elizabeth Lyons   although  I     do 
very   friendly she   and Vifeki  were; 

le t me know 

with a childlike 
family. 

I wanted  to  droo  a   line 
not  know  her;   but   I  know how 
is   she   in  the   Orient  now,   and  if   so,   where?   Please 
if  you know. 

Forgive  me   for   not  writing  more   thai   this   right  now,   dear. 
I  can't.   Besides,   have   to  help  Papa  taking care   pf  literally 
hundreds   of  letters   and   telegrams   that  came   from  all  over  the 
world  and   still   keep  coraimr. 

You,   with us,   "have  lost   a   great  friend.   And   I  know  that 
you,   as  I,   can be  grateful   for  having  known her as  long and as 
closely  as  we  have   ... 

love, 
from WolfIe   too, of  course. 



VICKI   BAUM 2477 CANYON OAK DRIVE 

HOLLYWOOD  28,   CALIFORNIA 

5/15 196 ) 

Carlito darling, i iss Feist visited me and you proved once more 

your good taste in picking your friends. I lilced her very much, 

...nd she gave me a graphic decript on OJ. your s uggling steaks into 

the chaste realms of the S v n Day Adventists. I know exactly how- 

that is, I did the sa     n ans was operated on in the Glendale 

Hospital. The girl looked a picture of health and full of zip and 

go, let's hope they took out the ntire mess; they're quite good 

at it and statistics are most favorable. I had just studied them, 

because Gina's daughter-in-law had the same trouble and operation. 

It seems we both, you and I, are equally poor letter writer^ 

except that I worry a little when you play possum. It usually 

means that you're sunk in one of your mustardöcolored depressions, 

so I don't distimb you and wait till you pop out again, hut I 

guess even the climate will improve when Lisa will be ther_, won't 

it? I'm glad for both of you- the poor soul went through quite som.: 

crisis at h r college . 

re no news, just uttfr stagnation. Today I can't hear my- 

s If thinking for bulldoz-rs all over the hills; th 3/'re somehow 

len into the hands of rea1 -stat. speculation- th hills, I mean,- 

every bit of green gets torn off,then they're cut up into littul, 

littul lots on which, with luck, rows of the most dismal shacks on 

stilts are jerry built, simply turriblei My dear- the noise- the 

peeeple--!otherwise it was a slightly restless week, too many visitors, 

children, sons and whatnots. Now one more week and we'll go off 

th for three weeks vacation. I do hop w can get through this 



enfin seul situation without ending in a divorce. :ansl is pretty 

difficult to live with recently, and probably me too. Alte . eut 

sollte man mit': Hackl derschlag'n. 

So- now I've to run o  ,  r auer, check-up before goin'-; 

away-      I'm doing all right healthwise. And my garden is awfully 

pr tty .lust nor.7. It'll probably be all shot to hell by the time 

I get back. I  o n.ed b"cssinp:s and good wishes, h re they 

ar -- 

always 



VICKI   BAUM 2477 CANYON OAK DRIVE 

HOLLYWOOD 28. CALIFORNIA 

/    O    I960 

o, if wires to "hail nd weren't so darn expensiv     >ul   ve 

poured out my heart in a Ion,'- epistle,        rhy? »cause today th 

green-blu  i]  arrived, c.o  b auuuuutiful! I'm going to get me a pair 

of green-blue eyes to no with it- that wast:  idea, wasn't it? n 

it's such an ample piece, i  can really drape my bloated torso in it, 

this, sort of:     ,       I hav? on    L n v>/:"    ' dress 

Y i 
these lines and iir . it, but it's ^ood for me. 

I'll Äe hem, so if I n_ed, God forbid, a Ion 

ss, I'll just Lot it -ouj.i \nd I think -;  re'11 still b    ugh 

for a small shoulder capes or/a stole|, o bo;   ut       of this 

girlish chatt  ,  ou ted I a . 

in   '    3r my sapphire necklace with it und bin von 

o : bis Fuss auf Ostert       is  Lit. 

Got stuck in my work and must throw away th last two months 

writing, s alle die G nie sc '2 n, nicht? ou doi 

How's the iai s ouse, furnishing  :c      p. Today 

I hav Tina for a w«        st, not or 1 tter writing- 

just to say Gee than  ,      , thanlcs. 

I could do     )U? 

Lo  , 

/V2V ̂  



VICKI   BAUM 
12/ 25  1959 

2477 CANYON OAK DRIVE 

HOLLYWOOD 28. CALIFORNIA 

Garlito, the silks have been unveiled  ith great squeals 

of joy anri delight and without the slightest attention to your 

honorable orders. As Mary, calculating bitch that she is, worked 

up to ail sorts of sickness, as usual when there are quests or Holy- 

days or a little more to do then usual, and so I was last week and 

am this week doing all the housework and cooking and cleaning up 

thi dirt she left, I decided that I, and no one eise, deserves the 

stole. It will make me an ideal at-home dress for to sit and dine 

and loaf and write in and keep me gratefully thinking of you every 

evening. Although I«m fattfer than is permissible , it's still 

ample material for the straight kind of gownyl like, and, oh, it 

is so good to feel near the skin! So- thanks a million. Mary gets 

the scarf. Ruthie got the two squares, one for herself, one- I guess 

the pink one- to make Vina abarty dress from. I have a faint ink/Ling 

thoug: that Ruthie will ursurp both, as Tina, the cute little clothes 

horse, got various delightful outfit, fron this here grandmother and 

will get more of same for her birthday. So, I hope you don't mind that 

us grown-ups simply grabbed everything. 

For Xmas Eve, we decided(Gar net i-norier'n', stayed home, just the 2$\ 

two old ones, tried to drink a bottle of champagne but conau red only 

half of it. Otherwise I seep to have given up sleeping altogether; with 

much coaxing and powders and what not I manage to fall asleep between 

five and six A M. At eight the darling bulldozers bulldoze all over them 

thar hills and that's the end of it. Result, headaches, bone aches, 

lousy writing, growling at poor Hansl and eating too much. The kids are 

in Squaw Valley, I talked to the:?, today, they sounded super-chipper, die 

Gans war fett, der Rothkohl nicht angebrannt and last night they had the 



first snow. Eve  Ruthie seems reconciled to having a house in the 

mountains and a husband in ski business. 

Baraa overwhelmed me by sendfcinr: mc a terribly smart bonbo~nnie-r , 

and I didn't even send an Xmas card. Pfui. Am going to write, her later. 

Listen, could you possibly fotograf you;house inside and out, Chinese 

servants and children and whatever else makes your backgrounds so I 

can have a little idea of -how and what? Please? Lot ar Wolf visited 

me again, I think he knows your Jim. whatshisname; he is still after 

getting my Bali book, out as a movie, seems he has just now one of 

his sidekicks down there for more backing by the Indonesian Govmt. 

I made even a contract with him and if ever anything should come of 

it I'll sure nop up in Bangkok some day. The above, please, to be 

kept under j^our hat, if you got one, that is. 

ell, kiddo, I'm too stumpfsinnig for 1 tter writing, 

ask a boa constrictor how it feels while it's digesting that calf 

it ate for Xmas. 

Much love, and a happy new year for you 

ever 

\| V*AJ 



VICKI   BAU M 2477 CANYON OAK DRIVE 

12/5   1959 HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA 

Carl ito, 

quicljLy,   between green paper and work,   just  saying hello 

to you and a merry Xmas and all that, won't write again before the Holy — 

days, so there. I'm sure, with your unique talent for languages you 

soon express all the necessary cue1: and cack on all the proper seven 

levels and than the real fun will start. The 'token' parcel arrived 

yesterday but won't be opened until the 16th, when I have the family 

h re for pre Xmas, the next day they're off for Squaw valley. I'm 

trying to take Xmas easy this year, because, my God, the stores are sheer 

moider, and the stuff they offer is so moche in ouality^ since  Mr Dupont 

runs this country everything from nightpotito evening gown>to beauty 

queens is made of some damned plastic. And although checks are also 

of terribly unresilient stuff, at least they're still made of paper and 

a handwritten signature. So th re. 

till no rain, azaleas and caraplelias look awfully discouraged, 

and I'm just pulling out of the worst allergic-and/or ear troubles. I'm 

plodding along on that so-called autobiography, I sure wish I could do 

it with the verve and talent and English of Agnes de Mille. When you 

write her, put my respect at the lady's feet once more, willya? Today 

I had a short phone chat with Jack Landau, he was here for a few days f 

wanted to see me but somehow we didn't quite connect. I was always off 

either at the doctors or Xmas shoppling- he wants me to come to Stratford, 

and, by God, I might , while Hans is in Tenessee. He's preparing Twelfth 

night and "esar and Cleopatra, "what else-- Lisa has booked passage for 

a summer in Europe and thinks I should go also and she would chauffeur 

me around. Yes- if only there were not so many Americans in Europe. Since 

there are jets nobody seems to stay home. But me, that is. Last night w e 



were at Peter Lorres, it was very pleasant and lustig, I laughed my sill}' 

head off and today I'm having a hangover. Kalbgoulash with bad red wine 

is a questionabl" combination. The other evening I had my dear old 

Sam Jaffe here- the actor, not the agent- and that, too , was nice. 

You know, life in a Schneckenhaus gets quite boring ; bftX it's a snailfs 

predicament to be grown onto its house, and what can you do? We skipped 

Thanksgiving day, but the next evening we had the Gonleys here, Reinee 

rjust back from Marrocco, with 400 slides, nothing seems to have changed 

there inspite of revolution and what not, the same fat woman comes 

waddling out from the same «rand«Porte and the same water carrier, only 

a bit older, poses for his photo against a remuneration, and the same 

tired cobra comes out of its basket on the Place in Marrakesh whose 

name I can't r member, Fna Fne somthing. 

How will you check and correct Agnes' book without access 

to the public library? It's beyond me. I wish you were here to take a 

hand in little Voter's problem, there seems to be a crisis, all handled 

not too adroitly, the boy is entering the little stinker period and 

seems terribly unhappy . He locks himself up even against me, although 

I think if I could have him alone for a wefek, I'd find some access. 12 

years isn't an easy a^e for a boy of his kind. But wem sagen Sie das? 

Dear Garlito, all the best to you, many good thoughts and wishes, 

ever 



VICKI   BAUM 

11/20  1959 

2477 CANYON OAK DRIVE 

HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA 

Carlito, am I glad to'va heard from you and to know that you're 

okay. I wish i could get a slice off your Chinese couple and/or cui- 

sine. And those little boats with lights floating down old Me i-ang r 

Wonderful! I've seen it once in Bali, after a big cremation, when they 

put the ashes of the dear deceased ones in coconuts, on the half shell 

so to speak,  oil and wick 0n it, and they go down the river and out 

into the sea and the people squat£ so quietly on the shore and wish for 

a happy rebirth of those flickering little souls. 

Lisa Is sending me in installments what she's writing about the 

Siamese, it's much livelier and more Lisa-like than her Peshawar arti le, 

I think; probably because the Siamese are much nicer, happier and funnier 

people ,and so she likes them much more.AE present we have your good friends 

from Zamboanga and suburbs in town, those slightly mediocre dancers with 

their synthetic dances. I didn't see them, inspite of very urgent personal 

letters by their lady directors. Am pasted to my chair at night, now 
/ 

whaddayaknow, \:riting. ;y memoirs- wer lacht da? Oder: lasp das Kind die 

Boulr.tte, es spielt ja bios <|fcmit. Itts a tough life, just now my ears 

are so troublesome that I had to cut out all concertgoing and other 

entertainment. Working hard in the garden, it's not 18 months since the 

last rain and all plants are getting schizophrenic, don't know when to 

bloom ^fVdo drop their leaves, carrrazy. i r.;ent with Ruthie to an ex- 

hibit of young designer's work in the county museum or whatever-it-is, 
Maria 

mostly Ghouinard, Sister Gorita's disciples, and a few others. Kather 

disaopointing on the whole. Copies of copies of last year's style, much 

shoddy craftsmanship, a lack of effort or patience. Always chosing the 

point of least resistance. We laughed about a nice little detail. As 

that place has hardly any walls, the main paintings were hung from the 



from the ceiling on strings of various length, sort of in irregular 

clusters, like the lights in my dining room, if you know what l mean. 

Natch, all of'em abstract to beat the band, so, when you come in there's 

the largest of them, big as a mural, fat blobs of green and yellow, you 

know, that latest activistic style where the artist hopes to bowl you 

over by the sheer strength with which he throws the colors onto the 

canvas. Seems to be sort of the same technic as in baseball, except 

that many of those balls of paint go foul. Anyway, you feel how grand, 

how exciting and important that painting must have seemed to the young 

painter. Dynamic is the word. Then you go on, and, of course, you see 

the back of it. And just to make sure it isn't misunderstood, he wrote 

in large letters on it- or maybe the hanging commission did-:Top. Top. 

Top. 

Now I had brunch and the above really doesn't seem worth reporting 

all the^to Thailand. Carlito, Xmas is on our throats and your silks 

are enroute and expected with bated breath, and I'll be damned if I 

have the faintest idea what to send you. The book i had aimed at your 

birthday might still arrive in time for Jonas, it's one of those 

Gutenberg Buchgemeinschafts thing)you can't buy, just have to jiggle 

out of them somehow- jaja, die Klaine Schwaitzty but they assure me it's 

in the mail sent directly to you. Say, could you be a real friend and 

let me send you a small check and go buy yourself any damn unnecessity 

you might want? Perhaps there's some discarded old Khmer head under 

some monk's pallet or some such?Please, say Yes and take a load off my 

feet and mind. 

End of page- love, ever 

""W Vl*i/L Ä-Y*-t>i *J>£     -^TKX  « ' i,*A+ 

"3 f  \ . \ 



VICKI   BAUM 2477 CANYON OAK DRIVE 

HOLLYWOOD 28. CALIFORNIA 

Sept 22. 1959 

Carlito, today I learn d via Lisa that you are already 
in Bangkok and that everything is in good order. In my mind I can see 
you busily interior decorating your little house- is it fun? It's lucky 
that you're one of those easily adjustable new contraptions, not one 
of the old obsolete and decrepit modls lik^ myself. Taker me two 
weeks to go over ths change from TTorth to Bouth California and from 
doin plain nothing to trying to start to work again. Phew!What do 
you know, my new typewriter has an exclamation point!But don't use 
it too much, Miss Baum, it's a German Unart. 

Anyway, adjustable as you are, promise to take good care of 
your frail dear self, will you? Ddn't drink water from the Kongs, don't 
accept KKÄ food from those nie e friendly silk weavers up North, 

don't feed your blood to the mosquitoes like that abominable character 
Confucious put up as an example of filial virtues. 

The magazines for you are ordered and I'm trying to wrangle 
with the subscription dept so that you might get at least tha New 
Yorker by airmail.Anything else you might want, need or like? Please, 
t 11 me, now -nd always. Do you realize that another of your goddamned 
birthdays is coming and once again I don't know how to celebrate it 
ithput entangling s^ou with th custom people. Would you like a book w 
(I^lstr. German^ ith lots of Ibiza in it? I'd have to try and get xt 
from Bucchergilde Gutenberg and you know how slow the Swiss are. Other- 
wise I haven't encountered any readable books at all. I got meself into 
Madame BovaryC mark that metaphor) and  , Gawd, is it boring! 

Well, Bud, I'll act and write any nonsense that comes to 
my mind, just as though th^re were no distance. Okay? 

Okay, and a ver;/ good night to you 
/ 

ver / 



VICKI   BAUM 2477 CANYON OAK DRIVE 

HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA 
July  24th 1959 

Carlito, 

to judge from a note I had from Lisa you'll soon and seriously 

take off for Bangkok, and more power to you. It's on of the nich s 

into which you ought to fit quite nicely, I just hope the next stage won't 

be the saffron robe, shorn head and beggar bowl of a budding buddist 

monk. Gosh, I think it's marvelous to get an entirely new frame of 

life and stay long enoug- in one place in the Orient to really learn 

something about it and have time to look at your honorable navel and 

meditate over those wonderful fhai silk colors. 

So, I won't go to Europe after all; when I imagined the movie 

crowd I'd get into, atjd the publicity they would rausschinden KfigiüfXXX 

by inviting me, and to have to sit and smile upon another ragout made 

of dead cats and Grand Hotel- no, I couldn't face it. But, listen, won't 

your way to the Orient possibly take you through our edge of the woods? 

A stop in our completely airconditioned palatial home and especially 

in thenewly decorated little Zimmer is highly recommended. Hansl is 

taking off for Tenessee next week, so are the local children, where as 

the Barbarians from the North will appear on August 4th and stay for 

a week. There's also Fintscherl on the horizon- das Vergnuegen reisst 

nicht ab.If you come you'll find me in a state of rapidly advancing 

senility, I'm always sleepy , and the only time when I can't fall asleep 

is at night, natch. My, what a creep I'm becoming! However, yesterday 

I hied myself down to Little Tokyo, a part of town I'd never been to, 

found me the nicest shop and bought me the long seeked-£or Japanese 

chest in two installments, you tell me what they're called. Nobody 

down thfre knew a word of English. When I gave them my address they 



said: "ai- Horrywudu?ivhe.r is? Very far? And I pasted white paper in the 

windows and hung up two fish, for the two grandsons. It's sort of clean 

and friendly looking- so batter come and see. 

Here I'm getting sleepy again- good night and good luck and let's 

know -:hat gives, yes? 

Always 



V I C KI   BAUM 

June  28th 1959 

2477 CANYON OAK DRIVE 

HOLLYWOOD 28. CALIFORNIA 

„ust came back from a much too brief but very wonder- 
ful trip up Korth, into the middle of the nineteenth century and 
the redwood coast wilderness of the Mendocino coast. Found your 
letter and am delighted with your double or triple dose of good 
news.Bangkok is a lovely lively place, and I can imagine you 
happilly wallowing in all those corjus colors. If I were you , I'D 
grab the job at high speed, but far be it from me to give you ad- 
vice. I don't want you at the first tropical fever or bellyache 
t  say: You see-I tole you so.And the book, well, elephants, too, 
take a long time of gestation and I'm glad it ain't going to be 
printed here, they do fairly lousy jobs in their art books.Lisa 
indicated some possibility of her going back to Slam for a time, 
too, that would make it perfect, wouldn't it? 

I steadfastly refused to see the Bolshois , that sne 
massive dose I got in their film- remember?- left no appettite for 
more of the same. But I will see the City Center when they come 
here end of July. At the moment I'm all by myself in town, and 
enjoy it. Left Hansl in Asilomar, the kids are somewhere on the 
road and the kidlets in some camp. I was not honored with gettig 
anybodJ-«s address- So. Ruthie is getting increasingly difficult 
and restless, it begins to worry all ofä us. And how's your change 
of life shaping up, dearie? 

I had finally decided to drop the idea of going to 
Europe entirely; but now Guggenheim started working on me, he 
seems to think it would sell me and various movie rights; so I 
might still change my mind.Would be fun if you'd go there at the 
same time, no? 

Darling,I've got to work my way through the tower of mail 
I found here on my return, so just saying hello and congratula- 
tions and the ever-same amount of good wishes and love 
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2477 CANYON OAK DRIVE 
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Carlito, darling, your call was the nicest birthday- 
surprise you could have given me- thanks a lot. And you 
didn't sound a bit depressed, but your good, nice euphoric 
self. Anyway, if you think you're depressed- oh brother, 
you should have seen me when I returned after a year of Bali 
und Umgebung, I flooded the bathroom so with my secret tears, 
we had to have the plumber in and the downstairs ceiling re- 
paired. And the option wasn't taken up and I had no job either/ 
just an expensive household gobbling up the last reserves and 
soon after Wolfgangs sickness came up and the D.P.s from Austria 
occupied my house-but somehow we all survived. What would life 
be without a crisis off and on, eh what? I'm glad you have 
Lisa at your side to orgaja- and-- critis-ize your work and 
plans, I couldn't think of anybody who'd be more fond of you 
or knows better what's what. I had asked Hansl to give me that 
much advertised and recommended Cerara - Marek History of 
Archeology for my birthday- but* Kerist, is it badJHow can 
a guy manufacture such a sow's ear from such an exciting silken 
and golden purse? 

Carlito, I'm afraid I'm of very little use 
to you at present;I'm not a giant like Mrs Obi, and between 
a pretty hard load of pains and those damned leukozytes I have 
to husband my energy. And Hansl, since parting from his 
last lady lovefl,needs much more of me and my time and my 
strength. On the other hand, being needed- still- at my ripe 
age— is the best thing there is. Medizine, tonic and cosmetic 
rolled in one. 

Otherwise I have nothing to tell. Am re- 
reading at present Plutarch, strictly from hunger. Saw my 
yearly ration of two movies: Separate tables- found it terribly 
topheavy handled,overplayed, not a smile in a hayload of 
trivia. And »the horses mouth' which we both liked beceuse it's 
so nicely absurd and unmovielike. My garden is all topsy 
turvy- the first daffodil put in a premature appearance, the 
tulips are ready to pop any day, the things they call Narcissus 
here but we called Tazetten- those little white clusters with 
the strong scent-are almost past and the carameliias have always 
five blossoms where they should have one. Little Peter was- or 
is still- in the doghouse on account of a combination of too 
much intelligence ttXXEC lbbtopi#4d with a deep-seated aversion 
to real work. Wolfie just returned from a business and skiing 
trip, brown, fat and sassy ,such a well- adjusted, pleasant 
friend I produced me there, Ruthie very thin, extremely beautiful, 
restless and deep Inside Loring- good for herlGretl has caught 
herself another Mexican lover, and Gina got her fifth grand- 
child a few days ago. We had the Withs for dinner a few days 
ago,both as nice as ever, and he seems fully recovered and 
eats like a hog whatever that plastic stomach of his can hold. 
But with you gone and Elisabeth buried, I never see nor hear 
of the Rauschers, nor, natch, of Bill Moore or Normail. 



As you can see from all this, I move in a much smaller orbit 
than any of the failures our dear boys in Fort Cannaval may 
produce. 

I sent you the bewitched withhery book a second time, 
but I hope you don't need spells and cantations any longer. 
Remember Wolfie's deathless limerick: 

There was an old witch in Wells 
who knew weird cantations.and spells» 
For only a nickle 
she would make from a pickle 
a penis that actually swells* 

Dies wuenscht dir, deine dich liebende Freundin 



VICKI   BAUM 2477 CANYON OAK DRIVE 

HOLLYWOOD 28. CALIFORNIA 

Jan 22d 1959 

Carlito darling,it'3 good to know you 3nug in your own snuggery and 
you know that you've always got a job when you really need it, 30 
let's try and not $£f worry, both of us. On the other hand, it's 
clear that the gremlins got you. Because not only did Pickwiok 

make a mesa by sending one witchery book to you and one to me, I 
did write a full page of spells, Beschwoeungen and cantations 
against the blue*£psycho- and- physiological ones-")onjf the Vorsatz- 
blatt and sent the thing to you 1 together with Giotto and that 
art book. But when you looked at it, the Gremlins must have hexed 
that dedication away and made it invisible. Probably cousins of 
the branch of gremlins who make you write cofmutable and defnitute- 
anyway, when the damn book arrived here, they had put the Vorsatz- 
blatt with all its magic and red ink back, big as life. The question 
arises now:should I send it off once more or better keep it here 
until you pick it up in person?By the way- I just got a bit of order 
in my book jungle and found one little book which, I think,I was 
holding for your return from the Orient. As soon as I can find 
an envelope ijf shoot it off to you- something about Japanese dance 
or theatre. 

Lisa wrote me that you fell over your bed and I know 
exactly what that means; when we were at the Clift Hotel in old S.P. 
and I had a virus- or vice versm/ and a little fever and got out 
of my bed in the dark and gropedmy way baok into it, stretched 
out cofmutably,but had only hit a sharp edge of it and dropped 
down on the other side: well, I made the most perfect sommersault 
any lady past seventy- except Lady Mendl- has ever executed. The 
bump on my shin is still a nice composition, abstract of course, 
in brown, indigo and carmin( merchurochrom). Nice match to all the 
bruises and cuts I get me in the garden» 

We are in the throes of a most unseasonable drought, the 
town is surrounded by forestfires and landslides, the markets are 
on strike, the voice of the turtle is heard in the land, waking me 
up at unholy hours, shortly before the bulldozers start crunching 
loudly on the nearest slope where several mysterious and ugly 
houses on stilts are going up, directly on the sites of last year's 
landslides. Slowly but shrely some sort of fairy colony seems to 
grow out of them thar hiiLlsj not nice one*, but more the sort of 
interior designers manqwen with bearded , beaten»and unwashed boy 
friends. South Africa is out for this season, they seem to have 
to go through still more and more red tape,get the thing through 
the parliament first and what not. I'm rather relieved, Hansl 
works too much as it is, what with all his summer workshops, it 
worried me to let him go off for six weeks alone and , on the other 
hand, I didn't feel at all to visit the realms of Apartheid. I would 
have liked to go to Europe this late spring or early summer, before 
the tourist rush, get a glimpse of Vienna, Salzburg, Muenchen, 
and on from there. But I won't go by myself, and Hansl has sort of 
alles verbaut- wir sind eingemauert, Herr Direktor, heissts in der 



Fledermaus, Pacit- it doesn't look as If I'd ever get to New York. 
That is- I could go there late in August, while Hans teaches in 
Tennessee, but hell, who wants to be in N.Y. in August? 

for you. 
well, that's all I know- I keep ray fingers crossed 

love, as always 



VICKI   BAUM 

Dec 9th 1958 
2477 CANYON OAK DRIVE 

HOLLYWOOD 28. CALIFORNIA 

Carlito mine, how now? Have you got yourself out of the 
polsongas or is it still choking up that poor little brain 

of yours? Why don't you write to Dr Vincent Peale- he sure 
can cheer you up by the strength of prayer and super sales- 
manship. Boy, it sure ain't easy to return from a trip like 
yours to the simple uneventful life that's all the rest of 
us get. By the way- language is a fine thing: a life full of 
unevents. Exackly. 

I have a faint idea that jobs are easier 
to find after Newyear - or maybe you've found one in the 
meantime? I'm up to my chin in Xmas packings for all those 
little darlings/ Hansls orchestra members are of a frightening 
fecundity, the babies just pop out of them and scream for 
silver porringers and Sfceiff animals right away. We're going 
to San Francisco over Xmas, Paul has to keep a tighter watch 

over my damned ear and this we combine with a long-d^e visit 
in Santa Clara, hoping to meet Bonnie in the euphoric stage 
of her up- and- down cycle. Am looking forward to Randy, though, 
he's a sweet little man. 

Gosh, I just realize that there is really 
absolutely nothing of interest I could tell you. San Francisco 
will feel funny without you, that's all I know. If I ever find 
the Schulheft with my first sketch for Kringelein I'll send 
it to you, you'll be surprised what a talented and bitchy 
youngster I was, considering the mild wise old lady SIth the 

dull brain I'm now. 

I guess this is wishing you a nice Xmss 
and sending you oodles of love, from Hans also. 

Ever 

/ 



VICKI   BAUM 2477 CANYON OAK DRIVE 

-,28. CALIFORNIA m^m? 

■lito, 

you seem farther Fway than when ~'ou were in ilinterindien, 
but maybe when you tv ve settled down in your new place in the old district 
and have your o   .hings around you again.you'll feel better adjusted. 

'       b'o know that no little nasties and be-sties are crawlii     und 
in your guts |8nd otherwise I i-uess you have a pood cnse of the home- 

comi    lies. Boy, you just had it too ~ood for two years, andinstural1 , 
job-hunting is no Veilchenfest at best. And especially in trie luxurious 
fields of things that no one really needs. Now, if you were a half 
cod- or even a not.so rood-plumber— well, younf man, there  are the 
real onportunitiesl Tell me, did you diddle      our slides and try 
to oiece a few lectures together? And tackle a rrood '-pent with it? 
Or am I talkin- nonsense. I'd like to come to your new place with 
bread and salt, but it doesn't look as if I'd be ii     fork this 

winter, I've become quite a-stick-in-the-mud end when I think of 
the overheated rooms rnd the crowded restaurants and the bad p] i 
of lest winter, I just don't feel like it. Hansl might  go to South 

Africa for a few weeks, but nothing could sound less attractive than 
Johannesburg - and aopartheüd, so I, personally, declined the invita- 
tion to accompany the maestro on his tour. 

Here, as 
life get transmi 
the good old wor 
I liked better, 

I don't mean the 
talent  and etc 

re and more I 
I pet to see, it 

patience and real 
the hiphfalluting 

it up under 
probably be -11 

usual, no  news; I guess the tiny ripples in my 
tted to you through Lisa. I have arrived ( put in 
d nebbisch here) at the small joys. The large ones 

iiiKK  but what can one do : gainst getting old. And 
creaking bones and decreasing Leistungsfsehigkeit, 

eteras; but the getting out ßf tune with the times, 
dislike the books, the music, rnd the little of art 
seems all so shoddy, so empty,such an avoidance of 
effort. And still more do I dislike the itlaeufer, 
talk and snobbism around every bit of fly-shit. Well, 
plaint of an old bitch.You see, if I weren't eld, I'd 
vent-garde as I was with twenty. 

I had one, just one serious little talk with Peter, and ever 
since the kid is very changed ,does well in school,endures Tinas bothering 
him with sn angelic and forgiving smile and is very bright and nice 
company. '.Vol      is building a house in Squaw Valley,working on it 

BS an unskilled cranenter or whatever, ( Excuse plizz, Freudian slip) 
and it MK&KXSiZ.  makes him content and healthy- within reason .   :sl 
busy as ever and amazingly sory, just now he's tussling with the 

! Appalachian Soring" for coming Sunday's crncert-it's still undecided 
who's going to win. He sends you all his best, in a sort of absentminded 
way. 

If I'd go and write my autobiography, in German, that is for Euro- 
pean consumption only- would you  want to read it? Or should I sell 
my typewriter for good? 

So- now we're off to the election booth. A     .e nitwits 



and shysters both parties have on their list, tut einem die ,Vahl weh. 
urj lly, I tfjke the Den. ticket, but without eny f-netic convietion. 

there just ain't much difference. / 

Gambye for now, 8nd cheer up,I'm sure you'll 1-nd 
catlike on your feet rnd in some nice job eventually. 

Always 

\ \AMA- 



V IC Kl   BAUM 2477 CANYON OAK DRIVE 

HOLLYWOOD 28. CALIFORNIA 
Oct 9th 1958 

Carlito, 
I warned you, didn't I, ttiat there won't be no further 

birthday gift, well there ain't. Ein Bucn haben Sie schon and 

if I'd find a nice Ulmer Schrank or a life-size Lohan for you, 

you wouldn't have the piece to put it. The neckties I cen get 

in tnis town aren't up to the Cstertag taste, and- but mainly 

I'm glued to my writing desk with that bloody German translation, 

and simply haven't the time and energy to go gift hunting. So, 

its just airplanes full of good thoughts, good wishes, and 

crossed fingers. Lisa wrote me tod8y that your dear little tummy 

bothers you, it can't be from over- eating, I'm sure, rpther it 

might have shrunk to a Taillenweite where nothing gen get through 

anymore. But seriously, let me know what's the matter. 

I have the impression that you, dearest of manic- depressives, 

are on a down-down cycle; well, if so,at least you ctn be sure it'll 

pass and you'll soon be floating again in all sorts of skies and 

without regard to any of the things that might seem depressing at 

present. Ah well, ma--ybe I'm far off with my diagnosis and you 

jodel- with o, please- rlong as nicely as ever. "Tomesick for Asia? 

We know thrt condition, too.Job hunting? Love-sick? 

So, now I've got to go back to the saltmines full of untrans- 

Icble vernacular American and those graceful German construction 

which say:wenn sie nicht gesagt haben wuerde dass es zu spaet sei, 

haette er dan Mut gehabt, ihr seine Liebe zu erklaeren-'instead of 

the easy\x&äXXX8)CX- sieh, riy typewriter balks at it—f»d 1 that 

stands for all the damned subjonctives end conjunctives et all. 

A nice, big hug and all the best frc^Tus all 



VICKI   BAUM 2477 CANYON OAK DRIVE 
HOLLYWOOD », CALIFORNIA 

I 

rlito, Carlito- there      still expec'l       letter from 
Cairo or any of those nice  Lddle- bassiea 
■re bombed, vulcanoes errupt, revolutions break out     ou are 

thoough like a well- oiled Celsardine-     ^ddenly LI 
informs me that you're almost home, Welcome, strenger from the 
outer spacösl At this point all the polite greetings in Chinese, 

.rabic have vanished, so let's have a silent h     Lsa 
smile and pick up where we left off- how loi-     Sometimes 

it r      eemed as if you'd never return, but now, 
in life size. Arc. you getting used to the general ugliness of tl ' 

blond and blu^yed humanity. Do '      \1  loo':,    i 
r el s' 

chickens, kouskous end pilaffs? I'm babblii    ldH of non    , I'm 
so pleased you're back. And now Lisa informs me t 
off in Esll   for another , ]      , our 
fr  " ecisll t] LI    poor 
U S. You heard about the postcar   i       be Eis«     ?     hen he 

spit on? Wish  ou were here. 

And a propos of this, let1    I      Lzed ou 
platt        to L.A. or does this ,"  ton?As I didn't 

:ct you before Pall, ] ts of my 01     Ich 
I c ow.So, i     ,     litt]    I'  I, conce 

ke note of .    1 leaves end of this 
week for  L        p in Asiloma.r end oi    this 
- or rather is thrc uly IJ4. th.The mo     1 's out of 

iters, .carpenters, roofmen and such will move in for the 
nee ,1 don't t] I  be a cosy 

iome-ci      I   ot, I migb     off myself 
1 y   '     -1 on the rodd       sil    ,     ems 

to be very eager to        to hi 
t 1st for an enfin seul of 

I'd be to have you he- Lme, th    .   our and sort of 
] d fee] .you-]       I 1 mean:   " 

tell ^bout B1]   e oh-so-inportant letai]   _  " 
its( The thin Lopped quit ly> and there 

I I be Carl, fresh back from his gre^     sntures,   i stealing 
nder. So, de:    fling, keep off the grass those     eeks, 

LI]  ou? 

to Oth or there       ] Peter, Bon ' 
end their kids.I just talke        ter- Bonnj       little operatio 
tod- iere last week to get Bonnie c  an even keel.    1 
DarrLt,^the girl is a roaring ne rotic, had psy    pic tr:    itsV 
th:     n't do mm-       id cost more than Peter cm afford.        ' 
ve rot it into their heads that I- me- myself-am the only pe-sonX 

straighten her out.  rj Ü lly the plan was for me to take them 
to ( certain Ranch Lth them the fir       oJ "le 

oes to Kentucky for another session and workshop. Just no 
told leter it .   ] be better I      1 he   " 

r****! VS  ln ?ome nlc' pool, o-rrden food to the'     ,ts' cont   . äo-if oonevou 
coming till August 1st, and if it wouldn't  I 



offsprihg , '       be 
. ]       .lunch that ..-  ' 111 

littl   lie cnyi  .  '11 you cell me , collect. 
please, as scon as the first prlpitetions ere over? I'll be home 
Thursday eve but have c few guest . Jill be bleary-eyed but able 
to trlk Friday mor     fter 1C- we're on '    time. 

Tell me,        ou look? Tinned?    lthy? Cr iog-tired? 
tsecken sehr gewschsen?Lis8 thinks you'll arrive without 

a shirt on your back or a sole on your shoes.    look, Lear,I 
owe you an     lulation of 3G • 3, Birthdaj       ll        ' Cts. 
LI]  ou buy "      J so much 

n here 1 hunters? And will you ^et ready to 
me ter, just as sassy, but much faster to tire, g 

3 

Cne reason for cutting this letter 
thing for the ta] '. 

-■t. Let's 
to have. 

save every- 

Love, ever 



VICKI   BAUM 2477 CANYON OAK DRIVE 
HOLLYWOOD J», CALIFORNIA 

-ch 17th 195i 

Carlito, ia it ages since I wrot 
We had s rather restless time, w 

be called to Baltimore to help 
wanted to go there- by train, on 
her doctor alarmed us, she was si 
practical things had to be taken 
her hand for three days and night 
afternoon he came back and had to 
exhausted old 

e you last or does it only seem so? 
aiting from one day to the other to 
sister-in-law in her last days. I 

account of goddamned ear, then suddenly 
liking fast end all sort of muddled-up 
care of. So Hans took the plane,held 
s. Yesterday was her funeral , this 

Tlop off to rehearsal, the poor 

In the meantime I spent my time suffering over the 
most exasperating job of proofreading I had in all my life" I can't 
imagine what Johnny who can't read was let loose on my poor manuscript. 
de  must have done it as they do fried chicken. Put it in an old pillow 
case together with commas, periods and dashes, wrona accents in Wench 
and Spanish and a vocabulary below basic English, shook it well and 
Jh  f r   L18 TeSUlt *? the Printer- «ell» that's also done with and theretU 
than* God, » angenehmere Toene' to balance it all. My garden is so lovely? 
that not even in the hills of Syria or along the Bosporus can you  10V6iy' 
find bigger or better anemones. Not to mention the most perverse, lasci- 
vious parrot tulips. And three dozen of fregole da sylva I plant'.1' 
yesterday. Und wenn sie nicht gestorben sind I might be capable to 
serve some to you with wine or Schlagobers. Im Kinderzimmer. We had 
and are still having a record amount of rain this year, resulting in 

nod sciatica in this here decrepit body and in an abundance of " 
1lowers that makes me very rich and happy. 

impro 
hand s 
have 
a cas 
other 
Gin a 
civil 
more 

The kidlets returned 
ved manners and a constant stream 
ome specimen to me, but I have a ; 
quite a lively exchange of letters 
e of instant recognition of mutual 
hand I'm growing slightly tired o 

gets more and more Kaffeheus- goss 
servant among other small beer ci 

the Queen of Sheba , all bitch and 

from Germany with considerably 
og German; both seem rather 
randmother's astigmatism, 
with Elisabeth Lyons, it's 
tastes and likings. On the 
my remaining local friends. 

ippy and Gretl, a full-fled-ed 
vil servants, acts more and" 
seduction. 

m-n* ,„v.„,  x. ^I,m diddlinE with an extremely urly mosaic for the 

äJSL-SSf po^rS-Äfü! P8llkM f"dlne '»° ^  Nemans. 

I miss you a goddamn loiCarlito- 
love 



VICKI   BAUM 2»77 CANYON OAK DRIVE 
HOLLYWOOD It, CALIFORNIA 

July 7tl 

Ito, how're you doing, w , 
from you?Is it hard to get adjusted to New York, Washington 

US, rnd in July at thai»? -   ^e you sore because I asked 
you to postpone ;-our visit to L A a bit?        I did, 
cause between s        '  \ine,stinks of tar( roof repairs) 

int( insIrle and out and thar 3   I   CIL in bhera t] 
ints, smells like s w]        '   3t the shore)the house 

is not fit for human con;  iption, I. It's one of those 
more and more frequent periods when I feel the sawdust slowly 
dribbling out of me. No energy to do or enjoy anything. 
good Gernr n gEBdner fell off a ladder end is laid off and 
that darned garden is just a bit too much for me all by my 
poor self. And the rooms look like a bordell the morning 
after. Chairs on the tables,sticky all over- oh boy, and 
you never know if      en the workman will put in on occesJ- 
n8l appearance. Jo jo, the new leisure and consnifccus consumption 
classlYou see, I know my Veblen. 

Ren&e asked for your address, wants to go to the 
Orient for a lark, will write you for advice.Greetings to 
you from all and sundry, I guess Ruthie will write you or hj 
done so already. Did you get my book? I h-d it sent c/o 
Barna. And how did ycu find the clear old girl; 

I do hope I'll get this here 53ustall in order by 
the end of the month when I shall expect you in breathless, 
not to say KK34XXMM asthmatic  , anticipation. 

h love ever 



VICKI   BAUM 

\ 

2477 CANYON OAK DRIVE 
HOLLYWOOD it, CALIFORNIA 

February 7th 1958 

Garlito darling, if it happened to anybody but you I1 d explode 
with envy, but as it is I'm just waiting and hoping for my share 
of your journey, in tales , photos and laughter.As usual, I wonder 
where you might be now and if no glasses got broken and no 
tummy aches, not to mention other troubles *hat ocasionally 
follow in the wake of Asiatic super hospitality. 

Wolfie seems to be fine,if no 
the critical days I had daily lett 
I heard from him he was on skis ag 
as the sly guy wrote:he feels much 
snow and ice iiiithout them. I was s 
when he was txvo, forbidden to ask 
formed me: Die Kirscherln sagen sie 
was aiming to get to Seefeld to vi 
revived when they met in Zuerich- 
fered to Loring. 

news means good news. During 
ers and wires and so— the last 
ain, only the Beginnerhuegel, but,,| 
safer on skis than in the 

trictly reminded of the time 
for things at table, and in- 
wollen gegessen werden.Ruthie 
sit Kreutzberg; her crush was 
until then she had it trans- 

A got rid of snifflsfes, earache and of pa 
mail I got for my goddamit 70th birthday. It 
fact, doesn't happen to a dog, neither such 
avalanches of correspondence. As the old Jew 
if it wasn't for the honor, the joy wasn't s 
hand, my bloodcount behaves quite well, I'm 
after a few days of spectacular rains there' 
The first crocus is out, the first Dutch Iri 
hyacints which I like much better than the s 
keeps on with his daily swim in the heated p 
around us are sprouting such eyesores of hou 
never seen, plunk into the nice view. 

rt of the unwanted 
shouldn't and, in 

old age nor such 
in hsnnheim said, 

0 great.Cn the other 
feeling spry, and 
s spring in the air. 
s,and-lets of Rom n 
tiff h-ghbreeds. Hans 
001 and the hills 
ses on stilts as you've 

py always asks about you and wants to be remembered, and 
I laid a wall-to-wall carpet, cocao collored, in my shabby 
bathroom, quite snazy. There's^dark urge rumoring in me to try 
painting something, only I don't know what. Seems the old lsdy 
is getting non-objectiv&.And I'd like to make a little mosaic 
to paste onto the dark blue wall of you might call a cabana or 
porch or lanai- very much en miniature- fet the pool. How would 
one of your darling octopusses look there?0r a steamed lobster? 
Well, never mind, as soon as the kidlets are back I won't have 
so mucn time on my hands, right next to the arthritis. 

Good night, dear,have fun in Turkey and if you can manage 
a sidetrip to Rhodos, take it. And go across the island to Lindos, 
which is the Greek Zipfel- such blue waters,such beautiful ceramics,| 
nice people, a nice old acropolis, and, I think, it's still 
untouched. 

Love 



J&JUL, -£JUO-OZ<_ 

VICKI    BAUM «J-UL AAsQ^* <3^*-S*  ^i^T^-t-V 2,77 CANYON OAI 

Jan 22d 1958 
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OAK DRIVE 
HOLLYWOOD J«, CALIFORNIA 

Carlito, where art thou? Elisabeth- or Barna-(can't 
find my way what with your full harem-"^mentioned something like Smyrna- 
where the hell is Smyrna? So back to the old APO number? ifeit gebrengtl 
Today I received a loud scream of joy from Berne whom I had sent, with 
your permission, that luscious applegreen- gold silk. There was a long 
description of the summer evening coat she'll have made from it, while 
I am dreaming up something special for my at-home nights( as if there 
were others]) from the abundance of purple material. Something like 

'it pants to be worn x^ith either a hip len^Hih ovsrblOHse - jacket I 
an- or/and a long sort of kaftan with side slits. Gee, it's going to 

be lover] .   

It's high time, Bud, you'll take abode for a while in the 
Kinderzimmer, I do need you to pull me up and out, *['m sort of getting 
calcified, paralyzed, an immovable objefct in short. As if I had a leak 
somewhere, wo die Saegspaene rauslaufen. T took a plane back from 

ork to see xriiether I could risk flyin    in. Plight was lo- 
vely, I enjoyed every minute of it- and ever since I've been in dis- 
repair, damnit..Clogged-up sinus, richtige Kinderhalsentzuendung, if 
you know what I mean, and mainly, ear trouble, natch. Tow what does 
this make me? A goddamned barnacle that'll sit and sit and sit? I'm 
not really good for vicarious thrills, öÜläK happy as I am that you 
can roam all over the place. You know what? I'd like to spend a few 
weeks in Rhodos- it seems still as fascinating a place as it was the 
one day I spent there. cMcy, if I can't fly, there are still ships, 
ain't there? 

Tell me- do you remember the problematic wall in my living 
room, right when you come in?.There that puny Picasso print vegetates? 
I still haven't found the solution- that is, the large print of a 

paintings and nothing wants to fit there. If I leave the wall 
empty it's sort of too much Ceso   space. If I put anything oriental 
there- a panel of a good, screen or even another rubbing, it turns 
the room into a better sort of China town. vet it has to be something 
large and- 

well, I guess I asked you this before: How would the end 
of a Venetian gondola fit there?llerely taken as an ornament, you know. 
It's black, that's one good thing. And large, and, to my mind, nice. 
But I have no idea how large they are when you'd bring them inside- 
such proportions are hard to guess while you're on the Canale grande. 
And how could one ever get hold of such a thing- the older and more 
beat up the better? Could you, through whatever secret or official channel: 
daintily approach the subject? But only if it doesn't cost you more 
trouble than mebbe a postcard to the Union of II Gondolieri de la 
Giudetta or some such no: sense. Cr, if you think this idea stinks, 
dear sir, kindly don't hesitate to tell me so. You know which end I 
mean? Hot the one where the people titschkerl, but this one: 



Well, genug geflirtet, I've got en unholy mess of mail to take 
cere of yet. 

Did I ever tell you how proud I am of my sapphires? And, 
boy, will they look beautyful with the purple outfit] 

Love- I wish there were/less shopworn word to send 

A^V^C- 



OU^~IÜn 
PARK AVENUE AT 69!? STRICT 

cXe«) <_Aofk. 
TELEPHONE    ELDORADO    S-2SOO 

jec 27th 1957 

Garlito, ..hen Jou bought rae my first diamond ring 
at he ten cent store we didn't think you'd some day send me 
a sa "hire necklace from Geylon-(is it?) it^ tne best Horatio Alger 
stoS of weit gebrengt , for both of us. I mnde a sensation ..ith 
mv neck! ce oa^ue only evening I went out here. Saw «Look back m 
anper',a lousy play acted ..ith annoyin,_ theatrical school manner ism* 
bv an Jngllsh est. Existentialism is unpleasant enough in its 
juvenile version .ro:. „ated by mademoiselle oagan, but at least 
it's French; in ^nglish- thanks i've had it J 

Barna AND ElisaDeth Lyons the very first evening here, 
auite nice.Barna in top shape and, it seems, quite successxul. 
Howe »er, säe sort of upstaged Miss Lyons who grew quieter and  _ 
quieter and in the end murmured that we want to get together , just 
the two of us. I liked he, very much at first sight and wish it 
would work out. However, these are plans of mice and men. ,/e re 
having an£ unpleasantly hectic und uncertain time commuting 
between here and Baltimore, where my old and slightly nuts 

sister-in-law— 2ms t Lert's widow, has to undergo an operation 
that ought to have been aone ^orty years ago. There are more con- 
fusions^to be straightened out and fears to be appeased and stupid 
catholic superstitions to be coped with than I can tell you. .ith 
the result that our vacations are completely foutu.Plus the Obligi te 
cold Hans got from Gina to give it to me. 

Poor Elisabeth was buried a few days ago and Pa.ul and Li 
escaped all condolescences and appeared here at th Jelmonico 
in grave need of a rest and .he sort of friendship - Lieder ohne 
,'orte-that's there between Paul and me. In the meantime there 
were tough and tense weeks while Jolfie and xiuthie went through 
various hells and we were waiting for the loused-up mail. How, 
ho ever, we believe the boy is over the hump, although we hven't 
heard from them for more days than is good for our peace of mind. 
31ess you, frail but durable creature, for remaining well and 
happy. Barna was rather upset about some probably puffed-up notices 
in the papers- E rth juake in Tehran. 

There are various confessions I have to malte, or rath r 

questions I want to ask. Barna gave me the purple India cotton you 

sent her, as she thinks it isn't her color but mine. On the other 

hand, I feel that my days when I could wear chartreuse or apple- 
green :ie over while it would look perfect on her. may we swap- 

my be utixul bilk agi inst her beautiful cotton? 



II 
,e wouldn't do it without making sure you've nothing against it. Another 

thing: Jarna's Xmas was somewhat under a cloud as she lost on Xmas Eve the 

moonstone you ga e her- it fell out of the setting and departed. I'd love 

to  ive her my moonstone for a consolation; I fauess your own stone- settin 

days are past and it wants to be worn, don't you see? 

Haw       r the beautiful Unesco book with Persian miniatures, 

and I like to imagine you sitting under almond blossoms on violet hills 

ile Elender musicians entertain you on rhebab, drum and tambourin. 

Go on heaving a wonderful time, Jud, and for Godsake, stop buying gifts 

for rne. Me- and sapphire^ 

hove and more love yet 
ever 

:. 



VICKI   BAUM 
2*77 CANYON OAK DRIVE 

HOLLYWOOD 3», CALIFORNIA 

10th Dec 1957 

Darling Carlito, I sent you letters to every address you gave me, 
told you repeatedly that I got the cinq fleurs which seems a 
sheer miracle as it ain't even to be had in Paris. Not only fio 
I go around smelling a) like my old self , and 

b) like a Perserbraut, 
only more so since this morning Bsrna gave me , or rather mailed 

me, your lovely, lovely Xmas present. laturally, I couldn't resist 
opening same instanter- now how did you know that my only new 
dress is a theater-and cocktail suit in exactly this blue? And 
that I was asking myself what the hell I was going to wear with 
it as the present stand-away col/Art don't go with my poor single 
strand good-girl pearls. Did you have a vision, or was it long- 
range telepathy?Thanks- and don't you find by and by that I have 
to say thanks to you much too often? 

Yesterday at my new dentist I looked into some old Geographi- 
cal and there were rather nice photos from around Teheran , camels 
and nomads and a bit of Persepolis , so I think it'll be better 
than the things they seem to have done tß  Harun al Rashid's town. 
And I pictured Carlito strolling around in the Gasserln and 
wished I could get just a little whiff of onions and oil and ca.ael 
d^ung and the lane of the spice merchants in a bazar. 

As usual I'm too stupid to find out what you might want, let 
alone how to pack and send, it without setting off a war in 
Kleinasien- if that's where you are. I don't even knoi^ if my little 
check will buy you a Christbaum and a Schokoladenkringel, but 
after all, even the Holy Family had to do without. Perhaps you 
could act the Use Han vom Morgenlande? I'm almost sure you can- 
one isn't in Asia for a year without getting a little wiser, is 
one? 

I could use a little wisdom and equilibrium just now; Wolfie 
has been operated three days ago, Ruthie informed me in a rather 
brief cable, but the girl&doesn' t have enough imagination,-or 
how would you say' Eir)fe*Hungsvermoegen^-to realize that she could 
help me a lot by sending me just a word each day during these 
critical post-operative days. So- very little and very disturbed 
sleep ever since Nov. l^th when he entered the hospital.High blood 
pressure and a bit of heart trouble for this here r'utti. Well, it'll 
all come out in the wash. .Volfie will have to chew on a very hard 
disappointment- he had $0 %  hope the great Dr Nissen could connect 
his inside with his rectum- but no such luck. Such a big lump of 
risignation must be hard on a young fellow with all his guts 
and optimism. 

I better stop yammering, this meant to wish you a 
nice Xmas and smooth sailing into the  New Year. We'll be in 
New York from Dec 19th to Jan 5th, Hotel Delmonico, Park Ave & 
59tn. It's so damn oppressingly hot and dry here, thick smog, didn't 
even cool off at night, and we're both yappin^ for air^.ans 
sends you his best love, 

same here «^>-o-u \i 



Nov 8th 1957 

Carlito, you darling, today arrived £ fleurs, it gives me 
a new lease on life , in fact it's more than I can plan to use up in my 
lifetime. What's left you may keep to remenber me by— you know that this 
rather unele/gant perfume has sort of a magic power for me, and for some 
of my old friends. Gee, tanks, tanks, tanks.  I couldn't write you for 
a while because I was sort of poorly . Asian Flu, then pneumonia, then 
a second infection before  I had my lungs cleaned entirely, and the whole 
thing topped by an allergy to all the antibiotics they stuffed me with, 
so every inch of mucus membrane was inflamed. Result, no food went down that 
irritated gullet, and five weeks of fever and no food gets an old girl 
sort of knieweich. But now I'm well out of it and pamper myself without 
greet guilt feelings. So what- so I still got to write those last six 
pac-eB of my novel which I had hoped to do the night the flu knocked me out. 
At least Ken sent me a glowing wire after reading the first installment 
I had sent him. But right here and now I swear solemnly that never again 
will I write a line after this monstrous boulder rolls off my chest. 

We're having lovely autumn days now and I'm getting some of my 
muscles back by taking slow walks in ray canyon. Ach man wird ja - so be- 
scheiden- old Reuter used to sing. And you? Among the Hittites and the 
Whatnots? Of that entire bit of Kleinasien I saw I only remember a lovely 
Sonnenuntergangs Stimmung before getting to Daaascus which at that time 
was a badly shot-up but very colorful small town and the almonds were in 
bloom and it was my first whiff of the Orient, that is, the Tausend und 
eine recht orient . As usual you marching right into another crisis with 
your little crates of fragibles, or maybe the crises are permanent down 
there. If I can get myself in shape fast enough, we'll probably go to Hew 
York around Dec 16th, I'm quite curious how Barna is doing. Haven't heard 
from her since last Xraas. Wolfgang and family are off to Europe, and I 
keep my fingers crossed for his operation and for Ruthie's nerves during 
those days. I guess you'll hear from her soon, she asked for your 
temporary address. 

Now good night and loads of thanks and all good things 
for you 

ever 

ULM^ 

$1   iv^H 
WWQ. 1/fcX 

[XX-WX>--L/CX5 



September 29th 1957 

Carlito darling, you've really become thoroughly 

oriental, sending gifts out to celebrate your birthday. The silks have 

arrived, the are one always more lovely than the other, end, by Go^f, 

much too good for a fat, nasty looking old lady. But I'm draping them 

and playing with them and dreaming up dresses snd things. As I've become 

quite a stick in the mud and stay at home girl, I'll probably nave the 

golden-green one made into a sort of hostess gown- excuse the expression- 

long cost and narrow pants underneath or such. Well, I can dream, can't I? 

I hoped to finish my novel tonight, but it's getting too late and I'm 

aching in every little bone and leide an O-ehirnverstopfung. So, a few 

more nights and the worst'11 be done. How often I missed you, not only 

altogether, but for ti.e very selfish and specific reasons of needing 

some explanation and/or demonstration of ballet, I can't tell you. 

I see John Coast's Kathakali dancers announced in New York, are they 

guys with the drums? Or the ones with the interesting masks, Beryl Dezuta 

always talked about? 

Look, I can't think of anything to send from here, except synthetics, 

and they ain't nice. That is, if you should have outworn your KJE two nylon shirj 

shirts,and want new ones, please drop me a line with present  size and I'll 

ship then to you» In the meantime I am ashamed to send you nothing better 

than a little sample of our currency. If it arrives safely, I can do it 

again at Xmas, so let me know, will you? Perhaps you can grab yourself some 

little thing in the Kiddle East excavations? I'm sure the erabs steal them 

like crazy. 
My eyes droop- a zillion wishes for you, and th-nks again and 

again 

ever 



VICKI   BAUM 2477 CANYON OAK DRIVE 
HOLLYWOOD J», CALIFORNIA 

June 7th 1957 

Carlito darling, the materials have arrived and what I 
am to say, besides thanks and trima kasi and whatever the equivalent in 
Hindu, Urdu, Sanskrit and Tibetan might be. Such colors I Now why can't we 
with all our wonderful progress and factories make anything, but are 
getting more and more to the color scale of Disneyland. In my Vienna 

one would have called it "Der Kalafati", which was jshe gaudiest and most 
popular Ringelspiel, siehe Carroussel, im WUschtelprater. Excuse this 
outburst, I've been struggling the last few days - unsuccessfully- with 
the swimmingpool people who insist to make the pool ' a thi/ng of beauty' 
whicti means very pink and very blue and very everything, so back to the 
heavenly fabrics- I hesitate to call it cotton or anything definite, because 
it has this in-between shimmer, simply wonderful. This time I shall re- 
frain from trying some slight Oriental touch, but will have the blue-green 
cut more or less straight 8nd narrow, and the reddish one with a long bodice and 
flaring out skirt, Gretl found a fair to,_ occasionally-very good German 
dressmaker, and by the time you'll come back I'll be really gray, I hope, 
and brown and wrinkled and do my best not to be a disgrace to them. 

It seem so silly to write you about our s^-mall, uninteresting 
life, nothing ever happens as I noticed at a time when I still had a little 
talent. The kids had a bad week, their friend Hans Springer died within 
three days and w^ile he was in hospital Ruthie had Mrs Springer stay with 
her and they helped her fix all the formalities afterwards. It seems to 
have hit them quite badly, especially Wolfgang; it's more or less the first 
time that someone of their own circle curled up his toes. We oldsters take 
such things for granted, and our generation is naturally am Aussterbe Etat. 
I had the kiddlies during the time , otherwise I see them rather seldom. You've 
never seen a bookworm like peter and he reads with an uncanny hunger for 
knowledge and information, stores unbelievable loads of it  in his small 
Scuaedel. He is getting quite amiable and polite and reminds me more and more 
of young Ostertag. Ruthie is deeep but deep in dancing, teaches at the Loring 
school, seems to enjoy being in the swim, but looks like th e seven lean 
cows Pharao dreamed about. Hans is just preparing for his conductors work shop 
in Asilomar- pebble Beach to you- squawks a lot which means he loves it. 
This here old lady unwinds night by night that tapeworm of a novel. Me and 
Penelope,     f   knitting during the day, in my mind, and unravel it at 

night.Gina is back from Europe, getting a bit oldish and sterile. Gretl is 
her joddeling, robust and insincere self, end other people I hardly see. God, 
I miss you the worst way possible, Carlito I In a ver:/ selfish way, I so need 
a friend to put a few raketen under my behind . I'm just reading MadameX 
Beauvoir's Mandarins, it is a book of truly atemraubende La^ngweile, and if 
the leaders of French intelligenfcia really think and talk and haggle and 
fornicate like that,- and it's obviously a roman-a-elef - than it's high 
time to establish a new Athen somewhere else in the world.Tell me, will you 
be an awfully wise old man when you come back? I do hope, not. 

Listen, Carlito, it occured to me that you should spe/nd the next 
few years on lecture tours, as the most charming, most cultured, most 
fascinating lecturer; and the best paid. Perhaps you could make a few notes 



about oo-iitical and economical conditions, little human interest anecdotes, 
end, damit, even go iNside Ner.ru or S/^oekarno or whoever.And you'll have 
wonderful slides, and what has Guenther got that you haven't? Wouldn't 
that be a nice career for the littul ham that's somewhere iyhside Cstertag? 
Or will you be too pooped end want nothing but rest?In our Kinderzimmer, I 
hope. 

An indiscret question: how are you doing financially? I'd love to 
send you a bit of money with which to buy yourself somethings your heart 
especially desires; but how would" I g<~ about it, so that it doesn't dis- 
appear in the mail? Please, Bud, will you let me know? 

So, Schluss. Back to Madame Milenkaya who has at last been dropped from 
a ten foot high riser and lies unconscious in the hospital. There's still a goodl 
third of the story to be written. 

If I'd had have a more interesting life, I'd like to write memoirs 
under the title: Anything but the truth. Tomorrow I'll have to write about 
a very fine young girl in bed with Madame's husband , and she isn't exactly 
a virgin but has experimented a little before and she says quite proudly: 
But I've never done it in a bed. His logical answer would be: And it's 
the first time that I took my shoes off to do it- but unfortunately he is 
a gentleman. 

Well , so long, Carlito, try not to catch the influenza, 
if you do , try to stay in bed a few days, will you? 

And much love and thanks again. Wish you were here. 

and 

\] 



February ij.th 1957 

Cerlito, somewhere a letter Is wandering around trying 
to find vou, maybe you get it when you come back to 3enfekok . In any 
case, I ha foilt much' to write you and lim having less today. The^days slide 
away under my behind, itJi funny how fast the time goes when nothing 
happens, while I hope that you are seeing so much that each week seems 
8 year. I wonder what all the Asia nnd Middle East unrest will do to 
your schedule- or ere  only the papers so loud and wnen one is tnere one 
hardly notices anything. On tne whole a polite little men travelling 
with several cases of fine glass Ahnungslos through revolutions,wars 
and mayhem would make a nice little movie, wouldn't he? And I'm thinking 
of one of those super machines the» have now to do the thinking 1 n banks 
etc, her name is Gemma and she falls in love with one of the young mfih 
end first she works and thinks and re-aembers so avidly that he becomes 
vice-president. Rut she has tpken an occasional pat and saying: | Good old 
girl' too serious, and now she is trying to catch his pttention by up- 
setting the order and getting nervous breakdowns and going on strike 
and being jealous of one of the lady clients- a pretty r-nd rich lady- 
end so she simply doesn't book the ladies deposits and bedlam ensues- and 
what's the man to do? He can't marry the machine end he can't even 
live in sin with her.Well, as you can see, it's Gedankenflucht, trying 
to run away from the damn novel- 

Which reminds me: Is there in Si am an 
especially celebrated dancer, let's say as known as Imcrio in Bali? And 
if so could you write me his- or her- name? Correctly snelled? I might 
- or might not- use it in a bit of characterisation of one of my damn 
cheracters. Nit imoortentl 

I wonder what you'll tell me about Bali- I'm efraid 
there are only remnants of what it was, snd most of all, that it has 

become conscious of Its singularity, and also commercial, -.'alter was 
even then using all his power and influence to keep commercialism out 
of their creativness. If you live in Sanur- that's the village which 
in my book I celled Taman Sari,but it's a very interesting place,full 
of trances end second sight and the little quirks of coast people, I 
think, everywnere. I'm almost sure they will trott out their Baris 
for you end go into a trance for five dollars, or maybe ten by now. 
Hjm  malgre tout it will be a good real trance. 

And after Indonesia , what? Angkor egain? Saigon?  India? Ceylon? 
Can't you let me have some of your addresses before you get places? I 

never know where to catch you with mail. Here nothing new- Hans is pre- 
paring C-reun's "Tod Jesu"- did you ever hear it? Did I tell you that the 
Graffs were here and are gone again? Kurt still terribly peeved and 
catty about you, dying with envy that you are what and where you are. 
Whenever I see the guy he's at the same spot where I left him, at the brink 
of not quite serious suicide/and totally unwilling end unable to face 
himself. Wie ein Hund der seinem eigenen Schwanz nachrennt- and no 
obscenity intended. 

Ruthie is in Aspen, tief eingeschneit, has to shovel her way 
out of the house they rented, poor kid. Wolfgang at tne moment in Kitz- 
buehel. peter wrote me a letter full of the most highfalluting words 



and all the cl 

and r11 the clichees he picks up In the prpers, end then he suddenly 
remembers thet letters ought to be pmusing and cuts lose. Quite nice. 
z-And Tina dictated a letter , it's a litanej of: I have- and I got- 
and I got- and I want- and I have--first case of a practical mind in 
this here family. 

Now I'm dizzy ?nd Mow I must squat down to work- and 
what I've got isn't just a block, it's as big end nasty as the Volkerschlacht 
Denkmal in Leipach. 

Love and greetings 



VICKI   BAUM 2»77 CANYON OAK DRIVE 
HOLLYWOOD 5», CALIFORNIA 

Jan 17th 1957 

Carlito, I'm all lost witnout an address of yours. Did 
you change your name to Parrish, or what?Anywsy, I'm trying to get through 
to you, somenow. You know, it was funny- in N.Y. I discovered a little 
hole in the wall wherean old excentric sells shells, end nothing but 
shells he collected himself. I had a great time with him rnd the shells 
and there were many which I should have liked to have- and whe n I 

came home: Abra K8dabra- there they were. Gee, tanks so muchl They live 
happilly in  the Kava bowl; yesterday Bonnie and Peter C8me for a 
brief stop and we nlayed with them-the shells- quite happilly. In the 
me8ntimejthe Krebse arrived plus pink ginger carving, which both amazed 
me, also made me a little more homesick for the Orient. For the lucky 
traveller too, natch.  What do I do with 'the ginger'? Eat or look? 

So, in New York, I found Barna 
handily situated, right across 
of cheerful chartreuse and salv 
sums it up. Barna was revolving 
is quite understandable in her 
vindictive against Lucy Kroll, 
but isn't very diplomatic. Appa 
burst of mutual hysterics. Well 
independent enterprise, and hop 
her. By the way, she was dresse 
Barna can bring it off, and was 

just moving into her new place, very 
the I|.2d Str. library, and done in a mixture 
ation sale furniture, /nd this about 
around herself even more than usual, which 
situation. She was awfully bitchy and 
which- to my mind- might relieve her tensions 
rently the girls parted with an all-out 
, I keep my fingers crossed for Barna's 
e her stable of young talents will stick to 
d in a wonderful scale of colors, as only 
, or at least seemed, very happy. 

I tactfully stayed away from Agnes, didn't even phone her as I knew 
that she was in the throes of preparing an "Omnibus"TV show,about choreograph;) 
It wasn't quite as good as her first T V,XXKiä$j£äXä or maybe I expected 
too much. She seemed rather frightened and nervous, her hips stuck out 
a mile against the wind, and she dried up in her speech right in the be- 
ginning and didn't have the ease or experience to make a little joke about 
it. And the range of what she could show was rather limited-once more 
Rodeo-prrt of Sylphides-the best was a little scene in the studio, with 
her, Mitchell and, I think, Cook , at work. The moment she can be funny 
and making fun of herself, she's marvellous. 

So then I got together with Hanya- old friend of mine, and whaddeyaknow 
she got us Fair Lady tickets for Xmas eve. Hans enjoyed it to the hilt, 
whereveif tha^ may be. Speri"$ an evening chatting with Allers( he was for 
years with the Ballet Russe) and with Rittmsn, nice bright girl, I'm sure 
you know her. She's one of the musical backbones of ballet. Suffered through 
an unbearably tiresome evening of City Center Ballet; sitting through 
Swanlake doesn't make it easier for me to work up the necessary enthusiasm 
for that damn novel I'm writing. 

Otherwise N.Y. has the lousiest theater season ever; we saw Candide, 
and was it ever danebengegangen 1 As if Guthrie had never heard about 
|.*yifg ?®iie£ style and Miss Hellmsn were writin? with a BesenstiC^ , Russian import, circa 1935. A^ / 



Now I want to tell you proudly rbout the workings of my sixth sense 
combined with total ignorance. Remember a little round jug on my mantle, 
ceramic, which I onee picked up at my old Chinese , in his basement, 
among a lot of trash end nobody quite knew what it could be?I only knew 
that it was good, not an Indien pottery as old See Cng had told me< 'perhaps 
Greek? I felt. Came a younr archeolopistjiXXKX Ruthie's cousin, made s bee 
line for it, cried: How in the world di^you get this j4g from Korinth? 
She had just returned from excavations down there, end was specialised in jus" 
those potteries. Am I ever proud. 

Remember a lump of stone on my desk which I picked up on the 
thieves1 market ±n Mexico?Because it looked right and felt so good to 
the touch.So, in the N.Y. Museum I ran into a little booklet by 
Prof Emmerich and Covarrubias ,• and Lo and behold- as Elisabeth would 
say-  it's rather rare, what they call Mezcala Art,pre- Columbian, Pre- 

Aztec, Pre-everything, a contemporary of and very similar to those strangely 
modern dyadic pieces. So there. Now I'm dickering with a third Avenue 
shottUt about a very rough piece I pulled out from behind some pr etty-pretty 
Ch-anoiseries, what Mr Sklarz woulda bought for his dam J8de collection. 
I had no idea what it was, couldn't see the ornamentation under the thickest 
layer of patina you've ever seen, but I loved the shape of the thing, and 
when I got home and did a little research, I found that it raustSJiSXiaixX 
be one of those very rare Chou bronces. Now I'm trying to beat' the price down 
to make a real trouvaille of it. It's a vessel for wine, so, like this: 

But I guess you are so spoiled by now, that Goethe's' Auch kleine Dinge 
koennen uns entzuecken' doesn't go for you. I wonder 8bout your schedule, 
what with all the things that happen in the middle East and Mr Dulles' 
astute, tactful and diplomatic handling of them. 

Carlito, it's the wee hours of the night and I have a thundering 
headache- I can only write about myself because I don't know nothing about 
you, but that you still seem a very nice person . Have fun, and don't 
get more cultcher in that noodle of yours than it 'can hold. 

Love, ever 



V!CKI BAUM 

IIov. 27th 1956 

Carlito darling, I have a feeling that if I don't 

write you  an Xmas letter right now I never will, there's such 

8 retrace, what with getting all pifts bought and wrapped and 

taken out and the garden out   in order before we're leaving so 

that it might possibly survive my absence and paying off all 

my social duties( wer lacht da?) not to mention the daily, nightly 

toil on the novel. Well , anyway, here's good cheer to you  and 

may you never have a worse year than now, you lucky dog, you. 

■'ou're seeing so much more than the average traveller- and Angkor 

Vat once more, oh myl 

he precious tea arrived and, of course, we had three 

times Chinese food, home-made, since, because what this green 

tea does for it- well» Of course, you, with the old imperial cMsine 

they fed you in Formosa won't be impressed by my canneton amandine 

and such. Well, thanks, thanks thank. The other two teas I'm keeping 

upstairs to be drunk in the celadon teacups at especial occasions, 

your return for instance. I should live flat long, as Mrs Ginzburg 

used to say. The mat is here, it'S/marvellous piece and will live 

11 summer long on my lanai, I suppose. Or have you different ideas 

for it? Just now there are the most unbelievably glorious sunsets- 

I don't mean just now but at this time of the year. Just now it's 

late at night and I take five minutes off working. A few days back 

I slipped a disk in my back and you know, honeychile, how that feels, 

So I decided no doctor, no orthopedist and knuckled down to olanting 

1^0 tulips, I thought gar net ignorirn and it'll either heal or kill 

me. Last night it gave a little crackling sound end sure enough the 



dam thing slipped back into place and I'm almost as good as new. 

Darling, as you approach the regions of goona-gc na I thought 

a little hexing outfit would come in handy. So sorry I can't send 

you an Xmas gift. But with express freight I'll never catch up with 

you and Tante Amalia's old commode with the marble top which I 

wanted to give you is too expensive by airmail. So it's good wishes 

as ever, much love , and when you get back you'll have the  accumulated 

birthdays and Xmasses of all those years coming. As for the hexing, 

I thought you could occasionally use it on the various officials 

and authorities( of what?I'm asking you)who may for a few minutes 

cloud your bright horizons. I thcught mrybe I could have my head 

shrunk for you, shrink heads are very much the fashion just now and 

it would look smart if you'd wear mine in your buttonhole  , but-- 

no, I'm not drunk, just inspired, dear. 

We'll be thinking of you, on Xmas Eve and otherwise. Always 



V1CKI BAUM 

Oct 28th 1956 

Carlito darling, 

got your letter from Formosa and am 

happy that you're happy, you lucky dog, you. Unverbesserlich in 

puncto Geschenke, but what can I do? I'll just have to suffer 

and do I love it J Apropos, don't worry about my obsolete wishes 

when you get to Bangkok. Young Balzer, who has become a Buddhist 

monk, brought the most beautiful of hands from Siam and  Ich, 

nicht faul, hab mir's sofort an den Augen abgesehen. Prevailed 

upon Hans to buy it for me as an Xmas present. He, on the other 

Hand, hat mirs an den Augen angesehen that I was crazy about a 

piece of Thai silk, faint blue and gold, and gave me that too. 

I hope to entertain discriminate gentlemen of your ilk( Mama, 

what's an ilk?) in the hostess gown to be made of it. So now you 

can enjoy Bangkok without having to worry what in hell to give 

Vicki. 

We're going to New York over Xmas, Flucht vor der Familie, 

and I'm looking forward to seeing Barna et all. Maybe Mr?Prude 

will grant me another audience,I'd like to get some shoptalk 

from her, not all society and fun. So far no shows seem to be 

worth seeing, but they might save the better ones for the holy- 

days. Now, Carlito Hon, I know I should send you something to 

Xmas aoart from loving thoughts, but I can't.because why? Because 

I haven't the faintest idea what and I won't know where or whence 

or whatever and so it'll,be a raincheck. Don't even trust the mail 

to deliver a real check to you with which you could buy yourself 

a little extra fun. 



Otherwise I've nothing to report- oh yes, I'm having an elevator 

built, so we can grow old and lame in peace in this house. Today 

a sprinkle of rain, a blue silver light and honest to God, we can 

see the Ocean. A have several million choice Chrysanthemums in bloom, 

I seem to have gone a little overboard when I planted them. I've 

worked myself krumm and croocked in the garden and it begins to 

say a nice thank you whenever I look at it. The ballet novel goes 

on and on and on, as Agnes said so right, like a roll of toilet 

paper. So, now I've gotta run and dress, Hans has his first con- 

cert, they're getting society pagy now, it's in the evening, with 

dinner parties and receptions before and after and I have a red 

velvet coat to look gorjus in. 

I love you, miss you, wish you a thousand eyes to take in every- 

thing. Ever 

V 

Isn't Manila quite a let-down after a taste of the Orient? Just wait 

it gets worse when you come home after a year or two. 

/ 



VICKI BAUM 

October 3d 1956 

Hi, Carlito, God knows how , if and where this'11 cetch you 
as I have only your Tokyo address and the Dulles forces haven't 
shown themselves to be very bright , In general. So, I'm not 
surprised that you meet a lot of jerks among the staff you 
have to do with, pleased, though, that you have or had somebody 
nice and bright for your trip to Taipei. What you're telling 
about things see.«;.make me drool, ne^tch, the poor tourist never 

gets  to such things. 

Listen, Carlito, ain't it time you stop buying 
presents for me? I know the fun it is to buy stuff in foreign 
places, but a) you live on a budget, Bud, and b) you have oodles 
of friends  and you ought to keep us at least on a rotating 
basis, no? By the way, in our just fading-out heatwave of the 
past three weeks, always around the 100 degrees, I might not 
have survived without the Indian Sari you gave me. Wore it all 
the time, went into my little wading pool in it, Bali fashion, 
four times a day at least, let it dry on me, doesn't need ironing 
and let's the air through, a thing that's unknown to Kr Du pont's 
fabricates. Thanks again for it. 

I put the little, tiny d£ll, the one with the 
skullcap who looks so much like you, and the sharming lady 
vis-a-vis my old Jap tiger, the papier mache one, the boy stares 
at tiger, tiger stares back, lady-mother-san looks down with 
a lovely tilt of her head at little boy-san,and Vicki-san has 
lots of fun playing childish games. By the way, do they have 
the Van Gogh movie overtherev I think it's worth seeing,a bit 
too sombre - after all, the fellow really had a passion for 
life, looking, absorbing, and it wasn't all trouble. But visually 
I think they did a dam good job;kept the earlier parts of his 
life, when he was only drawing in black and white, sort of cold 
and flat in colors, and opened up in full blaze, just like 
Vincfent, wnen they get to the Provence. Also, his paintings 
are very well reproduced and in nice juxtaposition to the real 
landscapes.Thanks, Professor Baum, we better close the lecture. 

I'm so crooked and musclesore from doing my garden, it 
ain't even funny, but by and by I'm cleaning up the various 
pestholes the various gardners left or created, and bringing 
some sick and wilting plant, back to life and bloom is quite(a 
pleasant thrill.  I'm sort of lonesome as Gina has gone to 
Berlin for an indefinite time, and of Gretl one can get too 
much at times. And one of my troubles is that I hate driving 
my new car to such an extent that it's getting to be a phobia. 

f-Roor Hansl sacrifices himself and drives me up end on in his 
OSOdge, as my car gives me a shattering headache and mrkes me 
carsick. Anyway, the traffic combined with the smog has reached 
such a denseness that even Kansl gets jittery, driving. As usual, 
part of the election campaign consist^of tearing up all streets 
to give lots of people contracts, work and patronage. It ain't 



nice in L.A. 

Wolfie considers very seriously to move away, it 
would certainly be better for the children. But as he I.as the 
Lett's vegueness when it comes to decide whether red or blue 
socks, he vacillates and procrastinates and can't make up his 
mind. I see them very little as Ruthie's restlessness is spread 
over all of them so that even the children's schedule is over- 
loaded with - to my mind- unimportant things which don't lead 
to any results. Ballet lessons, Judo lessons, Cello lessons, 
Riding lessons, Boy scout or cub doings, Boy's club , swimming 
lessons, plus all the birthday parties, etc-of course, they 
can neither dance nor ride nor swim nor, God forbid, play the 
cello, after a year of studying. Bui they are laying a good 
foundation for future neuroses . Well, it's none of my business 
and I won't be around . 

I'm scratching along on my ballet story, but I'm doubtful 
of the outcome. It's such a narrow little world,it is diffi- 
cult to convey the desperate importance every little thing has 
for those who live in it. And what the people see in ballet, 
the glamour, the chichi, the grace, lightness, the curtaiXn 

calls and flowers and compliments, well, an old warhorse like 
me can't honestly write about that side of it. Na, Schwamm drueber. 
You'll probably return after two years just in time to help me 
with the last touches and informations. I've put a ballet of my 
own making into the center of the story: The Hive. It's a cross 
between all gold and honey of a real hive and ene of those huge 
sterile office buildings , with all the phones and ticker tapes 
and standardized working bees, and the dance of the messenger 
bees,and a group of huge musclebound, stupid males, who only 
wake up when it cornea to the wedding flight with the queen.She's 
something like a May West, an overstylized strip teaser, who 
takes on one cf the boys after the other, till they're all er- 
ledigt, and only the premier danseur remains alive for the crowning 
pas de deux. After which, of course, he's also dead , and the 
sexy bee is triumphantly led to the throne by the impotent workers, 
sort of a beauty queen apotheosis. Well, I'm having fun with this 
if no one else las. 

Long, silly letter, excuse, pliz. Enjoy things and 
don't waste good energy on the daily irritating stupidities of 
others. Look who's talking.... 

Always 

With my usual esprit d'escalier I just remember that you're having 
a birthday, hope it's happy one , the best ever, Love 



/4T//JS-J 

August  2d 19i>'6 

CLIFT HOTEL 
GEARY        AT TAYLOR 

SAN  FRANC I SCO 

0 
Carlito, thanks for the two first letters, my 

isn't it a small world II'm glad you have it so good and here's 
wishing it to get  ever bigger and better as you go along. 

While in Tokyo I thought you might want to meet Mecki, if 
she hasn't changed very much she ought to be quite your cupatea. 
I'll write the address down later, but rm not sure it's still valid, 

Item 2- your octonu3 book. Now look, Bud, it ain't quite as simple 
as all that. A) Ken is in Europe and I don't know a single soul 
since Don isn't there anymore.2) Not even for you can I break 
my principle of recommending nothing I haven't seen or read my- 
self. 3) we can't do this in a sloppy amateur way. by telling 
Doubleday to find the address öf some agent and ask for a 
manuscript by a certain Mr Ostertag. That would be th kiss of 
death right away. So, if your agent wants to send me the stuff- 
not now, while I'm free wheeling without an address but in Septemb- 
er when I'm home and-when Ken comes back by and by, and if I 
think it's any good, then I'll naturaljry be more than glad to 
show it to Doubleday's- okay? 

At the moment we're in a little town, lumbermill, 
redwood, , Willits, north of Ukiah. I was laid off for some ten 
days with what's known as bronickles with a slight tinge pumonit., 
very silly of me, because it left me as knocked-out as I never thou/ 
thought I could ever be. Besides, in San Jose I was a leper vino 
had to be kept far away from the kiddlies- and by the way, Rand$i 
is such a good looking, hazelnutlike manly little person. Then, 

wobbling with all sorts of fever into S.F. - main purpose to have 
Paul blow into my unfriendly ear, it couldn't be done ona account 
he would'a only blow pneumocokki into it. And .lovely weather, and 
all the nice s treets and shopwindows, and me in bed, and no fun 
whatsoever. So, today, erupting like nothing did since the destructi 
tion of Pompeji- nose and bronickles, I mean- we finally got under 
way. I'm afraid it's a rather halfassed enterprise, because wnere 
it's quiet and woody and as I like it, there ain't no accommodations 
along this route, and otherwise there are just the one or two spots 
so crowded w ith Kaffern and Piefkes, I don't want to stay and 
certainly I couldn't work. Well, we'll see what gives. Possibly 
we'll turn around after a few days and go home, in the meantime, 
no address. Eventually, however, we'll either be home or else 
find a place and get mail forwarded. So, nlease, don't be discourag. 
and keep writing me how you are. Are you learning a lot of oapanese' 



Your spelling, In any case, has a very strong oriental flavor 
by now. c-osh, do I envy you the little Jap innl 

Loads of love, always 

Irs Mecklenburg 
53 Minami Clio( Druckfehler?) 
Taka Nawa 
Minato Ku, Tokyo 



VICKI BAUM 

June 30th 1956 

Carlijo , lieber, 

seems I won't be able to see you, 

after all, before you embark , naturally I'm yellow and several shades 

of green with envy, and terribly, terribly happy for you. July 8th& 

9th I'll be nailed down in Bife Sur, without a train, plane, bus, and/or 

car. If you feel like phoning me there, its the Big Sur Lodge in the 

State Park, and I'll be home in the evening, working. I'd have loved 

to send you a bon voyage basket, with mangoes , Indian desserts and 

other dripping goodies, but helasl I don't know your plane . So I'm 

limited to giving you my blessing and all my love for the way , or, 

as we Orientals say: Slamat tinggal- peace on your leaving.This 

stupid continent will seem a little empty and vapid without you,but 

it's a condition that could be somewhat relieved by occasional letters 

and reports from you. Have a wonderful, wonderful time, don't get 

sick, don't get excited, don't catch any endemic V.D.,use your wonderful 

talent for being happy, and, for Gods sake, don't get so wise and 

abgeklaert that lull be too  stupid for you when you get back. And 

bring home some more of those good fotos of yours. And tell me every- 

thing, wie Sie bei der Tuere, etc. 

Love,as excess weight, it's so much, 



VICKI BAUM 

June 15th 1956 

Carlito, you were such a darling and you did so many 
things for me, I had to get weaned with some difficulties. And so 
you're still sweating over the Philadelphia prospect- if it can still 
be called thus. Well, kid, nicht alle Bluetenfcraeume reifen, and don't 
we know it.As for me, I dived or dove straight into the most norrible 
and hurried work, deathlines all around me, reshuffled the potboiler, 
redid it from told in the first person to third person which ain't as 
simpul as it sounds, Bud.Pour million sentences like,,I went away and he 
stayed home" can't just be done in,He went away and he( the other he) 
stayed home'/ And, oh boy, the German translashJWould you say its nice 
to translate: The prince had a little belly ache -into: Die hochwichtigen 
Gedaerme des Fuersten fuehrten den Reigen an - can't you see those 
amoeba-infested guts dancing gracefully ahead of the haute vole'e? 

So, instead of writing ballerinr I got me a goddamned 
allergy, had it last year just ft the same time. Stuffed up sinuses, 
ear ache, sore throat, running nose, ein Bild des Jammers. While Hansl, 
my hero, didn't set like^man et all with his solitary tonsil, no 
fuss, no big theater, no nothing, just wonderful. 

Last night we saw an awfully busy little opera by Liebermann 
I guess is the namej" if I don't mean Corinth, no?School of women, Mö- 
llere, end very boring , et least to me. I consoled myself by thinking 
of the little green man with the umbarella n  Paris, remember?Horner 
designed the stage, habe mich schon besser amuesiert, however, it was 
much better than the dreadful Volpone he did two years ago. 

Had a very gracious note from Mrs Prude, give her my very 
honest love and great admiration if you see her, I read that damn book 
of hers once more, Gosh, can she write I The only book that really 
tells about dancing and that lives. Now, I'm asking you again: Why 
can she write and why can't I dance? 

I don't know really how I could write this letter 
with my fingers crossed so hard for you? 

Now, Carlito, I wonder if you could do me a great 
frvor. Namely, the shirts I bought for Hansl are such a success I'd 
like to get more of the same.They are ' Taylored for Broadstreet, by 
Hathaway. They's called Batiste Madras, H, Egypt Cotton. And the trick 

is that not only are they 16, with sleeve lenth 36-but they were the 
only ones that had no French cuffs. ( Hansl can't conduct with French 
cuffs, the/ tangle with the coat, sort of.) No;v( then, I think I got the 
last two they had in the shop on Kadison, but Broadstreets have several 
shops and maybe you could scout around for them?I'm enclosing a 
blank check, yes please?If Hansl could get , let's say /three mere white 
shirts, would be fine, .»/e're leaving here July 2d- do you think or could 
you ask if x>re could get  then until then?If not, he'll be\until July ll^th 
in Asylomar, I guess that's Pacific Grove, Cal.cee tanks paiT 



Todey we were car hunting and I'm utterly exaausted, those power 
brakes and etceteras sure did take it out o4. ne. As per usual I'll end 
up with another Olds, Hansl probably with %'Dodge, both in off white, 
and both in what's known as solid color. No two-tone job for me, bin 
eben immer ganz Dame, and those damn things look like merry-go-round 
<-ondolas to me. 

If you could arrange for me to go alon£ on tour with a 
bellet company, any time but best in fall, I think it would help.But 
I can elso write the stuff and, like with G-rend Hotel, sniff into it 
afterwards. Reality is 8 bit blah-blah anyway and always. Too bad I 
didn't look around a bit sharper when we stopped in Tonte. However, I 
think I'm roin~ to milk you plenty ebout London. My live there centered 
around Wolfie's rectum end Harley Street. 

So long and well, eh scho wissenj 



VICK1 BAUM 

April 27th 1956 

Carlito, I've never seen a couple of Wunderkiner like you and 
Barna, Gosh, geewhizz, the mostest- or whatever is the current 
groan of overwhelming emotions*ä*sfcHLn  that ycu are still the same 
old sucker for your friends, I shall ask you right now to dp some 
more for me, nanely find me suitable quarters. I asked Gina, who's 
in New York just now to do it.but she don't seem to function and 
I can't do it from here without facing grave disappointments waen 
I get there.Now, look here, I need, as usual, two rooms and they 
ought to be high up because sleeping is getting more and more of 
an art for me. I liked the Delmonico where I stayed last but in 
a way I'd prefer this time to be closer to the RRRussian tearoom 
et all, I'll tell you later why. So, first of all you'd have to call 
up Boeszi and find out if she or Gina haven't gone and made reser- 
vations for me somewhere- which I don't think they did. Then there 
are the usual zwei Meglichkeiten. Old smelly Buckingham- if it has 
some of their gloomy rooms that are above the noises of that corner 
and a bit less gloomy. Ditto the Meurice on 5>8Th. Then there is 
the one across the street from Ziegfeld- is it Kaurice or what? It's 
sort of snappy and dolled up now and might do better for me. Could 
you be a darling and look around and make reservations, I'm sending 
a check along if they want a deposit, and I'm arriving on Friday, 
May 7th in the morning and staying until the 23d.As for your meeting 

me with striped pants and shaved and fragrant- das koennt Ihnen so 
pa§sen- just when I get out from the train, dirty, unkempt, no 
lipstick, with bleary eyes and morning sickness.  Gh no, my dear. 
I won't tell you what train and if you like me you'll not come to 
the hotel either until I had my bath and am somewhat established, 
then we can have breakfast together and chat to our little hearts' 
content. And , please, come without Barna, I want to enjoy each of 
you separately at first, it's better, yes?So you have something to 
do in the meantime, I'll ask you another favor. Call up Pepi Schild- 
kraut or Marie for me, will you? They live st either the Meu- or the 
Mau-rice, and ask him in advance for some houseticketsfor ticket} for 
me- not passes but honest paid-for tickets. Again I can't do it 
from here, because you'll know my Vergnuegungsprogram and I don't. 
The Thornton Wilder might be fun though I'm not too crazy for slap 
stick. On the other ha .d, I don't care during that short week too 
much for plays with shooting, Susssoense , Seelenzerfleischung and 
hot cats on tinroofs. 

I'll be awfully glad to get an audience with Agnes de Mille, 
and for highly egotistical reasons. Give her in the meantime my best 
wishes for her premiere and tell her how very much I liked her TV 
show. I just read her book for the fifth time and it made me as 
happy and green with envy as ever. Does the woman know what great 
good luck it is to have as stout deep roots in a country as she? 

Mondays May li^th(my day is full with conferences, but all my 



evenings are free, though during day-time I'll have to work a 
little. Doubleday's want to commissionp. novel from me which they 
suggested to be about a ballerina- it's not exactly what I would 
have chosen to write about, but on the other hadd, it's a world I 
know a little better than the Amazone or the coaljtar derivatives, 
and it's more international and wouldn't entail the difficult re- 
search about flat little men in gray flanelX suits. Anyway, I'll 
have to catch up on a few things and talk to a few people. But 
first I'll have a few conferences at Doubleday's and find out if 
what I have in mind- which, by God, isn't all glamur and pink 
gauze- coinciltdes with their innocent ideas of ballet as seen 
from the parkett. 

Please, dear, let me know soon about the hotel, 
so I'll know where to go when I arrive. I'm leaving here on May 
i^th, for Santa Clara, Palo Alto, San Francisco and Paul Moses. 
Anyibne I ought to see there for you? Or anything you'd want me to 
bring you from there?If you'd have to wire me, I'll be at the 
Clift Hotel during Monday , May 7th. It's a somewhat tight schedule 
this time, also for my return, because Hans has his Mozart Requiem 
on May 27th- which I don't want to miss,-and goes to the hospital 
on the 28th to have his tonsil out. And as we old Kacker are in the 
midst of a new Liebesfruehling, I must be there and hold his hands. 
Since the boy has turned seventy, he has become so mellow, weich, 
and tender, you would recognize him.Seems he's just beginning to 
grow up and see a few colors. 

Well, kid, so long, and I hope you 
won't mind doing these things for me, do you? 

Ever yours 



VICKI BAUM 

April 20th 1956 

Carlito darling, 

it looks as if I would come to N.Y. 
around May 11th, don't know my train yet and no hotel, but will 
let you know the details soon. I'll stay about ten days, and if 
you can tell me how to get theater tickets I'll be surprised and 
overwhelmed. I guess I can wangle some from Schildkraut for his 
performance and I don't think one carlfeven try for that Pygmalion 
musicals- Well, in any case, we'll have some long, sound sessions to- 
gether, will we?I feel guilty for not having written you so long, 
but damit, there was just nothing to write about and you're circling 
in other orbits anyway. Here everything fine and in good order. 
Hans is with his brains in the Firebird and with his sowl in the 
Mozart Requiem, he'll also do part of the Carmel Bach Festival. 
I'll tell you all about him and us- sooni 

Ever yours, 
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Nov 17th 1955 

Carlito, *>rhat gives? I'm a bit worried about you 

because I don't hear from you. Busy? Or depressed? Or have you 

too much New York distractions( pleasant ones) around you to squat 

down on your negligible hams and write a line to we provincials? 

I recommend the enclosed ad to your detailed perusal, I think 

the references to my sturdy hardwood frame  , coil springs and 

etceteras especially well put. I measured my seat, however, and 

it's somewhat higher up. 

Tell me, hpve you any kleinen Wunsch zu 

Weihnachten? It would be very helpful if I'd know soon. We won't 

get to N.Y. eft er all,somehow we'd rather like a warm climate. 

There's a floating idea to get back to Hana Maui, except that 

they seeing very booked up and couldjcftji give us only one room, 

and that ein't comfortable'. Also, I'm just starting my regular 

fall cold or allergy or whatever the damn thing is, and if I 

have a stuffed-up nose, flying is out for me. Paul is in town 

tomorrow and I'll see what the herr Professor has to say about 

it. Anna Mahler is doing a head of me and it seems to turn out 

surprisingly well, such a funny facei I'm having the Sari made 

into a dress for Hawaii or my famous ' At Homes', but no Indian 

style, because us Occidentals have difficulties to cook Rinds- 

goulasch with all them drapings getting in the way. So, with your 

permission I had a Chinese dress made of it, to be worn outside 

the house with a slip of the same material, and in the house with 

ditto pants to peek out at the slit sides. It's a good fashion 

for poor dumpy me. 



No news otherwise in these dull quarters- oh yes, Hans suddenly 

got a part- with two lines even- in the next Lanza picture, and 

is altogether busy as a three-trmed conductor, buzzing all over 

Southern California and dropping hints on style, phrasing, bowing, 

blowing, singing and what not. Bill Olvis is coming back from 

Italy, seems to start on a big career, got a prize  at Geneva 

and oodles of raves in the papers,seems to be the same unspoiled 

good kid. And Mar$ljm Hall is groomed for a star in Tschernany, 

goes now to Wiesbaden and on from there, I guess. Thaught the 

kids might still faintly interest you. 

As for our own offspring, there seems to be the 

dickste Luft ever, I don't  quite know why; it has to do with 

the problem of bringing up the kids, seems Ruth and Wolfie dis- 

agree more and more about it and the result is that I'm kept 

away almost totally. Who knows, perhaps my genes are to blame, 

because otherwise I'm good not only for three but for 33 monkeys, 

no see, no talk, no hear. 

So, now back to my piddling work- let me know 

what's what, will you, pal? 

Love 



Wuv ffrn 
VICKI   BAUM 2477 CANYON OAK DRIVE 

HOLLYWOOD 28. CALIFORNIA 

C.-rlito, I think it's absolutely wonderful that you 

take time off your departure Rummel to come out once more. Both 

your message made a very clear point of your coming- arriving 

August thirteen- only the arrival times were different. Maybe you could 

let me have the correct one? And/or your flight number? Not that I 

intend to pick you up way out there- too old and lazy to brave the 

traffic stench and thickness and unable ever to find my way to the 

international airport. Will you have spent your last nickle on the 

flight or will you be still able to afford the bus and call me when you 

get to the Rosevelt Hotel ? The children are leaving today to finish 

their house in Squaw Valley - Hansl hoped you would stay a bit longer 

so we could have driven there together to see children, kidlets and 

house- well, we'll see what gives, yes? 

Everything else will wait now for the 13th and our first 

looong chat. Until then 

love 



July 17th 1955 

V1CK1 BAUM 

Carlito, you skunk, I can't say that we aren't disappointed 
that you aren't coming now, but, of course, New York is a better place 
and I would stay tnere, too, if I had the choice.Last winter I was 
there with Hans'l for a little while and even he seemed to feel that 
he would want to live there when he retires. Which, of course, will 
never be. Have you an address, by the way or do you sleep on a park 
bench? And how am I going to make Karillenknoedel while I keen my 
fingers crossed 2.\\  hours s day? will you let me know what gives, if 
any?If I ask you whether you are worried you'll say NO so I won't 
akk. Here it is like always, only more so. During the last few weeks 

clayed around with necessary renovations to the house, it's a grim 
business to get things done and we are just bivouaking for the time 
being. I'm deep in work, as deep as the shallowness of tne material 
permits and I'm having a bit of trouble with my heart recently. Seems 
I ought to be completely lazy and act like a basket case,which isn't 
exactly my cupatea. If I am a good girl and get my work done within 
- halfway decent span of time, I'll come to New York for a good, long 
chat- so much I want to hear from youJ In any case, I'll have to go 
to Berlin before I write my last chapter- sounds familiar, doesn't it? 
Honest to God, I procrastinated for almost three years-the poor brain 
is all calcified, seems like. 

Today .Jolfgang returned from a six weeks business trip 
and the youngsters came over, and soon all four of them are going 
away for a combined pleasure and salesman's campaign. Did I tell you 
that Bonnie expects another baby in September?Tina is very pretty, 
very talented, at times charriing, at times unbearable. Dancing, acting 
God forbid- playing with colored pencils. Needs an audience every 
minute of the day, I wonder how Gertrude Lawrence's grandmother felt? 

ren't read any food books, seen any good films, or received any 
inspirations otherwise. I understand there is a very ood Rejfnoir 
exhibition in town, but somehow nis paintings never really speak to 
me,it's that satisfied, well-feet rlesh of the Gruenderzeit, and I 
always detested my grandparents. Apropos well-fed- a few minutes ago 
the enclosed snapshot slipped into my hand, what was the place with 
the unforgettable asparr^us and fregole? Les tres PratetLinnis- or 
do I get them mixed up with the clowns'. 

Carlito, will you do  me so.e favor? I am feverisaly working 
on the second volumne of"Weit Gebrengty for Ilansl's 70th birthday, 

the only Ueberraschung I'll have for him. I've written literally 
hundreds of letters to get my material together, it's going to be 
quite a funny book, I think, also quite a cross section through 
the music life of our times. How then:Do you think you got somewhere 
the Address of Terpis( Max Pfister) in Zuerich- from our trip yet? 
I simply can't find it and I do need it.And could you look into a 
New York phone book and find the address of Susie Breisach and send 
the enclosed letter to her? I sent it to the Hotel Harie Antoinette 
but it boomeranged. Or maybe somebody there would know where she is? 



Another thing: I suppose there will be places in New York where they 
have photos of verflossene Opera Groessen?I need Kappel, Rethcerg, 
Taucher( not Tauber, Taucher , Ileldentenor). Besides I'd like to 
get me a funny page together  as an illustration to one of aansl's 
malapropos- all" orimedonnas with very large pndwell-exoosed bosoms. 
To so with his famous introduction of Rethbergrtfhat could be more 
satisfying than one milkshake? Two milkshakes, of course. Just when 
she took a deer, bow and the audience h^rfled. Anyway, you know what 
I mean? I found me a beautiful collection of Schoenes •J^i^vin(^

1
<
e*-A- 

Va/nity Fair of 190^. If any fotos hpve to be copied, jfar&PY pTease, 
and pay then from the money you, ridiculously honest boy, still 
have. I thought you would buy yourself a roaring good time in 
Port Said for it. 

Now back to work- pnd you don't mind doing things 
for me and Hansl,or I wouldn't pester you, or do you?If you 
send any fotos, please, to the kids' address, so hansl won't catch 
on, yes? 

Heaps of love, always 



VICKI BAUM 

April 25th 1955 

Carlito,r«m beginning to be a bit worried about you, have n't 

heard from you so long, how are you,kid? WhereWhe««n your last letter 

you assured me not to think for a minute that you were depressed, which 

belongs sort of into department Kalbsleber. It may mean just what you 

said, and again it may mean the exaat opposite. Kindly calm this here 

flat, perturbed and motherly bosom. Or, if you have to pour out some 

trouble, please, go ahead and pour, willya? 

Prom here the news are zero. Saw the other day a private showing 

of a film of Zuckmeyers Teufels General- I thought not much of it while 

the heavilly teutonic-semitic audience was enthusiastic. At this occasion 

a met a nic§ rolly-polly girl with a Neunten Bezirk Accent- girl friend 

or wife?- of Sigi Arno- I remember your talking of her when they were 

in San Francisco- she asked about you, seems to like you quite a lot- 

we chatted about Arthu/f Kleiner- did you know they had a baby? If you haven'tl 

seen Arthur giving his baby the bottle, you've missed something very 

lovely. He is so nuts about this product of his loins, so completely 

drowned in fatherhood- I grew quite fond of the little guy. Hans has 

his head in Honeggers Kind David- or vice versa- Wolfgang is on tour- 

Ruthie very thin but lovely, Tina so feminin'it hurts, Peter in the 

toothless stage,very much of a boy, but an incurable bookworm and dreamer, 

who has to nachsitzen three times a week because he doesn't work or 

concentrate, although he is years ahead of his class. Although-or maybe 

because. The Modesto bunch was here for Easter, es war kein Veilchen- 

fest, the little guy is delightful but started a cold with fever while 

here, Bonnie muffig and my own peter unbearably rude- a state of defense 

into which he usually gets when he wants to hide that he is unhappy. 

On the lot next door a house is growing up at the speed of an aloe which 



as you know takes hundred years to come in bloom. Effect, I got me a 

miserable nasty allergy- probably the dust and sawdust - can't breathe, 

s :ell( transitive verb) taste, cook, sleep, or think. Dr Bauer doesn't 

permit me to use anti hystar.iines on account of my lousy blood, and the 

circle is very viscious. We're, by the way, still laboring over ' Mitsou' 

— and your remark that ife'll make a wonderful Musical was revived with 

hollow laughter. Brother, you don't know what you're talking about. How- 

ever, two more scenes and we can stop at the end and begin at the beginning 

once more. 

Well, this is where my headache says enough for tonight. vVhen 

are you thinking of coming back, Odysseus? Yesterday I sat looking at that 

nice moonstone you gave me and wondered if you will ever take up silver- 

smithing again? I missed many weeks of my sculptur classes, but hope 

to go there tomorrow. My , what a mess I am- I look and feel like 

a rancid and condemned tup'of lard. But don't think for a moment that I'I 

depressed- eh what? 

Much love and everything 

'm 



V1CK1 BAUM 

March 21st 19,5 

Carlito, here I am terribly knieweich after an 
especially vicious flu and having spent two weeks in splendid 
isolation there is just absolutely nothin' I have to tell.The 
bad joke is that, as usual, ray goddamned earses got the worst of it, 
inflamed and stuffed up and I can't think of filing to Europe 

in this here condition. So you'll just have to come back home sooner 
or later if you want me to see your fotos- and do I want to see and hear 
all about your journey, Marco Polo JI can't make plans for the summer 
on account of being tangled up in this here silly Mitsou thing. 
Cheryl Crawford wants to send a lyric writer out' here in May and 
in the meantime I've lost every last drop of envie'- can't find the 
English word* to do it and Gina is ein faules Schweinderl and I'm 
just one great big mess all over. Except my garden is getting lovely 
at last its getting the way I want it, everything growing durcheinander, 
not as if it were planted but as if it were  just growing and having 

lun. On the other hand, an overpowering Boecklin sort of hiih-walled 
structure is being built on the empty lot next door, such hsmmering, 
such bulldozing,such goings on- with the expectation of a very 
numerous, fat, loud and overly Semitic family with oodles of teen - 
agers coming to live there- not too nice a prospect. Elisabeth 
found^herself some nice flat in San Francisco, rait Gaertchen and 
bay view, she writes me end I wonder if and when you'll settle back 
In the old Goeraps groove. Or won't you? As per usual you don't report 
a word about yourself, grosser Schweiger, but that's really the thin« 
that interests me more than the Berliner Staedtische Oper. 

And thanks trillions for Helenens Kinderchen and the Polear 
Imagine you to remember thatJNow I's gettin» dizzy again- more next 
time and lots of love 

always 





VICK1 BAUM 

13.   2.    1955 

Carlito, darling, 
vice versa- but I have just a 
for one of Hansl's concerts, 
our first session of chin  rr 
a new pair of shoes from the 
for you, end that everythinr 
wishes, whatever they may be. 
thing you wanted, that»s wond 
myself when I tend to feel bl 
sense.) 

I know I owe you a long letter- and 
few minutes time before we push off 

ess I'll have to save most for 
ging. I hope you could afford to buy 
inheritance your dear brother left 
roes  according to your hopes or 
Anyway, you had a fei^ months of every- 

erful. It's what I'm always telling 
ue: I had it.Not in the American 

I am busy as an one armed paoerhanper- which probably is 
the equivalent to a half-brained author- trying to knock Colette's 
litsou into the shape of a sort of intimate musical comedy. It's 
partly fun and nartly arony, as there is such tantalizinr  and yet 
insufficient original material. 1 don't quite know how I fell 
into this trap- introduced G-ina to Cheryl Crawford to talk with 
her about something quite, quite different, and suddenly Fitsou 
cam u^ in the conversation, and suddenly Cheryl had pulled me 
into some work, beeruse she wouldn't deal with Cine if I wasn't 
part of the deal- but there really is no deal, and I'm doinp all 
the work because Gins is as deliehtfullv schla-ioert and lazjr 
and easygoing as always, and, well, nothing will come of the 
entire thing but that I put on five more pounds of fat on account 
of nervous frustration. All right, e'est la vie. Wie had a rather 
upset life these days, an dqtto budget- Hansl's brother in Balti- 
more died quite suddenly and we had hardly arrived here when Hans 
had to fly back and take care of everything, poor boy, and now 
there is an endless backwash og hard-to-handle- things- one of 
them the widow , an exceedingly stunid, obstinately senile  lady, 
and katholic to beat the bend, which complicates the simplest 
matters. Like she can't  eat meat that doesn't come from'a catho- 
lic butcher, nor can she be treated by any doctor or nurse that 
ain't catholic- God save us from relipionl 

Ruthie's knee is doing very well, thank you, proo£ 
of it: They're now in Sun Valley skiing, though there ain't no 
snow; the  children were left here in Marcelle's and my care.Peter 
gets more and more the sort of child I was at his are- and you 
probably too. Reading like crazy, keepin- evervthinr he reads  in 
his little memory and living in a ccmnletelv unreal world. He is 
now-( treasure island) the captain of a Mate's brigg and when 
we play- lim the first mate- all the old nautical knowledge I 
commanded when I was seven and the master of a three master push- 
cart come up apain. 

LI, that's all I 
much love 

/1 

know-  Got  to run- 

voWU 



PARK AVENUE AT   5 9 *  STREET 

JLe-w) oUnc 
TELEPHONE ELDORADO 5 2500 

Jan. 19th 1955 

Carlito, these are the last two days of my nice New York 
vacation and I'm hurrying a few lines off to you, as I'm sure I'll have 
no tSe fo? it when I get home and behind all the fences the family is 
builSn/around me. Somehow it's harder for me to visualise you back in 
StutSrt ^han in A.nkor Vat- and thanks for finding time for writing me 
SoÄhere/YoSre right, one never is the same after touching the Orient, 

and perhaps my own notfbeing-the-same  and yours will have a fet-together 
on it Here-well, you know New York. I got myself ensconced in this nice 
nuiet hotel am writinr this on the windowsill from where I look down on 
ttelnoweftn^own- 22^ floor- across the Park -d all the W to he New Jer- 
sev shore. Hans returned three days ago from Mannheim, filled with the »**» 
emotions which you, I'm sure, know only too well. We're going to lots of shows 

and concerts, the^omer mostly terrible, the latter quite good I saw Barna 

a few times'and am having lunch with her tomorrow, but ^'JJ^/EJe^J 
old easy contact. I don't know what hapPened to k~, «»rbe change of life or 
some damn thing-she'B eloquent as ever, only more so, and has become so 
seS-iZrtant that she's lost her fine sense of humor. I wonder how unsure she 
must^eSS herself to make this little Herself the center of the universe, 
^fit worries me otherwise there are the same friends of old and the same 
SttiL Ssel Zk pusS and pinched and told to get the hell to wor and getting goosea an p        r t when Jtm  home    n> 

Ä re^ans
Swi°Äenf o^ tSt; Sat is, If I get the hang of wording 

once more, I'll stay home till I have written something and probably go 
to Europe in Fall. If I find that I'm a retired writer for good, I probably 
von?Tbe able to swing it financially. A goddam shut-in if you can imagine 
me as such. Well, qui vivra verra, which is easier said than done. Anyway- 
«111 vou still be in Europe An Fall, let's say like September or so? Just 

see tS you don't forget any oAings you want to tell me, I'm hungry for a whiff 
o? that smell of oil and spice and sweat and incense and piss and frangipani- 

Jesus, and the ncisesi Keep it well for me, will yoi? 

I do hope that whatever expectations you have for your 

stay overthere shall open in full bloom or fruition 

ever yourr 



V1CKI BAUM 

• 

Carlito, your letter from Singapore just errived, meeting me 
in the confusion of combined pre- X-mass preparations and 
Messiah with resulting muddle plus packing and gettinr Hans 
feady for taking off-I mean getting new working  clothes for 
him, he has outgrown all his old tailcoats, had to be outfitted 
from head to toe and be dragged to Khis fittings practically 
bound, handcuffed and gagged. Well, now the worst is done and 
we all were sorry we couldn't catch you at any of your stations 
to wish you a happy new year, merry Xraaa and a lot of wish ful- 
fillments all around.Too bad you had to miss Bali, but maybe 
it would have been a let- down anyway after all the things we 
oldtimers told you about it. It ain't the same no more. To miss 
Angkor Wat- well, those places are not reliable, I also got only 
two days there instead of a week, and those were full of rain 
combined with the hazy impressions induced by a bit of malaria. 
If you do miss it, we'll have a good excuse to go there some 
other time, right after we have made Assisi, okay? You made me 
so far damn homesick for Japan and things Japanese and I really 
don't see why I don't take off to where I want to go. Only reason 
could be a sorely depleted bank account; yesterday, for the 
first time in my life, checks came bouncing back on me, over- 
drawn, would you believe it?That's what writers get for not 
writing. 

So now you're going off to parts of the world which 
I don't know at all. You'll love the Siamese and be amused by 
their ways of making kitsch and overornamentation palatable. But 
then- oh, those buddhas in the museumj How they can give you 
tranquility and iron out those taut nerves, just by sitting 
there and letting you know that life is only an illusion end 
that you yourself are such an utterly unimportant and non- existi> 
Pliegenschiss.Perhaps you'll get to 'Angkor after all, but if 
not, you certainly are taking a good gulp of the Orient per 
se, and that's the main thing. Das Gasserlgehen, the smells 
the stinks, the dirt, the beauty, the laughter, the life- they 
are so very much alive, aren't they? We must have an outsized 
talk feast after you get back and have it all digested. Please. 
Or, if I can swing it, I want very much to go to Tschermany 
in spring, that is, to Berlin first of all to see if the im- 
pact of seeing it again after so many years might set me afloat 
on my writing once more. After Berlin- I don't know.Spain, 
Portugal, Paris for a whiff of it?Do you think we could swing 
it together?And Stuttgart, of course. Thumbs down on Salzburg- 
after the Martons were here for a few days and -ooured out an 
assortment of anecdotes of the most nauseatin .   onds like 
Eref Jom Kiour at Romanoffs. 



So, when you get this letter you're in Colombo and have seen 
Kandi and come down from the clouds of the Himalayas- it makes 
it difficult to find any contact with you, you are so very 
far away in such a different world. We're leaving the day 
after tomorrow for New York,an airmail letter from Colombo 
might still reach me there at the Savoy Plaza, though I don't 
know yet how long I want to stay and how lonp- my money will 
hold out. We're in the same boat in this respect, my pal. 
Here everything runs on tracks, Huthie does lovely things for 
Xmas and grimly exercises her oper&ted knee, Wolfgang buzzes 
in and out, and up and down, at Thanksgiving we were in San 
Francisco,I dropped in at Takahashi's but not et Goemps, and 
yesterday I discovered a Takahashi sort of shop in L.A.- quite 
nice things nixed with trash, and unfortunately not run by 
Japmese but by a former Navy officer who seens to have lived 
long in Japan. Altogether, the Japanese influence is getting 
a bit overbearing here by now and like all those things,they 
become a massproduction and you get tired of it. Just like 
all those copies of negro sculpture. On the other hand I saw 
a few lovely pieces at Altaian's, naturally, ell the ones I 
grubbed out of corners in their Runpelksmmer were not for sale, 
but part of their private collection. 

Gee, here I'm rattling on and on, end so much to do yet. 
So long, Bud, and keep having a wonderful time 

ever 



Nov 9th 195h 

VICKI BAUM 

f 

where "you left me, 
from my end of the 
classes last week 
the moment she did 
into an operation, 
burn some incense 

Carlito, it's quite fantastic to think of all the things 
you're going to see iftthe next few days, and those you will have seen by 
the time this reache^p*while I >   dan^it, am sitting at exactly the same spot 

Consequently there is nothing to be told 
line. Ruthie popped a knee in dancing 
and was so hellbent on an operation from 
it, they, she let herself being rushed 
which will take place tomorrow. Please, 

to the various deities you're sroing to meet 
that the bit of butchering a not too trustworthy orthopedist 
talked hei? into won't turn out a painful disappointment. It's 
tough luck for the kid, just at the time when all those 
days and Holydays accumulate and I'm damn sorry f 
we all are apt to popj^ something or tfrüt  other as we aoproach 
the forties, don't we, dear, and we're lucky if It ain't 
the haid. 

We'll spend Thanksgiving in San Francisco and I, for 
one, am going to miss you like hell- what has Takahashi to 
offer- or Goemps, for that matter,-when you ain't thare? 

birth- 
her. But 

ich 
in 

How are you, kid? Healthy, h-ppy, lazy, relaxed? Well, 
I hope so. Am waiting for your first report and hope that the 
little God with the fat belly will smile all the luck upon 
you- 

rlways 

V, 



V1CKI BAUM 

Sept. 19th 1951; 

Carlito, thanks a lot for the more than 
prompt appearance of them teapotties, I'm very happy with 
them. Hans said he has or is going to take care of the 
little check, I'll nudge him a bit and he'll anyway write 
you about that delightful woodcut. How and where the hell 
do you find such things?Now I won't get to San Francisco 
after all because my only alibi, Paul, has made off for 
New York, so there. I have the itchiest bottom ever, can't 
stand it here and want to bust out of my skin, somehow, 
somewhere. Guess I'll take Gina to some halfway nice spot 
for a few days, Oek Creek Canyon, or Squaw Valley or some- 
thing. By and by the mantle of the matriarch is falling 
onto poor Ruthie's bursitic shoulders, yesterday she was 
having us over for Hansl's birthday dinner, it was very 
cosy and pleasant, and the kids have done a nice job of 
repainting their place, sort of water melon color mixed 
with off white and black, real nervous.I still don't feel 
like working, except a bit in the garden,and being lazy 
made me win another round against those lousy leucozvtes. 
I also decided to escape Xraas with the fa/mily this time 
by going with Hans as far as New York and hanging around 
there until he returns from Germany. There's something in 
the air about him going to Buenos Aires next summer , and 
though I can think of more interesting places than the 
Argentine, I'll probably follow the urgent invitations of 
my fans down there( wer lacht da?) and go with him. 

Carlito, now that you've given me your little 
finger in der Gestalt von Teekannen, I have some rather 
outrageous demands on your never ending Gefaelligkeit. 
( No English word for this.)In other words, I hurry to 
make use of your still being in S.P., and, well, here it 
is: 

I once saw in that architects fair on, I believe, J/ackson 
Square,^or PlacedHthe one that later burned down^-a very large 
and very, very good print of one of those cave paintings of 
a bison or buffalo, in colors. I don't know if you ever 
came across it, and if not, if you could locate it? I don't 
remember the name of the architects who had it, their place 
was the ni-est, if Elisabeth is there, she'd perhaps re- 
member, or has she gone off to Venezuela? The ~uys who also 
hatf those Siamese silks. I asked Elisabeth about that print 
before, but nothing happened, and anyway, there's always 
so muchtgejeier about her feet hurfctin/r and her being so 
tired,that I hesitate to bother her. After all, my more or 
less Altersgenossen have to be treated with tender caution, 
while you, youngster, have fleet feet and soringy arches. 
I said arches, Sir. 



Boy oh boy, now comes the next item.As I must have told Ay\M 
a few times too often, I created a little place down in J 
my garden where it's at least always cool, and the kids 
enjoy it. It ain't half as nice as the thinr on this 
picture, because I started with less money and widely 
inferior premises, but no sooner was my place getting 
ready when this picture appeared, and the character is 
slightly the same. How then, that huge umbsrella really 
got me, not only as a pretty decorative piece, but also 
as the only thing that could be adjusted to protect one 
of my planters against the* at this time of the year and 
at varying hours of the day- much too sharp sun. And as 
the garden architect who signed for this arrangement is 
one Takahashi, I just wondered if Takahashi might concei- 
vably have those large umbrellas and if so, for how much | 
and if so not, could he get me one, and if so how long 
would it take and what would it cost among friends. And 
if so, could you think up some ingenious way of being 
able to tilt and tip the thing according to the sun?Other 
than sticking into the sand, as they seem to have done? 

Gee, that's quite a nerve, to ask of a guy who's 
gettin' ready for a round the world trip, ain't it? So, if 
you'll tell me to go hell, I'll hurry and meet you there. 

I'm very impatient to see you and talk a whole 
year back and I don't know how many years ahead with you. 
Red Carpet and EhrenJungfrauen shall be ready 

Love, ever 



July 18th 195U 

Hi there,what a louse you are, taking off around the world 
without me, well, Bud, I hope you'll have the most wonderful time ever 
and meet the most ravishing people and have all sorts of exciting advent- 
ures short of getting murdered or running out of going ashore money in 
Port Said. Of course we'll want to see you in Hollywood before you're 
leaving. We plan to get home around labor day, Hans has to be there 
in any case and I would only stay on in the East a little longer if 
I feel that I can't interrupt working at that point. However, so far 
there's hardly anything to be interrupted , and I'll probably get home 
with Hans as a dutyful wife. The drive was nice, same round about route 
we drove last year, eißer  in Gruen, which isn't quite as delightful as 
were the fall colors. This turned out to be the perfect dream place, 
and would drive you stark staring mad in no time, so quiet, so nothing 
but lake and woods, no phone, no post office, not even a village, just 
here and there a house tucked away. We'll have to drive to Concord any 
time we want to eat lettuce or meat, there ain't no market, no nothing, 
not even a well equipped general store. But, oh, so right. Next week 
Ruthie comes with the children and things will begin churning. 

Listen, Carlito, I guess this is another demonstration of 
senile imbecility, but did you write me that Barna's father passed away? 
Or did I only dream you did?I simply can't separate the facts from the 
half dozing hallucinations I get in the car when you think I'm asleep. 
Just twilight, mentally. I'd like to write Barna and don't want to 

put my foot in, so please let me know. 

So, now I'm off to that load of mail that was awaiting me 
here- so long, kid, 



VICKI BAUM 

Januarv 2)  th 195U 

Dear Carlito, thanks a million for the lovely treasury of books 
I found on my ^abentempel this morning, haben Sie sich die vom 
Herzen gerissen, or merely aus dem Steiss gezogen? I love, of 
course, the Marc sketches , always had a weakness for that guy, 
though I just read in Einstein's Kunst des 20th Jahrhunctert that 
he ain't no good.And the Alpenkraeutlein, and the everything-gee, 
thanks. A bit later Ruthie will appear with the kids and Tina 
will get her book, it's such a happy thing, I mean the to ok, I 
laughed out loud when I saw squirrel and cat dancing. Well,I 
guess Ruthie will report to you about the kid's reaction? . 

It's raining cats and dogs, verrry good for ray hu ngry 
garden. I fired my stupid and lazy and stealing Mexicanos and 
tomorrow a solid looking citizen, name of Pieritz, German-American 
with gre„t self-respect, is supposed to appear and undo the whole 
goddamned mess. Hansl has gone to his children's concert, he's 
got Harpo Marx in it, more fun! 

As for myself, I'm still playing the half invalid as 
behooves my ripe old age.I've begun to hear just a little but 
can't think straight for th» „wful noises filling the space 
where the brain oughtabe.However, I'm still sly enough to use 
my weak-kneed condition and lack of energy to let myself get 
pampered in a shameless way. As I'm unwilling to do anyJQdamn 
thing in the house and unable to start writing, I have taken 
to smearing oils on canvas, aber es ist meiiAens Essig damit. 
Just very relaxing and filling time. Jo jo, der Spieltri* in 
der zweiten Kindheit as a verv thin substitute for the more 
interesting Triebe of my younger years. John Coast sent me 
a message through some mutual friend yesterday, he's going to 
Mozambique to get a troupe of Mozambiquettes organized, I didn't 
know they had any dancing there, hope he ain't headed for a 
disappointment. I don't quite believe In Mohammedan dancing 
girls, though I have seen beautiful men's dances, down in the 
Sahara, when they were dancing for their own fun. Anywaj John 
says no more heartbreaks about such things, strictly bua. ness. 

Carlito, could ~rou ask your wise old Orien expert if 
he knows by any chance about any articles or essays or ©something 
that would give one a little insight into the workings of 
a modern Javanese Sultan's palast?There was a magazine called 
Asia, I read it regularly but don't remember anything about 

it. Or in the Geographical?There was in my time a very bright 
woman in ava, girl by the name of Claire Holt, she was the 
friend of the best archeologist they had down there, St\t terheim, 
perhaps your expert knows where I could find her articles, she 
really got the dope on those things. So far I partly possess 
and partly have read anything available in that direction,from 

Raffles and the Sarawak lords down to the very insipid and often 
ill-informed modern travelogues, but no soap. But don't go to 



any trouble, please, it ain't worth it.I am not even sure 
yet that I want to write that particular story. It has so 
much against it - well, que vivra verra. 

Now this here sloth goes back to its branch and does 
nothing but h°ngine; upside down. So lone nnd thanks again- 
by the way, did you ever receive Realitees, or did they only 
send you a teeny weeny bottle of bad perfume to his;hten the 
suspense, as they did to me? 

Love 



vember 18th 1953 

VICKI BAUM 

0- 
Thanks for your notes, Cprlito, and the agreäable  news 

that you are planning to come back fairly soon.I keep my fingers crossed for 
you and hope you'll squeeze a few drops of something from those turnips 
over there, and that you, at least, are having; a good time, snd that the tooth 
ain't bothering you too much, and that you have found all your old friends 
in good shape. Well, you'll tell me all that around Xm?s time, I guess, I KX 
hope. Wolfgang and I, we had a very nice trip home, good weather all along 
except for half a cold, rai^y, stormy day in Santa Fe, and a flat tire 
out in a howling storm on the prairie or desert or what that desolate 
piece of dirt and Arizona is called. 

Here things are dull as ever, seeming still duller after 
my little outing, and I feel cramped and fenced in and irritable and head- 
achy for no good reason.The house is nice, the garden in poor shape, 
Mary goodnatured and unbelievably lazy and spoiled, Hans is vaccillating 

as usual about Santa Barbara. Sent in his resignation as he does every 
year, has now been persuaded to just call it a sabbathical year he takes 
out, which results, as far as I can see,in doing just as much work, writing 
just as many letters and worrying just as much, without getting paid for it. 
He had his first concert, played a nice piece by Barber- one of the -kssays- 
and a very good Brahms First. Tonight we are going to honor Stravinsky, 
Dinnerparty and concert the old man - I mean Stravinsky-  conducts. Pul- 
cinella and something I forgot.Might be nice. Had a letter from the Coasts 
reporting about your visit, now I don't know who is so volatile, you or 
them, but they sure have an exaggerated idea of what's cooking. In fact, 
it ain't even simmering. Hammerstein wants me to send him a short scenario- 
as to which there is nothing harder to write and I'll be damned if I do it. 
Can't get off half- assed and put Gehirnschmaaz into something that isn't 
even a gleam in anybody's eye yet. It's just the agents who always push and 
pull without any consideration for the unrest and work they are stirring up 
just on an off chance that something might come of it. I'm too old to work 
for the garbage can. I'm trving to get in the mood of thinking of the next 
novel, aber je mehr ich nachdenke, je weniger faellt mir^^ötrüTd be the 
climate, physical and mental, out here. 

I hardly see the grand children, don't know if that's 
an organized boycott or just an accident, and, frankly, I don't care. 
Wolfgang seems a bit unhappy about the frazzled ways of Ruthie with the 
kids and they're fighting about it,which is not good and I'll 
-lad to stay out of it.Today is little Jeter's birthday and in 
observed moment he grabbed the phone and begged Hans and me to 
birthday party. Five minutes later Ruthie, in a lather, outvited us-no 
reasons given.The one time I saw the boy- was asked to babysit because 
that night for some reason nobody else could be found- he looked like 
gruene Spucke,and not very happy, was almost too affectionate, as if 
searching for warmth or security or something and when I asked him what 
he wanted for his birthday he thought it over very seriously and told me 
the nicest gift he could think of were if I could move in with them- 
that would be soooo nice, Vicki. It depressed me a little and I feel 

be only too 
an un- 
come to his 

oh, 



paralyzed, can't do anything. The boy has a nosebleed every day, he is 
poking his nose incessantly, which is a neurotic thins; to do, and he grew 
the two croockedest teeth I saw outside of a Zilie cartoon. Seems Ruthie 
didn't have the courage to pull his milk teeth out in time, but waited until 
the new ones had fully grown under and behind and around the old ones. 
Well, sue' are things that make grandmothers suffer in silence.Since I came 
back, the babies haven't been in my house once. I have a faint feeling as if 
Ruth wants to punish me for having had a trip with Wolfgang- by the way 
many of the photos came out beautifully, and a rich crop of limericks  ' 
has grown on the wavside. 

Well, all this must be verv far from you lust now 
and I oughtn't to bore you with it.The mustard seed had its brief run and 
is quietly e;oing to sl^ep, neither a flop nor a success. Or, as Gauguin 
puts it so rightly: D'oVi venons nous, qui sommes nous, ou allons nous ? 
1 just tried once more to make somae sense out of his JournaDes intimes 
but he sounds like my brother-in-law. Forceful and completely off kev- 

except when he talks about painting. 

wh tever you're cloifcng 
Have a very good time and much success in 



VICKI BAUM 

August 12th 1953 

Carlito, thanks a lot for the nice clipping, 
I'm glad I got my charm certified so I could send it to my 
publishers in New York and I also wrote a truly chahmlng 
thankyou note to Miss Trumbull. I think she's a peach and she 
certainly helped me a lot, please, give her all my best when 
you see her again.In England the first edition of 2f?.000 is sold 
out and they're printing some more, which is rather good news 
and quite unexpected on my part.And I m glad your little brother 
came across, if not with money so at least with something to 
take the ball and chain off you. 

For from everything being under control here I found Wolfie 
deeply perturbed and downhearted about that awful accident on his 
skilift, I don't know if he told you about it. Mary put in a small 
appearance on Wednesday, had her day off on Thursday and staged 
a dramatic collapse on Friday, and I mean STAGED.Then she went 
off for three days and I'm a bit tired of her dramatic personal 
life. On the other hand, Paul was here today, I just saw him off, 
had Lang and Micky also for dinner, it wasn't very inspiring 
but naturally, much too much food, or what did you think? And my 
ear is just lovely, I really am a perpetual joyous surprise to myir_ 
doctors. I discovered, much too late, that l/jtis.t have hollered'JyKt^lf 
screamed and made scenes all my life, because^sfrtfer I spoke up 
for once, Ruthie as well as Hansl fressen aus aer üand, Hans 
was here over the weekend, as eager to please as was little Peter. 
I get the children dumped on me almost a bit too much now, what 
with Mary on the blink and everything choking with dirt because 
I didn't look around for a few weeks. Tina told me:"I am not pretty, 
I am HANDSOMEl'Änd to get Peter in shape at this late date is like 
putting a basement under a finished house. 

Gosh, am I looking forward to getting away for a while and 
be myself . Let's spoil each other a little, shall we?Ha» a nice 
crazy and rather esoteric letter from garna, an other nice one 
from the Graffs. Now I'm waiting for marching orders from Dial 
Press, in case they want me to start off earlier than the 9th. 
I bought a more comfortable chair for the living room but am still 
diddling around with the lights.Wish you were here- and soon you 
will be. Goodygoodygood. 



VICKI BAUM 

July 6th 1953 

Carlito, it's been nice to get your letter, I had 
already begun worrying if I was you auf'n Schlips getreten.Bftter 
not. We wasn't at the-Big Sur Inn, but the "J.odge, it was awfully 
nice in a kaffrigen way/if you know what I mean. But, pal, wild 
strawberriesI Pragole de NemiT The moment I was back Elisabeth 
called up, wanted to spend a few days with us, Hans Gewitterstirne, 
meself not too delighted, anyway, I was so dazzled that I thought 
she meant to come end of July and told her fine, excellent, but 
when it dawned on me that she meant right the next day and what 
with Hans having only those few days at home for preparing his 
lectures, and me having to share my bathroom with Lisa and her 
digestion as lively as it is- well, I sort of wormed out of it 
with a few li'l white lies. So, don't give me away, Bud, and if 
she mentions anything you just knows nothing from nothing, yes, 
please? 

so solly to hear about the constant mess at Gumps. When 
I read that Gumps was pregnant with Bisaster- such a nice name 
for a girl, don't you think so?- as sired byMr Bill, I had to 
laugh mit Traene im Auge. Should he have skipped those charming 
seagulls made of horn in Manila? And what? .Nojalabastard Coli- 
seum from Rome?Well, as we always say at Gump's, good taste 
doesn't cost more; but bad taste sure does. And whfct are you doing 
or planning in your ill-lit too small corner?What was the name 
of the artist with those nice black and white Mexican impressions? 
I saw a'" Women in Guatemala" recently, don't remember where, 
but It seemed to me the same handwriting and I liked it. 

Hans has started his season, he seems quite pleased on the 
«whole, though there are the usual minor earthquakes. One.of them 
was caused by Tilly Zweig who suddenly came out with years and 
years of resentment that such a great conductor as her Fritz was 
illtreated, while a fellow who's just about good jf enough to 
teaoh in Kindergarten, like Hans,takes everything away from Fritz- 
well, the usual stuff you get when an ever so nice old opera 
soubrette opens up for once. It would be pathethic and ridicu- 
lous if not Hansl would have felt so unhappy about it. He thought 
they were real friends, and he also thought that he had always 
and everywhere done his utmost best to keep Zweig afloat.Well, 
such things can't be helped. And all sorts of nasty little troubles 
with nasty little Jewish kids, respectively their jiddische mammas. 
And Mrs Hoseapple did something especially nice for Hansl. She 
had the main cable for the housetelephones laid behind his bed,so 
that it rings in his room each time anybody in the house has or 
makes a call. So restful for a guy who only teaches up to 16 hours 
a day. 



For some reason they couldn't get all their lecturers together 
and so Hansl persuaded me against my valiant protest, to come up 
on the 29th with my old Bali film and give them a little talk . 
Wish you were there is all I can say.Mustard Seed came out in 
England on the 21st, I think, I haven't got the book yet. Dial 
Press is just starting on its promotion drive, their taste,lias 
nothing on Bill Gumpsea ** seems, and I'm sorry as all hell 

for wasting so much energy in going away from Doubledays and 
trying to be .somebody else and all that. You know, when 11 
compare my correspondence with my Eurppean publishers, agents 
translators, etc, with the level on which you are dealing with 

. those people here, it can make you pretty sick. Well, Schwamm 
drueber. 

Tonight the New York Ballet Theater( I guess that's the 
one) is starting at the Greek Theater, and Hansl got free passes 
for Ruthie for the entire stagione, I'm sure she'll report to 
you about it. I wanted to go but can't because, oh brrrother, 
I had that little operation done, J talked to you about, and listen, 
this is top secret, drunk or sober, you ain't going to tell, pro- 
mise? So I have a face that looks right now exactly likeK a 
baboon's behind, color, shape, and sexual attractiveness, every- 
thing. But then, it's only three days, and if the soufflee doesn't 
fall down when the stitches come out,I should look not younger 
- which I didn't want to- but somehow neater» As an extra fillip 
the doctor made me cute little earlobes , I hadn't even thought 
of asking for that, and I can hardly wait to try on all the ear- 
rings you made ftyr me.In Big Sur, where aside from hiking an 
ungodly amount of miles each day, I had nothing to do, I made 
me a cotton dress, freehand, look Ma, no pattern, no sewing machine, 
no store around, not even buttons- made myself some from pennies. 
It fitsXes much better than all the stuff I got and I'm damned 
proud.of the achievment. 

So, now back to my disgusting exchange of mail with 
Dial. So long Bud, see you beginning of August, if not before. 



VICKI BAUM 

June 30 1953 

lito, it's been nice and cozy and like old tines 
to have you around, but I think when you po^-^t back to o P you 
found it still a nicer place than this here crumy hole in the 
ground, "fter you were rone it came siedendheiss to me that you, 

7our sal volatile way might shoot off into outer spaces on 
just a by-the-way- remark of mine about gardeners making good 
money and being scarce here. Both is true, but 1 remembered 
afterwards that a gardener, like anybody else in the Uo, needo 
a certain capital before he can start. lie has to have a truck, 
a lawn mower, spraying equipment, hoses and loads of tools- 
aside fron the ability of buying plants cheap and Belling them 
or paiming then off to somebody for ver- much money. Now, please, 

:ase, don't dream yourself a paradise, where you'll teach a 
class of fldorin? students, make and also sell the loveliest 
silver jewelry ever, and coax sensational flowers out of this 
here mixture of yesterday's concrete and the native clay, inha- 
bited by more bups, slugs, fungi and whatnots thai      ■ ier 
known soil, Please, Bud, trv and stick to (Jump's, it's really 
the best place you'll ever find, including the plentyful of 
things you enjov bitching about, amen. 

j'Je're pushing off for  the Big Sur tomorrow, and snail stay 
bv that time we'll see if it's there over the coming weekend; 

our cup of tea or not. AS for my later vacation plans, I'm trying 
to pet them off the vacillating state they've- been in. By now 
it looks like this: Wolfie will drive off on his regular tour 
around the middle of August and I'll accompany him. This '11 

us north, through S.F. and on to rortland, Seattle*, .-he places 
nted to go- and further up into Canada,Jasper, ^anrfft, 

:e Luise, etc. Then I'll go by train to N Y an 1 «olfie will 
drive 1     ome.Now then, if you want and can join us for part 
or all of this, that would be lovely. But, on the ot ier hand, 
not lovely enough for you to risk loosing your job 
of.Or maybe you'd prefer to pet 

x- 

on account 
York under your own 
what would you need me 
is how it looks now. 
dry letter, but I'm 
done tonight, so, please, 

to New 
power?And be there same time I am? But 
New York for, I'm asking, anyway, this 
This is turning out an awfully cut and 
buried in a hundred things still to be 
don't mind,I'm just a trifle tired. Just had the loveliest letter 
from my English publisher, telling me in the most correctly Bri- 
tish way that under the circumstances he must withold my royal- 
ties for at least one year, just in case a cab night run over 
me( that) how he- or his solicitor-puts it) and there would be 
trouble with upex, and my heirs wouldn't  want to pay and the 
trustees would be difficult and there would be some litigation- 

sounds like vour brother, don't it?I tol< him that's anyway- 

in L. . 
me, everything quite true, except there ain't no cabs 

Dies jvuensoht, dir deine dich liebende Freundin, as we 
used to say in school, .ve have a squirrel on our terrace, it' 
learning to eat nuts from mv hand. 



April 23d 1953 

Carlito, just a short note, when the mountain doesn't come 
to Mahomet or whatever it savs- anvway, it seems I'm going up to 3.F. 
with Hans, we'll roll in on Thursday, April  3_st-( at least that's 
what I think the date is, lost my little calendar!) so: Thursday- a 
week from today, on the Lark, in the morning, and go to the Clift Hotel. 
I'm going to reserve two singles from here, but if you could make sure 
we^ll have them ready, would be verv nice, ves,  please?Hans has to dive 
into auditions right away and stick to it all day long. In the meantime 
I'll see faul and try to cet me some halfwav decent spring and/or summer 
clothes, the junk they have in this here town gives me digestive troubles. 
I don't know how and what the evening will turn out to be, probably a 
heavv looses schedule, not made anv  sweeter by the compound presence of 
Maurice Faulkner. I guess we'll stav over on Friday and skeedaddle off 
Saturday morning, to  trv and stop over in Modesto, and go on home Saturday 
night with selfsame Lark. No car, this time. Wil  vou have a little time 
for me or are vou shackled to the Gump Galeere? 

That's all, folks, all the rest we'll thrash out together. 
6o  long, Bud, and much love, much. 



VICK1 BAUM 

March 18th 19^3 

Carlito, not since i got you sky high on that potent 
Avignon aspirin did I see you as charmingly drunk as in your last 
letter, iviore power to vou, you plutocrat I 1 still an entirely unsure 
about my plans for the Stimmer, partly because I don't quite know 
myself what I'd like, really, to do- except that I hope you let me 
share some of vour vacation time. And partly because x simply can't 
fin i out fro'i the children what's soing to happen and when. At pre- 
sent I'm having Tina with me while they all of a sudden made off for 
Sun Valley, took reter along and are having a fine time, I hope.Next 
Ruthie wants to go to New Yor^ for three weeks, and she sure deserves 
and needs it. But «r'ain, I haven't been informed when that will hap- 
pen. Ver^f soon, i suppose, since the Sklarzes are back on luth otreet. 
Wolfgang still doesn't know when he'll bed down for his operation 
I have an idea er verdraenst den Gedanken und die Gespreache darueber, 
and i sure am the last one to butt in. Anyway, it looks to me still 
like the tail end of summer for me, and conceivably September  in 
New York. •Jo, when you know at what time and for how lone; you can get 
away from  Goemps without jeopardizing your job with them, vou let 

me know, will vou, and I'll trv to synchronize. 

Todav the little monster mascotte a/rrived, see thanks, gee. 
It's obviously a tiser and at this moment it's squatting with Tina 
on the toilet and helps her to make plops. She appropriated it at 
once, - like anything else she lays eyes on, especially if it belongs 
to someone else. Thanks so much, but I have to have a voile Gebrai chs- 
anweisung, biography  and pedigree of it, so I can really make it 
work on bringing me luck. It might, at that, as Chambrun sent me to- 
day the old desiccated mumy of a story called^Omelette surprise' and 
indicated that Colliers might accept it after all these years, if I 
could make a few small changes. 1 looked at the thing and I think 
it needs v^rv bie changes, but isn't quite worth bothering much. How- 
ever, if we should really sell it yet, it would be monev found , for 
both of us, and we could go on a spree, either together or separate. 

But  the idea of a " dream house" ausgerechnet in Los Angeles, seems 
a bit  unrealistic to me. As you know, this ain't exactly a dream 
town and just now there is beulen und ^aehneklappern, everybody get s 
fired and laid off in the movies, and somehow this place still reacts 
in a manic depressive way whenever their darling pitchers ain't doin' 
so good.I hope y >u realize what enormous amounts of Selbstueberwindung 
it takes me to trv and keep you away from L «., Gawd, do I miss you 

in every way! But that's not a reasonable or decent basis for letting 
you five up San Francisco which, with or without Goemps, is a so 
much better place for vou. And, Kiddo, when will you realize no change 
of residence, job, friends etcetera pp^will help you to run away 
frram vourself- because that's what you've been trvinp ever since I 
know you. There you so, making me sound like a soured prim gouver« 
^ante asain ; I really don't feel at ease in this role, believe me.. 

Tonis-ht I'm taking Gina to Gigi, with dire forebodings; Ingo 
rreminger,, who has at least a little bit of taste,told us that play 
and performance are simolv gocL^awful, not excluding little hepburn. 
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'i'odav 1 got Michael Joseph's spring catalogue with iuite 
a decent blupb for the mustard seed and many good books. It's coming 
out in way, and Oial press follows in September. I can probably ex- 
oect Mr Mc Carhv to descend upon me right after publication, don't 
you think soV .'Jell- you know my favorite exit line, don't you? 

So. Hops is reported from the bathroom and I've gottago. 
Thanks again for the intriguing little animal and the thought. It's 
wonderful to have something to look forward to, like a trip.alto- 
gether, it's a blessing that life is always holding some carrot in 
front of one's nose to make one go on; but of that you wouldn't know 
yet, young man. 

J->ots of love, always 



VICKI BAUM 

February 19th 1953 

Well, Carlito, 1 have rarely been as infatuated 
with any bodv as with what you call the main body of your letter! 
That s Rood news and congratch  and really, ^our invitation is the 
loveliest thing that happened 6* me in many years.Obviously my 
yesterday letter crossed vours of today, and you can see that our 
minds  have met halfway. S\ire, I want to spend some time vagabonding 
with you, if you can bear up with crotchetv old me. You know, there 
was a period in mv life when I was dreaming of beine kept by a 
rich and generous man-I was about 20 then and rather knusprig and 
worthwhile. Well, you see, if one waits only long enough all wishes 
are finally answered . So, now that the principle of  thing is 
cleared up, let's be practical about it, and if I might have to 
pour a little water in vour wine, you mustn't hold it against me. 
Now then, what I wrote you vesterday about not knowing how to 
schedule my summer still holds. It all depends on uVolfgang's opera- 
tion, and he doesn't know yet when he will go to the hospital, be- 
cause this, in tuim, depends on his boss in New Hampshire the 
which is now in Europe and hasn't  fix^djjiis schedule either. Next^ , 
you as well as I would first of all'^äke^ure that we can get 
our passports and re-enter permit or whatever is needed at present 
in this dear Land of Liberty . I'LL find out if my new publisher 
is willing and able to get it for me; if not I'll have to ask 
Ken Mc Cormick to do me a favor. In former times it took only a 
phone call by either Nelson or Roosevelt, but now I don't know. 
Anyway, looking for a passport would be the first step, for you in 
anv case, because I understand it takes quite a while to get one. 
iviavbe Goemps can do it for you.And maybe Goemps can equippyou with 
some definite reason for going over. And moreover: Can you leave your 
job for a longer time and still get it back afterwards? It's none 
of my business- but is it wise to go off skyrocketing just because 
there is some money for vou in Germany?And how much is it actually, 
and do vou know how much will be deducted in Taxes overthere? 

So, the offshot of all this is that vou must make your 
plans completely independent of me, and if it works out well, I'll 
join vou somewhere alone the route. Or, at least, you could drive 

us  to New York, couldn't vou? XKNext point- where does the money 
for the transatlantic trip of yours come from?0f course, if we'd go 
over together, I could advance it to you here and in return you could 
support me in grand style in Germany. But if I'd go to Europe, I 
wouldn't like to stay in Germany more than two weeks- and I doubt 
that you would stand it much longer either. I have a faint idea 
that I'd like to drive through the Rhone Valley ( another old dream 
of mine,) maybe hang around the Vallois for a little while,maybe 
touch France and get a nibble at the Pyreneaas( you pick the spel- 
ling you like best, please!!) anyway, it would be a case of trima 
K.asi- I'd let you crab the check in Germany and I'd take care of it 
in the other places. Certainly, it wouldn't be a bit attractive 
to get into Paris during the tourist season plus  that damned co- 
ronation and all boats spilling over with passengers. 



Äell, I'm just letting my wishes drift around and ahead a little, 
and certainly, a change of air and a few new impressions would do 
me worlds of good. I saw Dr "auer yesterday and he told me that, 
without mentioning my name, of course, he cites me to his students 
as a proo£ of the regenerating power of an organism that's left to 
itself. So now I'm quoted by two doctors- my ear man too- as an 
example a«?ainst operations, medicines and whatnots. I'm not quite 
sure how many people they'll kill bv this prescription, because I 
don't know how ranny people are as toug]j as I am in this respect. I 
almost think it takes the bit of Criano that's in me to make that 
sort of survival work. 

I have an idea that you should go to Stuttgart in any case, 
provided you get a passport, and enjoy yourself as long as you 
can without giving up your job with Goemps. And then I almost think 
you should see how much monev is left and take it back, if nece- 
ssary even at a loss, and find yourself a nice place to live in 
S.F. and keep a little in the bank for being able to give yourself 
some little treat once in a while. It is also possible that once 
you are overthere you can press a permit for taking out the money 
at the official rate. As far as I can see ,you have to pay some 
separate taxes for this. On the other hand any taxes you pay in 
Germany you can deduct from ^our US taxes. By this token  I came 
off with a fine credit with the tax people this year. By the way- 
I'll have to call Dr Pinner tomorrow about the amount you earned 
in the sweat of your brow here, he has it in his office and it's 
too late tonight and I couldn't reach him during the day.Besides, 
I had ^aetchen here, at her special request, on account she needed 
an audience for her Jeremiaden. 

Now, Kid, so to itjjdon't count on me but somehow I'll ma- 
nage to squeeze mvself in and profit on your good luck.And what else 
can I sav but Thanks and Thanks and Thanks again. 

Listen, I do like to get that Rous 
hell of it. And it looks as if I'd be in the 

what with advance payments for the novel comi 
sides.I'm sending a somewhat larger check, hop 
and the things J- asked you for yesterday. And 
you, there was a letter by Elisabeth and was t 
d'Püass weh, so she didn't get around to order 
and please, don't bruise the butterfly wings o 
urging her. I thought she could do it by phone 
be surprised) apropos her Valentine exhibition 
love pink with black lace, unquote. 

seau, just for the 
money too for a change, 
ng in from various 
e it covers the Rousseau 
just after I'd written 
ama jetzt? Jetzt tama 
ing that plastic, 
f her feelings by 
-Mnd she wrote(You'11 

and I quote: I 

So long, Bud, and ver,r much love 
ever 



VICKI BAUM 

February 17th 1951 

You know, from time to time ^ suffer big great 
attacks of being homesick for you, life being a bit on the dull 
side, nobody around to be catty with or at, as the case may be. Also, 
no new books worth reading, and even Lichtenberg pales a little by 
the time you know him b# heart.The only geistige Anregung comes from 
little feter who really is quite an amusino- pal and develops in 
leaps and bounds. Boy, oh boy, will he get bored in school, with 
the sort of mind and background he hasl Right now he is deeply 
involved in Till Eulenspiegel, heard it at one of the children's 
concerts and ever since he Roes around humming all those Richard 
Strauss  themes and melodies that seemed  so complicated when I 
he^rd them first. ;LA1SO, suddenly ist der Groschen gefallen and 
he discovered that things can be dargestellt; he sits hour after 
hour making drawings, it seems he discovered the relief of 
putting down on paper every thine, that fascinates him. The magic 
of the caveman, no?The forest fire we had a few days agib in 'our' 
little canyon, all the fire wagons and the flames and whole brigades 
of firemen; and all the instruments of the orchestra, very Picasso- 
esque but exact, nach Busch's recept: Zwei Augen aber fehlen nie, 
denn die, das weiss er, haben sie. And to get F- Loecher in the 
correct perspective isn't easy. Anywayt .No abstractionist, he. 

So, there's lots of good news about myself. All of a sudden 
the totally unexpected has happened and my lousy Leucozyten took 
a dive down to almost half what they had been these last months.And 
just when Dr Bauer had gently prepared me for the fact that I was 
approaching the end of the rope pretty fast. There you see what can 
be done with just a bit of sandpaper, varnish and water colors. 
And London writes me that the Foyle Book 61ub - whatever that may 
be, I guess some paperbound edition- is printing 220.000 Mustard 
Seeds to begin with. I know, I know, pal, you tole me so, didn't you? 
Yes, you did. 

Now here comes, as usual, a whole series of appeals to 7/our 
ever ready kindness. For instance:Did anything go wrong with the 
Thing I wanted to get framed for the children?0r when about do you 
think will I set it?And then: After all the radical changes in 
my way of life you brought about with that tea set- and, Gosh, is 
it pleasant and nice and cozy to  fix me my cup'a'tea up in my 
room- it turns out that another teacup like the one you gave me for 
my birthday would make my life just perfect. 1 mean, for instance, , \jy 
when Gretl visits me, or Gina or so. I looked around our own measly 
Chinatown, but I believe they are still at war with Japan. And if 
and when I chase you out to Takahashi or whatever the name of that 
delightful lady from the Day Nippon Women's Club was, could you 
send me some of the  paper along( I4. sheets won/dollar)which I bougi t 
there but which, of course, was taken from me by force by some of 
my friends. It's the one with the rough wood fibers and bits mixed 
in and it's not quite white, more on the unbleached side and has 



ttffb 
sort of black soeckles in it besides. This is very import- 
cause I have in the meantime given birth to a lamp that cries 
loudly for that sort of paper for the shade. And as I'm making a 
pest of myself, here is another thing. When I was with Elisabeth 
at that interior decorator's paradise, Jackson l'lace, I wanted a 
certain piece of plastic for the shades that will eventually go 
in my living room; but the man who was to sell it was out to lunch, 
so I wrote Elisabeth, could she write down the  number or brand or 
whatever- no, wrons start I When we ware there f Elisabeth wrote dovn 
the number etc of that plastic and  then I wrote her, would she order 
two yards for me and have them send it; well, she's a busy girl aid; 

didn't say yes and she didn't say no, and 1 haven't hueard from 
those delightful creatures of Jackson Place either, and here we are- 
Hertzka mit offenem Hosentuerl.and naked bulbs on the wall, and my- 
self unanle to decide whether to hope and wait or go hunting for 
some suitable material in this lousy here hamlet.Could you, would 
you, risk a phone call/and drop me a line?Gee, thanks a million. 

We had narald Kreutzbern: here for a week, he had many new dan- 
ces, and was as good and precise and easv as ever. And the same good 
unpretentious guy and fine friend, where one could continue the 
conversation as if nothing had it ever interrupted. Ruthie had a 
high old time, did a lot of running and helping and doing for him 
and enjoyed every minute of it. It did her a lot of good, she seemed 
so relaxed and happy, being backstage and front, and ^arald took 
her as his girlfriend to a party in his honor criven by that old 

wqr horse, Ruth St Denis. Next week I'm dragging Hans over his dead 
body to see Fall River ^egend. Got to wake up the Old *'an a biß. By 
the way, did you listen in on Rake's Progress  or did it fall in 
vour business hours?I couldn't get very excited about it, äMXX of 
course, it might be quite different when you sit vis-a-vis the 
stage. But the style of singing seemed as wrong as possible to me, 
heavily Wagnerian, to that slim little score. 

Now, Pal, here comes the ^rnst des Gebens. I've got to 
make me a vague plan at least for the summer- a thing I hadn't done 
so far on account the future looked rather foggy. Now it's confused, 
still, but somehow I'd like to make  hay while I'm on the upgrade.So, 
here it is and I'd like to get your side of it. I should go to New 
York in May for business reasons;then I had an idea I'd like to s® 
some of New England in June and July.Now then, I won't fly to N.Y. 

because I micrht arrive there with my ears all deaf and ms head buz- 
in no condition for press receptions, TV"", Radio 
could go by train, but then I wouldn't have a car 
in New Hampshire and wiaine etc. So, the idea was 
follow me for his vacations- about three weeks in 

June. Then it came down on me with a dull thud, that this would 
mean visits to Baltimore, 1'aunton, etc, to all his no simpatico 
siblings and their offspring, God forbid. Another complication is 
that Wolfgang, poor euy, has to have one more,-the final-operation, 
but he doesn't quite know when; probablv in early summer. I put out 

it seemed to me that Ruthie would like me to 
time- if only to keep the children out of her 

zing and myself 
and what not. I 
to drive around 
that Hans would 

a careful feeler and 
stick around at such 
hair and house.So, I figured, mavbe it would \ 
East let's say in August, roam in the country 

^ttc 
£nd 

if 
in 

I'd 
New York 



VICKI BAUM 

in September. But this would only be fun if you'd have the time 
and honest inclination to be part of the w^v with me. This is, of 
course, the most muddled expose^ and you'll have to read it over 
manv times to find out what it means. Sounds like the manifestos 
and /.urueckzieher our new government is givinr out all the time, 
no? »Veil, anyway, roll it around in your nimble hrain and let me 
know. 

Professor' Fuchs, in his innocent way, made the one good 
joke of the month.Apropos the Metropolitan " Carmen" on TV. 

/It's really a wonderful invention,' he said,.incredible what they 
can do on T VI Marjschaltet die Metropolitan ein, einfach so, und 
(jfiatiV sieht/^as Staattheater Chemnitz., i ; " 

Let me close on this happy thought and take a bath. And tell me 
how you are, what you are doing and how things are going in and out 
of G-oemps. Much love 



VICKI BAUM 

Jan 11+th 1953 

Carlito, you're the usual fount of kindness and gee thanks 
for the teapot, but you oughta have charged it to me all the same, be- 
cause a) it will embarrass ^eter no end to get a present from you and b) 
it is a definite attempt 
known anything anyway to 

to enstrange my child 
give him and, well- 

from me, as I haven't 

Now about my coming up to.S P, I just don't know yet when and 
how. For the time being I'm still coughing like Traviata third act, 

part  to the other. Secondly, 
Al\_/»?# ■*•   VX U11U WX1IIV WJAll^ -_. Ill __>   V-_..-. J_        \^v_/i_*r^,_._.-U-._.t-,        ■__.__.._».« -*    «.    -.«    -u «_._.._._-    _        HV   „j 
and 1 won't have Faul blow the bug from one part  to the other. Secondly, 
the kids have something on their schedule like going to Yosemite on 
a free-of-charge invitation and I have probably tohold the Fort heretfm ■VM^ 
Toid, Hans has a concert on the 25th,[Sunday ? [and' I have a faint feeling £l/, 
he might be miffed if I shove off just then.At present it looks more as 
if I might take the night train on the 25th evening and be in S F Monday 

ning, that is, if you are agreeable to give me a bit of your free 
day for just strolling around and acting as if 1 was a tourist or 

Then I would see Faul in the al. 
idable heart-to-heart talk with 

if 
morn 
Monday for just strolling around and acting as if I \_. 
traveller, which I usually do in S.F. Then I would see Faul in the after- 

of an evening at Fauls, where he would drag 
to his studv and make me read The Book for the third or fourth time. 
His son Stefan blew into town last week and came down on me like a ton 
of mashed potatoes, sort of sudden like, stayed over night with us, 
and I made conversation in the sweat of my brow, he is completely stumpf- and I made conversation in the sweat of my brow, he . 
sinnig in a dullish highbrowish manner. Anvway, according to his reports 

,.T i_ — -i__„_. -.K _,_._._,_.,* ™^th that extremely uneven and arbitrary Faul is more or l-)ss obsessed with that extremely uneven and arbitrary 
book, has sunk endless monev into it and is, to my mind, way out on a 

and won't or can't talk about anything #lse. Well, look who's 
__.   J_.-t.l_   X> .    14.1.   ..-.   <-«   „v.   ...rav. . .-.rr   /->-P   . +■ 

_ _ -    __ — 
limp limb XJ-inp    -_j.-i.iJ    ,    Riiu   wuii    u   ui    uaa    -    ua._.-_   _wu.    =*»»,y "'"-"^   ^-_^-~.    .--_._.,    -- — 
talking, eh what?But I just don't feel quite up to an evening of it. 

From Chambrun? Thanks for reminding me, I have plain forgot 
about the book, thank God. He utters from time to time verv mysterious 
and optimistic sounds, and aw far as I am comcerned, I couldna care  leB s. 

Will you in the meantime add to my unbroken records of walked- 
out performances Antheil's Volpone; it was the most boringest, shamlessest 
mess and muddle of nothings; book as dramatic and witty as the phone di- 
rectory; music by mainly Humperdinek, but also a bit Herr von Schillings 
and a few drops ttifflf-Ferrari, ontestration copied-sound for sound-fran 

Ric-Pard Strauss' waste paper basket. And, listen, what your friend Harry 
Horner de/livered shouldn't happen to a ZimmermalervfcK&X whose brain, eyes 

and balls were unfortunately extirpated by mistake. I'll tell you more 
about it anon-( am reading Comgreve  just now, you know). 

By the wav-I might be an awful stick-in-the-mud and you have probab- 
ly read this article anyway, but to me it makes a lot of good sense, 
and expresses a few things for which I was groping. Mainly that feeling 
of Zufaelligkeit- change of plans and directions during  the work- it 
alwavs reminds me of the time I began to cook and things came mostly 

°ut as Goulash, when I afterwards assured everyone that Goulash was what 



I set out to do from the beginning-not Beeuf itroganoff or öardellen- 
Rostbraten; if YOU know what I mean. 

Now look, if I can eet awav here on  the 25th, I'll let you 
know before and ask youy- to reserve me a room at the Cliff Hotel and 
to announce me to Paul and Elisabeth? Yes, please?So lone; and oddles of 
nice things for vou. 

-Die Fettflecke sind nicht ünenseschmalz sondern Terpentin^, 
I'm in a storm of sanding and doing and cleaning, and repainting masks 
and such-which all came down one day and broke or cracked, I guess the 
house settled a bit or sumping. 



J c Uth 1952 

Carlito, 4week of the flu put a crimp into my 
schedule, so, no S. F. before Xmas J anyway, it wouldn't do 
me any good to have Paul blow that damned virus up and down 
my various tubes.And at Xmas we'll have all the time in the 
world for chewing the fat, yes? Please, take the limousine 
from the airport to the Rosevelt hotel and call us from the? e, 
and some raemäber of the family will be more than happy to 
pick you up there within a few minutes. The Big Peter is 
rolling into town about the same time, and while it's nice 
to see the kid, the Randall note somehow just don't harmonize 
with this here family.I can see Ruthie being at her Sunday 
school politest and Bonnie on the defensive, as so many of 
those young Americans are- in ihres Nichts zermalmendem Ge- 
fuehle-but I bet the kids , I mean the little ones, will be 
fun. Especially Tina is growing to be the same irresistible 
sort of clown as her mother. 

Now, Carlito, if it ain't no imposition- could 
you make Miss Huber send me those records and the bill right 
away?I confess that I didn't even try the local record shops, 
I don't have to tell you how unreliable, igno- and arrogant 
thev are. To get it entirely clear- Beethoven Symphonies, 
recorded by Weingartner, but somehow put on new records or 
something a little while ago, so there ain't no flaws in it, 
you know what I mean, don't you? 

Thanks to my flu I'm one of the mice whose plans 
have gone awry, I wanted to be done with all my Xmas shoppig, 
by now, and now, sure enuff, I got to hustle.At least I know 
what everybody wants or needs, except you»being my problem- 
child as always.Jeezes, why can't you tell me, Kid, and make 
life a bit easier for me?I know you need a suit, or are you 
planing to join a nudist colony soon?But otherwise, little 
things for little fun? Eh what? 

And could you do me another favor, e^.^/^/^LhW 
tell him that and why I  can't come now, but that I'll probablv 
come up soon after New Year.I went with Ruthie to the Bali 
dancers to Pasadena, having missed them in L. A. and sure muff 
I had to stop the car, rush into a conveniently Pr°v^d 

dark corner and puke. Otherwise the evening was a great joy, 
and thev really brought their very best dancers. Did i tell 
you that Sampeh is the boy for whose Ausbildung I am ?in™cJ-*^ 
responsible,more or less?Tomorrow John Coast and his *elighful 
wife are coming to me in the afternoon to do ^thing but chat. 
And in the evening I'm dragging ^ans fytto the performance, i 
want h^ to get an idea of their marvellous music Ain^t I 
ffushine like a boardmember? Apropos- I heard  ans nmu 
SSll. L ff9ct that Ruth Co«ln and «.«££•& £'?„ 
vufl so and wants you so to come up again 



they haven't got the money together , I couldn't quite make 
out how things are. Anvway,all these things seem such an aw- 
ful lot to depend on Madame Lehmann's Wetterwendchen, I wouldn't 
count on anything. It seems as if uans, after many obstacles 
and problems, would this time succeed in getting a good faculty 
for his side of the Academy. Sandor for piano, and probably, 
Kaufman for the violin, that means vounger more modern teadi ers. 
Also, he is installing a class for oratoXrio , which wil^. 
probably  take some of the youngsters away from all the 
Leider by Schubert and Reynaldo Hahn.Now I remember- there was 
some talk that if you'd give language classes too, that would 
mean French and German, I guess, they might work up the money. 
But this, please, is only hearsay  and means nothing. 

Do you need another pop-up cigarette box?Another wallet? 
Another necktie?Hell, why don't you say so? 

Carlito, I have to prepare you for a little shock, I'm 
afraid, when you see me; I have grown at least twaaty years 
older,a hundred percent mieser,and am deteriorating at 
great speed.Mental capacity down to zero, physical stamina 
simply crone. 

Gosh, vou'll have to tell me every bit that happened 
to you seit Sie bei der Tuer hinausgegangen sind. Any news 
about the  gallery? Wouldn't it be a damned shame if they'd 
close it up? In a way I can see us all in Austria next summer; 
the Lert jr wouldn't mind a bit to go  over with me, if we 
can swing it financially and otherwise; and you could go  for 
a visit with vour friend in G-munden, and we could have Kaffee 
mit Schlag in St Wolfgang o$   somewhere . I'm again terribly 
homesick for Europe- sometimes I feel like an old Chinese who 
takes his coffin and goes back to his village when his time 
arrives. 

It's good to know you're coming for Xmas, it'll 
probably do a few nice thingOto my metabolism.So long,and 
please, let me know about the records, or let Miss Huber tell 
me if she can send them. Thanks a lot. 

r 



October 21st 1952 

Darling, I'm very pleased you provided yourself with two chairs 
so you can zwischen zwei Stuehlen sitzen if the worst comes to the worst. 

■varren came through with the book I had ordered for you and it's in 
the mail , by curtesy of Mrs Wolfgang Lert, .the master parcelpacker and 
shipper. It looks like a fairly dry piece, more so than I had thought 
after I'd come across some excerpts from it. But as I have always been 
so very fascinated by the Proof that people even in their most primitive 
stage have the urge and the ability to produce art- well, I just thought 
you might be interested too. Meanwhile I've found for myself the most un- 
believably beautiful X mas gift, no pressure cooker, it, no footwarmer f 
no earmuffs or similar tactless gifts my family provides me with. It's 

a Japanese edition of pictures of "avanese masks, more than 100 sheets 
or leaves or whatever you call Blaetter.Just nictures, you know. 

As the various birthdays and feasts approach you are Deeing 
missed more and more; for instance, Peter clamor» for a bonnie kilt 
and bagpipe, he insists he wants to be a Scotchman on Halloween. Now, how 
do I cut a Scotch cap? And how will a ten cent store clarinet combined with| 
an old hotwater bottle make a real good bagpipe?I know, there are even 
bagpipes for children, but the hapless parents told me they'd kill anybody 
who'd provide their kid with that instrument of torture. I'm entirely witi 
them in. this. I think- or didnE't I tell you*- that the little hefalump 
I found for yrou under a stone will sit well on the Japanese chairs.Other- 
wise I won't know what to give you, except that I feel by Xmas you might 
be  ready to join a nudist camp. 

Look- if you should really come here in November, wouldn't it be 
nice you'd arrange it so we all could see the Balinese dancers together? 
I think Sampih is the- or was- the little boy whose lesson I filmed.He 
lived for a while with us in Walter Spiess' House and I have some photos 
of him as a boy ; in fact, before I left there was a solemn council 
about his wanting to become a dancer and I left the money for his 
studying and we handed him to a teacher. 

So- there are some clouds on the horizon of your gallery?C'est 
la vie, is about the most original thing I can say. fal, it becomes 
glowingly clear by and by that we belong to a race doomed to extinction, 
because what people like us have to offer or to peddle is less and 
less wanted. By the way- I want ^our advice, Mr Anthony. How would one 
paste a little mirror to silver, or can't  that be done? I'd like to use 
the tabatiere you gave me as a powder compact, if I may. I mean, I want 
to really use it and carry it with me. I'd like to paste a tiny mirror 
in it to' look at my nose, <nd make myself a little gauze thing to hold the 
powder, sort of a frame , like, and a littl# square puff( I know, I know, 
4)fuffs can never be square) anyway,tell me how I'd go about this?I re- 
painted the map over my bed, it look^so wan and pale , and I got me iron 
legs and will make me a table, in other words, I'm in the throes of a 
rage for doing things to the house. This sounds all very good, except 
that I have to lie down every ten minutes when all these floods of un- 
spent energy are spent.And I have to reorganize my garden, it s getting 
too shady and I'll have to go in heavilfr for fuchsias and azaleas and 
mebbe begonias which I can't stand. Well. „-«K.hi-» 

I don't know, why I'm telling you all this nonsense, except I probably 
want you to jE&fctpart of my problems- while you don't tell me anything 

about vours. rthy not? 
So, gum night, 
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October 7th 19$2 

Garlito, you sure let me down abput your birthday, because 
I simply haven't got any damn little thing to send you. The boys at the 

studio bookstore promised to dig up a little book for you but haven't got 
it yet and the diamond tiara I ordered at ^artiers won't be ready either. 
Since Stevenson created the fashion of holes in shoesoles 1 really don't 
know what the smart gentleman wears, I'm out of touch with your shirts, 
underpants  and socks.and I don't know  if you don't go in for handpainted 
necktiXes since you are at Goemps. So- here are oodles of good wishes  for 
you and your inner and outer life and, please, don't mind the check but 
be a good boy and cover with it whatever parts of youri need most urgently 
to be covered. 

I'm plodding along with Gigi, talked Wolfgang into assisting 
me, because I can't write lines without first saying them, and even so 
they sound a bit like what Oscar Wilde threw in the waste paper basket. 
I sent off at last my revised novel but haven't heard- and couldn't have 
yet heard- anything about it. Suggested for England- and probably Germany- 
the title ' The Mustard Seed' which was greeted with great satisfaction. 
( If ye have  faith as a grain of mustard seed etcetera pp Matthew 17). 
In two days Big Jeter and Bonnie are arriving in New York, and I spent 
one of the most gawdawfullest evenings with the Handalls co mbihed with 
Jeter ?ohl and wife. Das Una ngenehme mit dem Unnuetzen verbunden.But, 
gosh, you're so far away, what do those dull details of my sinfonia do- 
mestica interest you. Tomorrow Gina takes me to a studio preview of the 
Fourposter- Rex Harrison and spouse, can't be bad, can it?Hans and his 
rehearsals are in full swing, and, much against my protest, he signed 
again with the academy. Fortunately he has himself absolutely and comple- 
tely included out of Lotte Lehmann's plans for an opera production, as 
he foresees a\iebacle, financially as well as otherwise. 

Well, that's all for today, folks, it's late and I'm going to 
bed. Again-I wish you 99 %  fullfillment of all your wishes- 

as ever 
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So, "arlito, I'll roll into S F on Monday morning, on the i^ark / 
and proceed to the Cliff - I told the revel travel people too, to 
make my reservation^ I hope I won't be put in two rooms at the 
same time, "ard on,, one  little ass I got. I suggest you sleep 
wgll and lone; while 1 take a bath and etcetera, and if you'd 
call me up between 10 and 11, I oughta be ready for brunch or 
breakfast or whatever, and am all yours until my appointment 
with Paul. Usually he takes me on as his last patient, and I 
wish he would do  so this time too, it doesn't break up the day 
so much and he is more at leisure. I guess and fear that I'll 
have to keep my evening for Elisabeth  who, damit, always  wants 
to be alone with me. But I have an idea you might pick me up 
there at some civil time, as she '11 want to go to bed anyway, 
and if you like we could then still meander around, or sit and 
chat, or probably the announced storm will arrive just then and 
I'll be all crump and crooked. Well, we'll see. 

The teacup will be more than welcome, I found that out when 
I began serving myself some upstairs tea.I hope you realize, that 
your scrumptious gift necessitates a complete re-designing and/^^, 
building of the house.The plans are almost r^ady, there will 
be ^a super medicine cabinet in my bathroom for my ridiicüihcuas 
assortment of medicines; then my paints and such will go into 
the cabinet in the bathroom where now the medicines are. Then 
my little cabinet in my room will be aired and deodorized with 
chlorophyll or whathaveyou, and then the ^easet will go in Vhere 
under suitable rituals. During the two days I'll be in S F my 
room gets repainted. And in S F, and with vou^ kind assistance, 
I might try to find me a material to re-cover my couch, yes?In 
other words I'm beginning; to get ray room nice for the time I'll 
be what's so charmingly called a shut-in. If ever. 

Now then: The young'uns have a hankering for some j^» 
nice print over their not yet existing couch in their living room. 
I guess Goemps would be the place to look for one? Wo lfie and 
I dug up some old slab doort from the basement and we are manufac- 
turing the most delightful freeform tables from them. Ani I have 
sanded and varnished half of my room and now everything else in 
the house looks so dirty in comparison, I can see that I'll spend 
the rest of my life sanding and varnishing the rest. 

With all the details about this my domestic life I'm 
going to bore you no end over brunch on Monday. So long, Bud. 



VICKI BAUM 

September 23d 19!?2 

Dear ^arlito, thanks for your very nice letter, 

the damn thing has blown over and we won't make a major production 

of it, okay? Luckily good,old Dr ^auer backed me up with Hansl, which 

gave him his peace of mind as far as my health is concerned! the 

usual tempests in the nightpot about chorus, academy and various 

personalities connected with it- well, that's another story, no pea/ce 

in that departmentjfcut, of course that leaves on you the slight odium 

of being an overly worried and too volatile friend of mine. I told 

Hansl you probably got that wav when Dr Waitzfelder made big noises 

about my off- bloodcount. So, let's forget the whole thing, yes? 

You asked me how I'm doing- theoretically speaking I'm 

holding my own, practically speaking, thanks, lousy. I'm wallowing 

in an ocean of idiocy and boredom, nothing to read, nothing to sleep 

on, think of or forget my various achequillos and fatigues over. In 

the meantime you're busy and interested and meeting new people and, 

I suppose, exhuding charm all over San Francisco and the Peninsula. 

How's business otherwise, how's life,and do you ever get around to 

look for a place of your own?tfhat about that promising young sil- 

versmith I used to know?Chouinard sent me their prospect,! see that 

the main pillars are still there. In fact, I'd like to contact Moore 

and Normile one of these days, I met a painting couple at theAmendts 

who have very niee African pieces and would love to see those of the 

b°ys> probably also show their own to them , for fun.Moore would pro- 

bably detest their paintings, they are good craftsmen, especially Mrs 

van Leyden, aber sie koennen malen rechts und sie koennen malen links, 



like weiland Schmock, end they specialize in Hinterglasmalerei, 

which they introduced as a mysterious, magic and unknown art 

and sell for much money. But otherwise they're pretty much all 

right, very rive gauche, much traveled, many languages,and they 

have a son studying at the old Vic and writing modern poetry full 

of loud desperation but according to his fotos a lovely -to- look- 

at creature. I know, you don't care for the type, but I do, still. 

Maybe vou could drop Moore a line and find out if $he boys would 

like it or hate to come to my house for an evening? By the way- 

Jason called up when I wasn't at home, wanted to call again tbut 

doodn't. I had an idea I wanted suddenly go off to New York, bat 

when I found out how crowded the hotels are, with all the Jerks 

going there for the World Series, I gave up. 

But all this is beside the point. I wanted you to help me in a 

quandary. Namely, whether you like it or not, you'll soon be a year 

older once more and I haven't the faintest idea what to give you. 

I wrote down a book, but a<) I lost the slip with the title, aid b) 

I can't get it anyway. I know that you do need a suit, but I can't 

try it on for you and I don't know where you would buy it or have 

it made in S F and a check is a very simple butwsouliess pr« ent. 

Can't you help me a bit and let me know what? Records you getfrom 

your friends there, and as long as"you have no place it makes no 

sense loading you down with things. Besides, things are much nicer 

at G-oemps, I'm sure, than I could get them here. Now, lookrwould you 

have the tim<| and would you like to spend the weekend of your 

birthday here? In that case, could I take the liberty of provi ding 

you with a plane ticket?But, please, don't say YES Just to be po- 

lite. LjiJX      - rt&A>A ' ®**p  -* 



VICK1 BAUM 

September 12th 19$2 

Carlito darling, I a 
are gossip-"- indiscreet creature^, but I 
glorious exception. Well, kid, you Hin' 
verv seriously on the carpet for once. 
Toch and fiattgorsky and Hans took Oris 
wards and came home , green around the 
had in all innocence asked him how I wa 
terrible that a woman of my beauty and 
morel it seems he is in grave worries a 
ailment he only talked in dark hints) 

los asked him how he got the idea I was 
Carlito told him. Wall, now really I 

lwavs maintained that men 
always thought you were the 
t, and 1 have to call you 
So- we had an evening with Krnst 
cha down to some place after- 
gills and all shaken up.Maty 
s coming along and wasn't it 
charm hadn't long to live no 
bout his own wife of whose 
and poor lAansl, completely ahnungs- 
grr.vely ill- and out comes: 

Look here, vou stupid Kindskopf, that's one of the things about 
you that was constantly chaffing on my nerves. You seem to be unable 
to make a difference between important and entirely silly problems. 
This now, not at any price wanting my family to know that not every- 
thing is a bed of honey with me- that's very, very important , and 
I can't have any leaks. I have a hundred reasons for wanting it to 
be kept mum, don't you see that?- most of them quite egotistical, I 
admit, but all the same- 

It would be unbearable for me to have a worried family 
squatting around me. It would be very bad for my business, also 
ruinous to my morale.All mv  life I have taken my strength out of my- 
all right- my lonel$ness( Das Innerste der Welt und so weiter) I'm 
putting; up a fairly good fight, so far,but the moment I would be treated 
as an invalid and morituri, I'd simply turn my face to the wall and 
give up. With you I've come out a bit of my shell, so, please, don't 
make me sorry I did. 

I had one great big hell of a time talking üansl out of his 
shock and fear. I assure you, no other sin of mine took so much cold- 
blooded lying. I think I have convinced him that you are a iViuenchhausen 
and that Grischa was drunk.tlease, spare us both excuses and explanations. 
dut don't ever discuss me with anybody, promise, and if iians should 
ever interview you about this, talk yourself out of it as good as you 
can- sav you were worried, and you just thought, and you had read some 
article and whatever else you can think up that might have made you 

to take such an exaggerated view of a slightly off bloddcount of a 
friend, yes? 

By the way-said count, while coins auf und ab und wieder 
auf, wie ^allenberg sagte, haelt sich doch in den Schraencen. Bauer 
was rather worried around the time he had me 18 months under observation, 
which seems to be the usual limit of life expectation. But as I'm still 
quite kregel, he only laughs about me now and thinks I might still 
croak of Altersschwaeche. 

Thanks for vour good letter, I 'm keeping my fingers 
crossed for your job. You know, in every brothel of the world there 



exis ts the le^e md of the rich fore igner who came and paid thousand     | 
doll ar( Marks, Francs, Lire, l^eso ) for just one nic;ht. I hope that 
fore is;ner will soon show up at Go emps and 1 suy something from you for 
a similar fabulous sum. 

Too bad you qre not here to help me w: Lth ßigi, 
1          it's pretty thi n and dreary s tuff on the whole, maybe we could talk 

some better die lor*ue into it. 

Love- a little less than always but still 
a lot 



August 16th 19£2 

Dear Miss Lewis: 

Forgive me for beinr, so very late 
wit: my answer to your inquiry about Carl H. Ostertag, but I 
jus;- returned from a vacation trip and am only beginning to 

work my way through mountains of mail. 
«.r Ostertag translated two of my 

novels into German and mi^ht Just as well have  translated 
them into French also, as he is quite an accomplished linguist. 
Out of that first collaboration developed a mental companion- 
ship that spread put in various directions. Ostertag helped me 
considerably with research worlc for my books, proofreading in 
various languages, and, in a pinch, I could always use him in- 
stead of the Encyclopedia Britannica, as he has an almost un- 
limited store of solid knowledge- in art, literature, musid, 
and the world in general.You will find him a man of absolute 
integrity and reliability,who knows to organize matters of 

work and business, has great enthusiasm,very sensitive good 
taste and a creative mind brimming with new ideas. I suppose 
that in your particul r field his contacts and friendships with 
many artists as well as lovers of art should prove quite use- 
ful. 

Altogether I can only say that 
in my opinion Gump's couldn't have chosen a man better suited 

to the Job- and vice versa. 

Yours, most sincerely 



VICKI BAUM 
/ 

July 12th 1952 

Dear Carlito, when I first heard that you had married 

that nightclub dancer, Mademoiselle Ronsard, and not even let me ki 

about it", I was verv angry and a little hurt and I said to Ruthie, 

there must be better wavs for showing offhis French and that's one of 

those quick headover^heel things like when he bought that old car. 

Then you sent me  some flowers, but they were wilted and overblown 

and a little card came with it in which you said:8it was love... love., 

lovee  like the time, remember, when I was so much in love with 

i-aul Hobeson, in Rome. This won't last either. P.S. My mother-in- law 

is living with us.'So, I was still hurt and I th/ought, it seems I 

caro more for that silly SOB than I knew or I wouldn't care a dam 

about the whole mess, but then I woke up and it was only that I had 

a pretty bad headache and by anl by I realized that things were just 

fine and my second sight told me there would be a letter from you. And 

lookit, there was. 

I didn't want to write vou because I can imarrine how wraoped up 

you must be irj vour new job, bov, it sure sounds pretty wonderful and 

I have not a shadow of a doubt that you are just the right person 

for it.I had the children for iinner last night(Filet, by constant 

and loud request) and Kathie did a bit if worrying about you, would 

you be commercial enough and would you cater as much as is inavoidable 

to the mediocre taste of the customers. .Veil, I ~uess, you had some 

practice in that at deai old Rid ardsons. And I believe , people who 

buy at Goemps are one tenth of a decree above the ceramic poodle- or 

ain't they?I suppose you had not a minute yet to look around for sui- 



2- 

table quarters, workshop or such. However, I still find various bits^l 

of minerals in the deepest shaft of my mine, for instance these here 

blue-eyed atones,- would thev make earrings for .c ome dazzling dumb 
2. 

blonde of your choice. Betty Brown would be the type, no?By the way, I 

have a feeling the kids get by and by a little pissed off on the Browns. 

But that won't interest you much, would it? Ne  had a Rood nice brush 

fire here after "aok "'arner tried a second time to burn down his lot. 

He sure must be pretty badly off. anyway, when I came home from town 

there was this cloud of black and red smoke sitting on our hills and 

everything bone dry and so I called up Wolfie and he said to call again 

when I heard it crackle. So, after a while 1 heard it crackle and when 

a looked out, the slope on the other side of Canyon Drive down there 

was in flames and burning up towqrd the Don Lee otation. Planes buzzing 

ar^ound, just skimming my tree tops, and sirens howling and all the dogs 

of the vicinity barking, but after a little while they had it under 

control, though we had the smell and the red glow all night long. Ifej 

haven't examined yet what it did to mfne <nfooter's private Canyon with 

the nice oak trees. 

So, what else can I report to you. Am deep in re- 

writing the novel- wer lacht da?- with obvious gnasl ing of teeth »groa- 

ning loudly, and suffering a mental block as big as Mount Everest. Had 

a letter from my Michael Joseph, q lite intelligent. Too long, too much, 

( schon wieder einmal zu viel gekocht 1)story loosing the tension by too 

much static writing, etcetera pp.   So far my publishers agree, except 

that Lindsay wanted me to throw out the case histories and Joseph thinks 

they're fine, but I should throw out most of the other parts. I can 
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only answer with a hollow laughter  to the divided opinion of them 

experts. I suppose there real trouble is arschmitftrundeis as it gets 

more and more  expensive to r^rint a book and harder and harder to sei 1 

it. Why oh why couldn't I live out mv time  during the 19th century 

when Tolstoi didn't need more than one single Ehebruch to write a 

deathless epic about it. 

Wolfgang finally persuaded huthie to go with him on 

a three week trip up North, they're ^oing to visit you, I think Ruthie 

is quite honesick for you, an i I wish I could be in on the meeting. I'll 

get the kids plus fat Doris for the time, beginning July 2$th. I think 

I would have done a bit easier without a nurse, but didn't say so as 

I couldn't have convinced Ruthie in any case and the main thin- is 1te 

child p;ets a little time off fro."1, hor chores. Peter is in a ' phase' 

when his manners are so rrood the^ would make little -i^ord Fauntleroy 

look sick and the girl is great fun. Now, if Doris doesn't huff at 

Mary and vice versa, everything will be fine. 

Listen, darling, if you can s;'are me two minutes or five, would 

you call up haul's office and find out if and when he i: ordinating?If 

my ear keeps on buzzing the way it does I'll hr.ve to dash up to 3 P one 

of these days and have him make kukuk with me. I'm seeing old Bowin 

twice a week but he seems rather ineffectual, .-mother thing, please, 

yes? Did  my car get a tenthousand mile lubricasch when you had it 

at n.urphv's? If not, she has to get one, you know? Will you find the 

time to write me this? rostkarte genuept. «hat about Temianka?Don't 

be mysterious, dear. Did he creep into bed with you by mistake? Or dL id 

he becriuch you a second helping at dinner? How's  the feel of the 

academy altogether? Havina; a bit of fun teaching, or is it only a bitter 



£ 
and strenous obligation ? 

Gosh, what g mammoth letteriSo lo is:, kid^nd have loads of fun 

al.vavs 



June 15th 1951 

xhanks for letter and letters, Bud, and here's 

"ishing you nice vacations.I'm loafing along in the most spectacular 

way and fattening up at a rapid speed. Not a thought in my hollow noodle 

while Hans seems to get along well with his lectures.Today I had a letter 

from the young'uns, poor Ruthie, so it's a bursitis after all, and I've been 

told that's a damn painful affair. I hope the poor child gets over it with 

that novocain treatment, without getting a novocain shock, I'm so sorry 

for her and I just hope the doctor will stop her from lugging those baats 

of hers around more than necessary.From here there's just absolutely and 

completely nothing to report, the landscape is unbelievably lush and rich 

in spots and quite hard and sparse in others, and the contrast keeps one 

from getting bored by the  too much muchness of the tropics. Arouned sunset 
I usually take a walk 

along th° black cliffs and the white surf, there's 

a sharp salt and iodin wind, cropped grass and crooked ironwood trees, they 
look somewhat like pines , you know, I think in other parts of the world 

they're called casuarines; that's the part of the day I like best. Otherwise 

I play the p»rt of a highly kept woman, got myself a dress made from an 
old piece of batik, very nice, and now a Sari, dark blue cotton and silver, 

is in the making for a very dressy dress, I hope. The little Japanese seam- 

stresses here are so much better than Woprschaleck.  Interesting, ain't it. 

But those are the great events in my life just now. Tomorrow we're invited 

to a big wedding luau, not that I like eating poi, but at least it's none 

of those chamber of commerce affairs but the real thing and accordingly much 
less picturesque. Just a picknick with bad food, cardboard plates, enough 

hulas to turn our stomachs and, I suppose, a considerable number of drunks. 

But fun al■ the same, I hope. 

Now, kiddo, about my letter concerning San Francisco: if 

it should put a crimp in your plans, simply forget and/or disregard it. On 



the other hand, there's the possibility that you'll get pretty bored after 

a week of watching Horner at work, because the shooting of a picture, as you 
well know, 

doesn't rate as top entertainment. As for the expense of a short 

trip up North, couldn't you take it out of some blank check or the money I 

left with you?G-asoline card's in my car anyway, and perhaps you'd feel you'd 

toddle toward S.P., stop over at Beth and Dang, and meet us in San Francisco 

on the 28th? If not- could you find out about the trains from S.F. to 

Santa Barbara? We are here so far away from time tables etc that it's diff- 
cult to make 

any plans.Please, answer me right away 

I.» 

Ar e you or ain't you coming to pick us up under these 

slightly changed circumstances? 

LI. 

If not, are there any trains, preferably nic;ht train, thot 

stops in Santa Barbara without stoping In all the small stationys in between 

and does It have sleepers,  and when does it go anyway? 

III. 

If you don't go up North, for get what I wrote about sending 

me warm things because they might not arrive in time. I'll somehhw manage 

between my cardigan and my duster, and I can always borrow something for those 

two days. 

iy.ixx 

How Ceasar ever had time for other things after struggling 

with those Roman numerals I don't understand- anyway- if you don't pick us 

up and when I know about the train, I might have to ask you to make our 

train reserwttion for us. In any case, we are relying on you to make our hotel 
reservations, yes please thanks? 

hot 

Confused? Yeah, said the mouse, but I been sick, and it's sooo 

love 



June 10th 1951 

Listen, Garlito, we're just making our reservations for the 

return trip and I've cooked up a scheme for killing various 

birds with one return ticket, which, however, depends some- 

what on your kind cooperation.namely I'd like to flv from here 
I 

to San Francisco and take my troublesome  ear to i"aul Moses, 

and have Hans stop over at Santa Darbara for a day so that 

he will be able to arrange a few things . Mainly though, I want 

to avoid flying from S.F. to L. k.   because that would protia 

bably mess me up still worwa , I mean flying sans pressure 

across the mountains. So here is what I'd like to do, if pos- 
sible. Please, read it carefully and KEEP THIS LETTER for 

further references and tell my postwendend what you think of 

it and never mind what sort of a secretary I'd make, I'm comp- 

letely stuffed up in the haid today and writing on my lap m 
account of the accoustics, and I ain't so good at this. So: 

We'd arrive on THURSDAY, JUNE 28th in San Francisco and remain 
till 
till SATURDAY, 36st, when we'd want to leave early in the mor- 

ning BY CAR. That is, if you could meet us or pick us up with 

my car, could you, would you, and would you be up North anyway? 

We'd drive either to Santa '"aria and stay there over night,go 

on early Sunday morning to Santa Barbara, stay there for the 

day, that,July 1st, and drive on home in the evening so that 

you could appear in school promptly on Monday, July 2d. Or 

probably we'd drive through to Santa Barbara, can't be much 

more than seven or eight hours and stay there over night to 

Sunday. Anyway, that's a minor de tail.In any case I want two 

days for treatments in San Francisco, before going back to work 
because the way I am I can't possibly think straight. 



Now then, if this arrangement would meet with your approval, there 

are various things you'd have to do above and beyond the call of 

duty. Fr'instance you'd have to bring me some warm stuff because 

S.F. ain't no tropical territory exactly; and this is complicated, 

but you're such a young genius I'm almost sure vou'll dig up what 

I need. Look, when vou go in my  dressing room, in the leflh 

hand closet you'll find that little black shantung suit- skirt 

and jacket; also the gray skirt made of a rebozo( the scarf I got 

here or stole or watchamacallit) probably the yellow blouse to 

go with it, or a light gray blouse with long sleeves  whot is 

more warmer.And there's a sort of linen looking suit, yes?And 

maybe you find the little gray shantung wrap that goes with my 

Woprschaleck gray dress, which I got here with me? And most im- 

portant, the black coat you took home from the airport?'lhat' s 

more or less what I think I'd need to be gewappnet, but you know 

that darn summer weather of 3 P better than I do and maybe you 

have quite different ideas. My wollen things are in the FIRST 

closet on the right, if you think a warmer suit more suitable. 

That's one thing. Next: Gould you make our hotel reservations, 

two singles with bath, preferably at the Fairmount, otherwise 

at the Glift; and, naturally your own, too, if you don't stay 

with friends. And have them send us the affirmation to here 

directly? These we want for the 28th and 29th in any case. If 

you can't pick us up with the car we'd go by train. As an extra 

fillip I'm to offer you a visit \fik  Lotte Lehmann, how's that? 

One more thing; in an unwarranted attack of optimism I 

hardly took any benzedrine along, but at the rate I'm going 

I'll need it just to keep myself occasionally in a vertical 



position. So: in my bathroom, on my dressing table, left of 

the mirror are usually a few medicine bottles. One of them con- 

tains those mud-colored heartshaped little pfuiteixerln; the 

label says|(take two a day, none after 12 noon or words to thst 

effect. If they aren't on the right they'll be on the left, and 

if thev are nowhere they'll be in the medicine shelf next to the 

dressing table, the upper one  left hand. Could you put a few 

of them into a box and send them airmail? Without the bottle, 

yes? 

Nice letter, full of atmosphere and deep feeling, ain't it. 

Let us have you ans/wer right away, yes, please? But don't break 

a leg about the whole matter, it's only if you'd be up North 

sowieso, that's understood. 

Thanks and everything. How are you?I'm very, very, to 
put it politely. 

V 



HOTEL 

HAWAIIAN   ISLANDS 

June 7th 19^1 

Garlito, your eood letter was served together with 
the first papaya and pineapple and it made the climate just 
perfect. Thanks for the welcome, and, as you know, the trima 

kasi works both ways.Plight was fine and 1 survived it without 
visible damage and here it's even more lovely than I remembered. 
Thank God, there are always some spots left where there ain't 
no whoopee and nothing offends the eye. Except maybe the rater- 
few and quite subdued elderly well-to-do ladies with bare mid- 
riff s. Anyway, the grounds are fairly unlimited and everything 
very soignee- there is no other word for it, and a large beach 
flanked by black lava rocks on both sides, and where the eight 

or ten guests become invisible. Me have a biiiig bungalow, 
two completely separated rooms, very airy, very large, very 

pleqsantly furnished, you know what I mean, good lamps in the 
risht xfiKXXK  spots, simple lines, two dressing rooms with plenty 
clotheshangers, two bathrooms, and a lanai across the entire 
house with two tables, two couches,everything damn comfortable 
and well thought out.At ten o'clock the hotel curls up, and 
those wild people who want to stay up as late as eleven there 
is an illuminated swimming pool, far enough in the garden never 
to be a nuisance to those who have retired.Our bungalow stands 
on the nipple of Maui, which means we have an ocean on either 
side with a little rocky island on either side and the bree® 
all the time. So far so good. We're terribly laxy up to now, 
and though I took the bible along, what I'm reading is Moss 
Hart and George Kaufman, my mind being the vacuum it is. 

Carlito, if I was quite indigestible and hyper-acid 
the last week or so, you must forgive me, because I felt pretty 
niedertraechtig, and I had great schiss about the flight.I'm 
so disgusted when I hear myself squawking about all sorts of 
little Wehwehs, but then, you're my only safety valve, and so 
you get the worst of it, poor Garlito. You know, a person's 
body is such a niedertraechtige machine, always kicking or ma- 
king demands or doing indignified things to ones' personalis, 
and there's not too much one can do about it.It wants to ea^ 
or it has headaches, or it insists on sex when you'reyoung, and 
no sooner has this part become less urgent when the little di- 
fficulties of getting old come up.You havo no idea how beati- 
ful and amusing my soul will be once it has got rid of this 
unreasonable body. 

There ain't not a single shell on this here beach, no 
corals except those heavy shapeless lumps used for building 
garden walls. But, Gosh, did I see a lovely orchid yesterd^- 
Red red, never saw one like it before, tomorrow I'll try a 

photo of it.Last nisht we went to the graduation ceremony of 



Hana Hi^hschool, quite touching, considering this is a village 
of barely 600 people at the very end of the world,and among 
them every possible mixture of races, including even some 
eskimos, leftovers from some stranded whaler or so, and mixed 
with Portugeese or what have you..vhen the kids come to  nursB - 
ry school, they have to be taught English, because their onty 
language is some special pidgin, and they always keep some 
strange accent. But they were so solemn and so full of pririb 
and democaacy, those nine graduating ones; it seems such 
a skyhigh achievement for them to have stuck it out fully twel- 
ve years in school.It really is quite a place here, every- 
body clean and healthy and well content, tt seems that simple 
happiness and friendliness has become a rare sightseeing 
matter, especially if it is achieved by American methods, 
like here. Another question is whether those kids who got 
university scholarships will ever be as wise and happy as 
their illiterate grandfathers who tend the gardens here? 

Anyway, everything seems very good, except for that 
little pull that's always there when I see something nice 
and want to show it to you or discuss it with you,  or ask 
you to lend me your eyes for a moment- and you ain't thar. 
Have an easv time, Carlito, ^.nd give yourself a nice vacation. 
from school as well as from your adopted family, especially 
the burdensome old nutgrater. If you ever had an ear that 
feels and sounds like the Holland tunaälK Okay, if you know 
how to spell it better!) with the whole Pulasky Highway traf 

■ u fie going through it, you'ö. know why my sense of humor is 
somewhat impaired at times, and think kindly of me. 

Hansl 
Thanks for the letter and all nice things from 

l/U. 
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VICKI BAUM 

August nth 19'i9 

ell ./ell well Carlito, I id have an inklin. Jhat you had locked 

yourself away in your little private depression dungeon , because at such times 

there is all of a s ;dden no contact to be gotten, just a sort of mauste.r-dcolored 

vacuum. I hope -fih^at by now you're more or less out of it and on the up- curve 

of your little manic-depressive cycle , ith a good long way to go till you fall dorm 

from one of your euphoric pinnacles again. On the other hand, I think that a lot of 

psychological lows which the anal?/st can't clear up, are closely related  to 

plain old Pleit^ and Dalles. It .rould be nice if, at this moment, I could report 

to you that vre sold our story and the, money comes flowing in, bjut malheureusement, 

that isn't the case yet. The magazine that had sort of ord red the cooking story didn't 

lilce it ./hen they saw it, and no., wqnder, I didn't lUc^ it myself. But my agent assures 

me that he's going to sell it, so let's hope for the best. Writing,  my dear young 

friend, is worse than playing the horsies ox- the numbers, and I think it darn gallant 

of you to ..'rite a movie outline out of your depressive mood. Are you sending it to 

Ilse Lahn, or. what? 
Now, my pet, I don't ./ant to confuse you still more or meddle or 

influence you, god forbid, but here are the results of various talks I had. 

There's not much of a future in bookbin ling, I was told; however, if Ilaitre  Pilom 

should take you and teach you and you could do that on the G I Bill, things ..ould 

take care of themselves} in other words, you'd stay East and probably lilce it, and 

it is even possible that you would grow, in one or the other capacity, into the 

Doubleday outfit. If you learn bookbinding, I'd very much recommend you also to 

learn some commercial art, for cover designing. It seems to me, that you'd 

have a lot of talent for it, and it would probably make something special out of 

you if you could design and bind books. 

On the other hand, if the bookbinding thing shouldn't wo k out, let's 

for a moment consider again your SLlver/smith idea. I talked now with all sorts 



of arts and crafts people, young, with future and talent, n I making their career. 

It seems that the field of silver smithing is   the least crowded one yet, ?s- 

specially in the makin- of Gebrauchsgegenstände, Tableware, Besteck and such. And 

the whole development still to be developed in the USA. The best teacher of this 

is a very i g nious , still young one1 very likable fellow in Los Angeles, they tell 

mej I'll make certain of his name when I get back there. He teaches at the Chouinard 

College in L A, a very, v ry good, G I Bill-approved school for modern arts and crafts. 

I also talked with ..right, that nice young s ilversmith at the Farmers llarket. He said 

he had no pupils, because they all wanted to learn more as a hobby, but when I told 

him about you, he said he'd like to know you and talk with you etcetera, './ell, that 

was before I heard about that other teacher. 

If you'd come out .."est, it might have one little advantage, that is 

that I figure my novel should with the help of God and many demons be finished around 

New Year and then there would be some translating to be done in "our spare time, a nd 

the usual thin meagre drizzle of a fee would be forthcoming. However, in combination 

with the G I stuff, it might keep you afloat for a little while and in the meantime 

somet ing else might show up. So far for the practical side of life. I am sure that 

I am not the only friend of ; ourlwho'd be glad to lend you a bit of cash if you get 

into a real jam. But I'm a very burned child and I know that even the nicest friend- 

ship changes its color the moment any feeling of obligation or some such bhing creeps 

in. I also think if you coul-1 at all go on all on your own strength, it would be much 

better for your damned fragile opinion about yourself. And so I won't press any offers 

of assistance on you at present; you knov, that I'm '.here any time you'd really need 

me, just as I would expect the same the other way round. 

This is the same old crazy nice rnd faintly exhausting town, gosh, how did 

you do these hills with your blood pressure? Can't you hoar me panting across the 

entire continent? I'm afraid X won't have time to see your i'r .ends, ay    ime is 

short and I 've got to see so many people not for fun but for-dammit-just research. 

JU 

1 

i 
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July  21st 1949 

Look here, Bud, we'll have to get practical about this 

rug stuff. First- would you send the five bucks a )    a pourboire, I don't 

know the address. Second: it doesn't make sense your waiting till it 

arrives, it might take till doomsday. There must be some brokers or 

such whom you trust with he thing. In other »rd^, you make your plana 

and come according to your own schedule and let some professional taker- 

carer take care of it. Now, for this there are zwei Meglichkeiten. If 

possiblxe he should have the rug sent on to you to my address andn we 

clear the custom procedures here.If that can't be done, the broker has 

to do it there- but I think it will be easy to tranfer the thing 

to here if you tell him you're going out West. If not, he'll have 

whatever duty is still due on the thing and for this I am enclosing an- 

other blank check. You see, we have no dollar bill for the rug, and the 

custom people are apt to calculate its price by the officiaal rate, and 

then it would cost almost twice as much and a lot of ijlduty will 

have to be paid and the meäieh of  Marrafcesh won't be such a terrific 

Mezieh anymore. That's why I wante. to trouble Barna in the first place 

and bring the rug in on your combined allowances. Well, too late now. 

So- that 's the rug and I hope I made myself clear. If not, kindly ask 

for detailed information. 

I am going to San Francisco for August 6th and 

will hang around two weeks or so. If we would meet there it would be 

a wfully nice, besides it being quite helpful to me and my bit of re- 

search.  No, I don't think I would cut you dead on Market Street.Elisabeh 

however, writes me that it is very difficult to get a hotel room, they're 

having some sort of furntur4 exhibition or fair or something. So, if you 

go there you might possibly have to provide some quartier with some friends. 



I have an idea it might be quite useful to have a talk with Elisa- 

beth  who is THE expert on all the arts and crafts in California and 

can probably give you good advise and information on what to do or to 

learn. I don't think that either mine nor Betty's nor anybody elses advise 

is worth a penny, if youA want to go at something seriously and in a 

useful and practical way. I understand you will want to go on the G I 

Bill which would at least give you a bit of rock bottom security. Aren't 

there lists of the places which are authorized nto teach under that bill? 

And isn't there something like a Berufsberatmngsstelle? I believe it would 

be a good idea if you could get your initial informations while you're 

still in New York. I'll tell Ruthie to look about that bookbinding idea 

of yours, but I don't think too much of it, frankly. The USA doesn't 

exactly strike me as a country where masses of people go in for hand- 

tooled leatherbound literature. In a school, on the other hand, they would 

probably teach you to handle bookbinding machines for mass production, which 

would come down to plain and simple factory labor, and that ain't your cup' a' 

tea, brother. I still have a feeling you should continue in something where 

you have your basical ability and know-how,anything that would ultimately 

lead to stage designing, because I think that's where your main talent lies. 

Why don't you have a good talk with Homer , about how one gets there? 

Your dreams about sitting in your Gehaeuse, like Duerer's St H^robymus. and 

dabbling at some fine little craft sounds awfully Greenich Villagy to me 

and I wonder if people can make a living including a hot shower daily with 

it.But I jes don't know, honey ,about dem dare matters. 

So, here comes Peter with a big yelling wanta see telephone 

and no more peace for letters. So long, and give Barna a great big hug 

for me. 

^ 
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June 30th 1949 

Today all the books you had given me came from Paris 

and made me somewhat sentimental; they mark such a definite span to re- 

member, it's like old phonograph records, or, to a woman, dresses worn 

at such and such an occasion. There is still a lot of unread matter 

and I was quietly howling with the fun of Cochemerle and the lady on the 

bidet.So, little Pete came into my room and beamed and said: Flag. 

There is no flag here,  said Ruthie. But your gnwichild's unerring 

eye had alighted on little Mrs Rabbit and recognized the blue- white- 

red. I put her in his hands and he said happilly: Flagbunny. So, flag- 

bunny it is and when he makes his daily visit he is allowed to play 

withl^ her. He loves her dearly and carries her around, saying: gently, 

gently, Flagbunny. I hope yon don't mind that I'm sharing her with the 

little fellow. You may notice that schyzophrenic me is trying to slip 

back into   my other ffifyf   half: die zuechtige  Haugfrau, die Mutter der 

Kinder- well, it ain't always so perfectly easy. Peter came home for a 

weekend to have me mend his ruptured heart and purse; he put an end to 

his sorry affair and seems to be getting over it. Nice boy, on the whole, 

and very easy to have around. Almost, but not quite, as easy as Carlito. 

The news of your wanting to come out to the coast and stay put 

was received with great big screams of joy by the entire family. As for 

myself- well, I don't have to tell you that it means a lot and I promise 
shall 

you that we'll al^ try to make you at home  and that I hope it will be 

a good and fairly happy and useful time for you. If not- well, you  can 

always hitch hike back East, can't you. In the meantime, don't forget 

that I still owe you your transportation to the final point of destina- 

tion. 



l|m having  the damndest time trying to i get you out of my system, 

and I'm by and by resigning myself to let you remain there, somewhere 

inside and as a part of me. I don't quite know what it is; it's a bit 

too intense and takes up a bit too  much space for just   friendship; on 

the other hand, it has none of the cannibalistic traits of love. But it's 

nice and makes me feel that I'm still among the living ;  I won't say that 

I need you, because I've trained myself to need nothing and nobody, and, be- 

sides, you (with your butterfly antennae would feel it as an obligation 

to hang on to me. But to know that you're coming out is about the best 

thing that could happen to me, amen. 

I'm just working with beaverish diligence on that short story of 

your cooking job, I called it Omelitte surprise and we'll see how it 

turns out. If I get it done this week, I might spend another week wri- 

ting another short story and then I want to start that   novel" Danger 

from  deer".This, in turn, has something to do with your coming. Look 

here, Carlito, I'll go either the last week of July or the first of 

August to San Francisco to study the background and do some research. 

So, if you come here, you should time it either so, that you don't arrive 

before I'm back. Or, better still, meet me- and, I suppose some of your 

friends- in San Francisco; you could help me a bit and we might rent 

a car and drive some( coward me doesn't dare driving in them thar hills) 

and have a nice half-vacation week or two- I figure on staying two 

weeks, and then we could fly home to L. A. Well, that's just an idea and 

you'll see how things are shaping up for you. 

Now comes the rub: that apartment house of mine is filled 

up and I was just talking through me hat when I promised you a flat, 

because, as you know, I can't put anyone out.I also see in the papers  that 

apartments are still rather expensive out here. I would gladly look around 

for you, but I have a feeling that youA are more practical and experienced 

in such things.For the'time my grandmother called ein Uebergangerl 



you could always hole up with us, and I mean it liberally. Since little Pete 

is occupying the guestroom, there's only a little cubbyhole downstairs. It 

has a separate entrance, without ex actly being sturmfrei, as Hans is 

a Puritan, as you know, and it has a bathroom and a shower and if you 

want to creep under till you find a job and a place, you're more than 

welcome and all you'd have to use it for would be to sleep in. During the 

day the whole house and garden is yours; especially while Hans stays in 

Santa Barbara there is such an empty house, the two of us would fairly 

rattle in it. Well, I'm only reporting all this to you   so that you can 

make some sort of plans. I have an idea that L. A. without a car isn't 

much fun. If we sell that omelette story, you'll have a little money to 

even get you a car. If not, kommt Zeit kommt Rat. Hans is very happy 

that you're coming and was muttering something that he'll always find 

something for you to do, or words to that effect. But he being Hans and 

the most indecicive person I know, I wouldn't count on it. There are 

a few too many Ifs involved; If_ he takes over the opera again; and if 

either Ebert or Graff will be the stage director; and if everything works 

out the way he wants- I think he'd like you as a sort of assistent, stage 

manager or what have you- and it looks like Entfuehrung. But all that is 

a long way off. You better get yourself ready to translate that San 

Francisco   story, it seems a surer bet. 

So, that's a long letter and I haven't even wished you a 

good time in London, but I know you'll have it anyway.Now I'm going back 

to my omelette and do some doing. You didn't write me how yoh poh, poh 

haid is feelin', gov'noh. Let me have a line if London leaves you the 

time for it. Always-( never say always, said the wise man) 

Vd* 



VICKI BAUM 

June 18th 1949 

This  -ill probably turn out to be a full length unabridged book 

more than a letter, because whetHer you care for it or not, I'm going 

to tell you everything I did up to now. I am discovering the old geological 

truth that a conglomeration isn't so easily separated into its various parts; 

you're sticking to me like- I don't know- a perfum or a hitsong, something 

I'm impreginfert with. I find that I have to change my pace and my ways and 

my talk when I'm with other people; no more short cuts, I have to make 

it quite clear when I'm  joking and ?jhen I mean it, or ?hen I'm so 

sad that I have to make all the absurd jokes and puns which caused you so 

much distress. Otherwise I found everything here in good shape, especially 

little Peter, who talks as Proust writes. Wolfgang looks well and they seem 

to contemplate laying the cornerstone for a second baby. Hans surprised me 

by having his tonsils out five days ag|io and is still a- however ruestiger- 

invalide. They all send a very great amount of love to you and I had to 

tell a   lot about you. Last night we looked at the fotos, many of them 

turned out quite well, and on the r.hole it was a so^t of melancholy pleasure 

to  trace the whole trip back.By the way, your Kratzfuss in Albi isn't 

there, was probably verwackelt; I also rectified my report on the testina 

bollita and it is no* on mh   record that you didn't actually vomit, much as 

you were inclined to do it. And now that we have both written our bread 

and butter letters and said thank you like the well mannered people fe are- 

what do you say, we're going back to good old trima kasi and give and take? 

But first things first: I wa3 a bit perturbed about the 

headaches you had lately; have you seen a docto^? And if you haven't yet, 

will you, for the sake of my peace of mind , see one right after you put down 

this letter? And not just any old doctor, but probably apood brain man out 



and tell him about your various headaches, the roaring ones and the dull ones 

and the just pressure in your much too bright noodle, and the little sudden 

Seestoerung you had the other day?And make sure it's just an irreparale con- 

genital condition? Becaia& if anyffcing could be done about it, it would be 

better; and make sure that you aren't trying to grow some sort of mushrooms 

on your brain, a thing fy>r which there is one hunderthousandst of one per- 

cent possibility and that could be stopped.Anfi let me know, because I'd feel 

better if I had   to take care of my o^rn headaches only and not of yours 

too. 

So, when I came in the door, there was a ,»ood hour of the usual dis- 

organized and confused red tape of a French departure and then we  boarded 
Shanon . 

the train and the purser told us -*e were off to SxffiOOJ and would wepasten our 

belts. And then he came back and said, we weren'tigging to Shanon buf to San~ 

ta %ria, and would we kindly leave the plane for half an hour. And so we 

were squatting for two more hours and then we went off ten past two and came 

toX the Azores   at Nine A M, and it was hot as hell and I was dressed 

for an arctic expedition. And then we went to Gander, which seemed quite 

a detour, and at last and very late,  we came down in the midst of a 

heatwave in New York.It stank and it was "No Nishe" after Bris, and people 

weren't ouite as beautiful as Saroyan has made them out to be and every* 

t&ing looked awfully sleazy and rather on the ugly side. Waxmann said: Das 

ist der Unterschied zwischen Klamotten und Antiquitaeten, which, I thought, 

summed it up quite neatly. By the way- I once created a character name of 

Kringelein, who came to the Grand Hotel clutching a brosrn paper parcel 

witi unknown contents to h^s chest; I found  Waxmann in the same typical»: 

little man's condition and when I aaked: What have you got there, the bro«/H 

paper parcel spoke up and said umistakably: I'm a gigot. Stank of garlic 

like a couple of lovers in Marseille, and was under great difficulties 

stored into the plane's small icebox; and vhen other people went to visit their 

dogs, Waxmann went and visited his gigot. T    urs before we got to 



V1CKI BAUM 

Ne.'.' York the gigot was returned to him, it was now sweating hrough the bro« 

paper ind in a state of quick deterioration. And   when I looked for Waxmann 

at the custom shed in Ne? York, I found him wrestling, with the custom 

man who   had taken his gigot away from him and treated him as a highly suspi- 

cious character, because nice people don't carry foull(| meat into God's own 

country and the State department doesn't like foreigners who smell of garlic. 

Well, so then I cleared and organized all my .vork and business, saw every- 

one I wanted to see, and now I know more or less what I «ant to do, or 

have to do; although I'm not auite sure I  will be capable of doing it. TheB 

is an enormous hunger for fair   manuscripts in the magazin market, I was 

wooed by all of them, and I decided to make hay while I can. So, fiflpt I'm 

going! to whip up a few short stories- first of them the one about you 

as a cook; and if you and Barha could sit down and write me a few of the 

thing^y) you cooked, how you called the darn concoctions, and what else comes 

to your mind of funny situations, please do so at once. I hope we shall 

make a few hundred dollars for you that way, »hich might put a tiny bit of 

ground under your feetfext I'll v?rite a little novel " Danger from Deer" 

for Woman's Home Companion- and if it turns out half.vay well, there ivill 

be something to be translated into German again. At the same time I'm 

supposed to dig up various old short stories which my old friend Ad Schulberg 

wants to sell in a package deal to the television, they snap up such stuff 

as fast as they can. And I promised Benoit-Levy to sketch down an outline 

for a movie before he is going to Paris, on July 7th.He is ouite desparate 

for something that wouldn't be just another movie but would have a bit of 

an ethical or universal idea behind it.I think Frederic March would like to 

play a part and I had just the character for it. So,  «hen all this is 

done, I want to knuckle down and write the story of my wonder healer, 

try to do it well, and publish it under a new name. The arrangements for 



this are also made; I haven't decided yet whether I shall remain with 

Doubledays or change publishers, but left it open and promised to make my 

decision after I have begun «riting. In any case, I have been promised 

heaven on earth by Doublfelday's as well as by others. So, as you see, all 

I need now is what^j in the bible is known as TOCHES, which, as you know; 
with 

means the part you're thinking as well as the one you're sitting on. It 

sounds a bit like a five year plan, but vie    shall see. 

Ruthie reported to you about the NIX on silversmithing- it's 

a bit what I expected. I also talked ..ith öeno,t L<2vy about possibilities 

at the UN , but there, too, the American quota is: closed. If anything 

of a   film production should come off, I might try and squeeze you in 

as some sort of assistant or what have you. But these are castles in 

Spain and we should put you on firmer ground now. I haven't found out 

yet, whether I have some apartment free in my house, but I don't think 

it's all filled up; I'll let you know about that soon.Forgive me for   soundia 

so very practical and for sticking my hand into your business, but I'm very 

eager to get you settled and aimed at a difinite goal.Sounds like Figaro's 

aria to Cherubino, doesn't it? By the way^ - Hans did his Figaro in 

the so called May Festival here, and Stravinsky did Die Geschichte vom 

Soldaten with sets by Horner which were very successful. And the idea of 

doing something with Horner and you seems to have great appeal to hasband 

meiniges. But all these are what's known as Uelegenheitsgeschaefte, and it's 

good enough to keep you afloat from one month to the next, but not £fe 

a real feet to the ground profession, Let me know if you have some idea 

what you want to do, and how and where and -hen. 

Now, Barna should have an extra letter, but  I have to go 

00 the market, so UAt    comes next •-'Have a glorious time, children, I'm 

sharing it in my thoughts and am happy when you are. 

Can't send my love, it's too heavy for air.il ' 



V1CKI BAUM 

February 11th 1949 

Dear Butch, you have a beeautiful soul, your 

charm is devastating and you are a delight to the eye, but your 

spelling stinks. I loved your Valentine, though, and it lifted 

my spirit considerably. It's still so cold here that the proverb - 
i 

Bi^l testicles freeze off the proverbial monkeys and I can't 

wait to get off and away and into some good, hot, dusty 

dirty, lice-infested country like Marocco. But, wddayaknow, it might 

be as I found it on the Libanon, that our car haj$ to plough 

through ten foot high banks of snow   across the Atlas. 

I have a dim impression that we're going to 

travel in a crowd. My old friend Wolfgang Bagier, who is probably 

flying on the same plane to Lisbon, went simply nuts ..hen he heard 

I was going to Marocco- it seems he '-orked there months and years 

with Duvivier,  knows it like KIXX the inside of his own pants, 

aside from being a rough, tough sort of French Kerl. He seems 

to contemplate at this moment nuite seriously to come over with 

us, and he would be good company, too. Amendt is on his way to 

Lisbon where they make the  vorst picture ever, if they don't get 

killed before. That drunkard, Tierney ,plays the lead and in 

Portugal they'll not   simply knock him out like here, but pro- 

bably go with the knife at him. In Rome, it seems, simply everyone 

I don't  -ant to see in Hollywood, will be around, besides of a 

few people I'm ~uite anxious to meet again. A bunch .vants me 

to spend a few days in Ascona, bon, on verra. To make it 

so the cup runneth over, Hans junt surpised me with the news 



that he has vacations from May 24th to July 10th. That certainly 

puts a crimp in all my planning, because much as I love him 

at home, so completely does he muff up all and any conceivable 

fun on a trip. He sulks because he can't speak the language, he 

goes around in the hairshirt of a consecrated puritan and turns sour 

at everything that amuses me or you or the kids, he is nevwe 

on time and, altogether , I need a vacation from domestic' 

more than I ever needed anything in my life. ">ie faire, mon ceeur 

^ue faire? I don't wanna spoil his vacations and   I don't 

wanna spoil mine.And how, the hell, do born bachelors like myself 

ever get married? Have sharks a conscience?Have barracudas a soul? 

And what about the sensitivities of the Ackernacktschnecke? Well, 

anyway f  ^f yOU have any suggestions to make, they'll be grate- 

fully perused.The more I think it over, the more I see that I 

didn't figure on enough time for the things we  ant to do. But at 

best «re should get to Paris around May 15th. Now, God forbid, I 

should have Hans in Paris. On the other hand, I figured ouite 

wisely, I would get out of Paris by June 10th or 15th, when 

the tourists descend on it. It  ould be quite all right if Hans 

would spend a few weeks with me then in the Tessin, fir instance. 

On the other hand, the trip to Europe is a bit too expensive 

just to sit three weeks in Lugano. There is a place at Gardasee, 

Punta di San Vigilio, where I have been young and .-.here I saw 

the first figtree of my life,  it must have been sometime toward 

the end of the seventeenth century. I'd like to go there  and peer 

at the BoecVlin landscape through my astigmatic glasses. So, okay, 

I won't. And rhat about my man in Sweden who r/ants me to spend the 

summer there? Couldn't you get some order into my schedule, or 

do I sound li]    lesam? Could we frequent some cafe somewhere 



It's almost dinner time, and wouldn't it be nice to come dosmstaiu 

and you would sit on the sofa and make those big expectant and 

always slightly wondering eyes and you'd do something at the bar to 

pep me up and you'd say you like cheesecake, whether you did or n<fc 

not , and you'd tell me that it's a shame I haven't seen Hamlet 

yet- wich it definitely is, but drivin to a movie all by meself 

takes so much energy. Ruthie is back, a little rested and a little 

tanned which makes her look not just like a little olive, but like 

one of those olives on top of the jar which have turned a bit 

blackish. Little Peter   is developing into   a golden hope of the 

wrestling profession and if you ever tried to put diapers on a 

marlin|| you'd know what I mean. 

Well, there <&oes the dinner call. S 

So long, Pal, am I looking forward to getting away 
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January 16th 1 - 

Barna wrote me about your bout with virus X 

and   I was ver,  sorry for you; I wish I could have been 

around to cool your brow, hold your head at the appropriate moment 

and florencenightingale all over the place. I hope now it's all 

over, although your last letter still sounded a bit tired. While 

you struggled .vith the virus I did the same with a short story, 

as to  hich there never was a lousier- one, auch zum Kotzen and 

a lot of bellyaching connected with it, so |you really have nothing 

on me. That you dropped the Eisenhower with a dull thud is probab- 

ly for the best; if you felt bad enough about it to resort to 

Flucht in   die Krankheit, it wouldn't have been much good. Anv/ay, 

it  certainly wouldn't have been possible to do that tapeworm of 

a book in the allotted time or anything near it. Also,  I always 

think that work must be either interesting and pleasant, even if 

yuu goK broke  or else well paid and awful. But awful and under- 

paid, that's too much.Carlito, I had written you immediately after 

Xmas a letter full of fine sentiments, rich humor, wit and popu- 

lar philosophy of the Dale Carnegie type, and sent it to the Pick- 

wick Arms. Yesterday the darn thing came back to me and no.v all 

the news in it is stale and dated. Except that my fun  ith Crazy 

Cat and Archie et al is undiminished and I really am very, very 

grateful to you for bringing those delightful new friends into my 

life. T like Archie much better than Gertrud Stein viith    whom he 

has syntax and punctuation in common. As for Mehitabel, there is 

a definite affinity between the two of us, although I was a 



bit more discriminating about the fathers of my offs^ing. But 

her viewpoints suit me fine .vith whathehell and there is some life 

innthe old dame yet. Thanks, Pal. I should have liked to send 

you some book to read during your recuperation, but there ain't 

hardly any, at least I haven't read anything that hadn't filled 

me with disgust. 

The children have gon€_ to ,ard Sun Valley and the 

baby is parked with me, lots of fun and a complete impossibility 

to concentrate on anything else. Getting up at six is a bit hard 

on them here old bones,  especially as my lifelong   habit of not 

being able to sleep before two or   three can't suddenly be changed 

Otherwise I'm rather broke on account they socked   a whopping 

income tax on me, very much   above the worst I expected* and I'm 

still a bit groggy from the surprise. We are slowly digging ourselv 

out of the snow, and, oh my poor garden! For a week it  vas 

exactly like in the first scene of Skin of our Teeth, the dogs 

froze to the sidewalks and we thought the next icetime was coming 

On the spur of the moment I canceled all my dates with Madame 

Woprschalek and my old rags will more or less have to do for the 

trip, if you don't mind,  sir. I am  developing soyi^ sort of a 

biceps just oow, carrying little Peter up and down and to and fro, 

oh boy, is he big and heavy and masculine, very much the Hemingway 

type. Oh, and thanks for chasing Miss Miesam to the phone and 

up into our hills. She vas here last night and everything  as 

quite normal as long as it went in French,  small talk and little 

anecdotes; but afterwards, when she relaxed from my stuttering and 

stammering  with some German and went into confessions and auto- 

biographical footnotes, Gawd, what a poor stray cat, and Lord ,what 

an incurable mess the girl is. She just don^t wanna life but 



to be Ln the deepest pit of masochism. Otherwise we're getting 

on quite •ell together, I think she" s coming t Ice a week in the 

evenings, it'll do her French a lot of good, I don« t think I shall 

be able to wreck it entirely during the short time that's   left. 

Really, eins zwei drei im öauseschritt, it's just a few more 

weeks and we'll all be good and airsick;  I only hope the epidemi*-- 

of Flu will be over by the time  e want to go, because it wouldilA 

make much sense to go there ..hen everything is yet more dis- 

rupted and we would both come down with it. '.Veil, it'll all arrange 

itself. 

Peter ^aughs himself half sicV about the magic mask with 

the "^anchettenknopf, we play with it ever-.- day for a few minutes. 

And  I loved your spontaneous letter, although you probably .vrote 

it only to have an excuse to interrupt doing the Eisenhower, 

".'ell, so long , I wonder vhat the Frencjf Tourist buro irill have 

to say. Ruthie's cousin wrote me  .rom Paris and he can arrange 

and reserve everything in Marocco, too. Just let's find out if we 

need any shots, shall we? There goes the   little boy- so long, 

and have a good time and enjoy your bad conscience, yes? 
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December 15th 1948 

First, please, give Barna i nice big hug from me 

for her good letter—, and a somewhat smaller hug foijyourself for 

writing so soon. I'm glad you got all your delicat'e limbs unharmed 

to N Y,  and that everything there turns out as nice as I was 

sure \t    would. You must always listen to granmaw, she knows best. 

And if you don't stop saying thank you  l|H have to conk you 

over the head with some blunt instrument. If anyone has to thank 

anyone, it would be me, because you've done more for me than you 

probably know. I had been somewhat of a living lebender Leichnam, 

for   quite some time, and you got me back to lipe, ask me how you 

did it? I suppose I very easily fall back on the biggest and earliei 

hurt of my childhood and become again a too small, too timid, too 

sensitive and too different little girl who goes up and asks the 

older|f children: Bitte schoen, darf ich mitspielen? At rhich those 

brutes usually said: Yakyakyak, no. With the difference that now 

I am the older child and the younger children don't think it suitable 

to have me romp with them. And so, by and by, I had myself somehow 

selbst ausgeschaltet, if you know what I mean. aecause, for the life 

of me,  I can't consider myself a contemporary of types like Kaetchen, 

bless her;  not even quite of Hans, who says Pfui at a record of 

Piaffe( wrong spelling? It's th  thing the Lipizaner Hengste know how 

to do in the Vienna Alte Reitschule.) Well, anyway, thanks for letting 

me play again. You know, - and I'll bore you a lot with this- 

irhen in doubt I always ^k^ myself what my friends, those wonderful 



Bali people, would do;  they are the most tactful and polite and sen- 

sitive creatures imaginable; and in their language there exists no 

thank you. They just say Trima Kasi- .vhich means Give and take.Let's 

go by that, eh what, Mac? 

Now, being the lucky possessor of a calendar of 

1949, I began maping out our trip and there is precious little time 

left, if we want to be where we want to be at the right moments. 

So, in big contours, J\ne    thing works out like this: I'd come to 

N Y by the beginning of  March, remain a few days, and go or 

fly I over by about March oth or 7th. Get us the little car, and have 

a few days of look-see, and then fly to Marocco around  March 15th 

at the latest. Be back in Paris by April first, saddle the car and 

drive slowly and stoppingly ?:here ever it looks inviting toward Italy. 

We should be in Rome, I figure, not later than April 10th, to get 

settled before faster, which is- Easter Sunday- April 16th . Of course, 

this would mean that, as always, I arrive in Italy^ the black week,when 

every damn painting in their churches is hung with black rags and 

no ART can be seen. Well, we'll have time for that afterwards.So, 

now we're in Rome, where we may stay as long as we please, but 

get back to Paris in time to see the chestnut trees put out their 

candles, and maybe the lilacs" come in bloom, or does this sound too 

much like a hitsong to you? Forgive my hungry and sentimental heart, 

or whatever organ does such things to one. In China it's the belly 

and in aali the liver, so don't let's quibble about it. So, now we're 

in Paris where we may stay until the last sous is gone, except that 

I'd like to see a little of Belgium,  like Brugge and Gent. But maybe 

by that time I have seen too much already and just want to squattf. 

No  then : 7/hen and how would Barna fit into this? Does she know 

when she could dash away from her job for a vhile? Being a seasoned, 

sceptical old traveler, may I suggest ""fhat three sensitive people 
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usus .lly are not the happiest combination on a trip, especially when 

two of them are somehow emotionally entangled with each other. I have 

lived through such trips in all sorts of arrangements and with all 

sorts of sexual, marital or plain love   combinations- not excepting 

our visit to Mexico with ^.'olfie and Ruth- always vith me as Ele- 

phant, and there are always some tensions and little moods and some 

feeling of being in each others way or something, or being too posse* 

ssive, or just a little hurt, well, anyway. I think it would be 

lovely to spend a fen days with the two of you in Paris, but then, 

my idea wwas that I'd go somewhere else and leave you to yourself, 

or retire| into my own lousy private life. In other words, if things 

would work out so that Barna would come over toward the end of  our 

various trips, when I'd ¥ÄXKX either return to the USA or, maybe, 

meet Hans and go to Austria, or, maybe,  visit with friends in Sweden, 

and leave you to your own plans and pleasures, it would seem to me 

the best arrangement all around. You understand, I am only raising 

a warning forefinger because it frightened me to think that Barna 

thinks my presence would be an asset to her possible journey. However, 

if she contemplates coming over, we'll have to fit things in any 

case so that it vrorks out with her vacation time. I only should like 

to know it soon, so that I can arrange my personal schedule according- 

ly. 

Now, I'll dump a lot of things that must be done into your lap, f 

if you don't mind,  so that we don't develop  last minute hitches. You 

must get your passport, Bud, and right «way, it always takes more 

time than expected. Next we '11 need visas, to France,   Italy, Ma- 

rocco, Belgium, probably   Switzerland- in case we take the trip 
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from Italy to France by some Northern route. And, please, get yourself 

whatever papers might be necessary to have that painting in Rome re- 

leased to you. I have starcted corresponding Aith some practical people 

in Paris about money exchange, car purchase etcetera. Oh yes- get 

yourself an international drivers licemce, too, that's --uite import- 

tant. 

I'll find out very soon, if it is better to go to Paris first 

, thence to Marocco and back to Paris;  or '?h<ither it is shorter and 

less expensive to fly to Lisbon, from there to Marocco, and only 

then to Paris. If so, you'll need also a Portuguese visa. If we do 

spend the first week in Paris, I have an idea that I might stay 

at the George V, because this seems to be the center of all black 

market dealings and I could attend to a lot of shady transactions 

right on the premises. In that case I might beg you to stay in some 

hotel yet to be recommanded to me for our later sejour.; in May, 

so that you could try it out? I suppose that neither of the three 

of us would want to live in the heart of the tourist districts 

and in the most expensive place we may find, but a bit more among 

the natives, if that can be done  ithout bedbugs and with functioning 

warm .vater. Anyivay, all this will arrange itself fairly soon. 

Now, Carlito, the main thing and the only thing in "hich you 're 

difficult: Please, don't forget that you may change your mind any 

* 
minute, and if it were half an hour before the plane leaves. In fact, 

that I more or less expect you to change your mind - just as I 

mej the right to change my mind , yes? And that you won't 

hesitate for one second to tell me so, if and ."hen? TithX things in 

New York being  as nice as they can be, you might not want to leave, 

or you might find yourself a nice job, or even a not so nice job, 

but a job any.vay. You understand that I'd far rather have you cancel 
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the trip than drag a heartsick, homesick or otherwise not quite happy 

guy all over Central Europe.Mors- c'est entendu? 

I think it •.■.'ould be nice if you'd drop Ruthie a few lines, 

she had so much fun outfitting your Fresspaket, and what with this 

bastard Wolfgang again on the go somewhere in them mountains, the girl 

is a bit lonely and not just a bit homesick for you.As for me, well, 

I might as well have lost my best front tooth; there's a hole where 

something important has been, and it hurts a little, There's also 

this constant forgetting that you ain't here  any longer, this: I must 

tell Carlito, I must ask   Carlito, Carlito will like this, he'll 

llfyr'about this or he'll be furious about that, and I'll have to show this 

that and another thing to Carlito- and so what? So, no Carlito. 

I am just helping ^ans to re- translate the secco rezitatives 

of Figaro- some fun, brrrotherl Next time I'll tell you about my 

sessiohs ?dth Mr Ross,  who is still combing the straw out of his 

hair, poor little Mortimer Snoerdl Well, well- this is a novel in 

three installments, not a letter, but we'll have to get things going. 

So long and have all the fun and all the good things and 

all the talks and thoughts and everything  you can enjoy.And let's 

hear from you, as soon as the typewriter does it again 


